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Et pour bien goûter le vin  
Jugeait qu'il en fallait boire. 

SYNOPSISSYNOPSIS  
 

The approach to the city issues starts by a perusal of the available literature and, 
specifically, of the reports prepared for the FAST study "The Future of European Cities: the 
Role of Science & Technology". The result is reported in Part I which is structured as a 
recurrent attempt to approach the complexity of urban issues from different point of departs. 
One gets confirmation of the difficulty to pass from the perception of city challenges to the 
specification of actions to respond to the challenges. The search, however, fulfils the 
important task to get better acquainted with the system.  

The conclusion from Part I is the confirmation that the quest for solutions to urban 
challenges, to be fruitful, requires a specific approach to problem-solving, to circumvent the 
paradox between the holism of challenges and reductionism of actions.  

 
Part II starts by describing the "design problem-solving paradigm" and then it pursues 

the attempt to apply it to urban issues. The starting point is to define the perceived challenges 
to which a response - taking advantage of R&D and technology potentiality - has to be 
developed. The selected challenges are described as a kind of 'urban malaise'. The approach 
resists the temptation to define too quickly the initial challenges in 'reduced' action oriented 
terms, even when they appear clearly related to a specific city sub-system. In fact, to start 
challenge's perception from the top holistic level of the system is a precondition to avoid a 
too quick jumping down to lower system levels looking for solutions.  

If the challenges can be perceived and described - although in vague terms - at the 
global system level, then solutions in offer could also be described at that level in terms of 
scenarios. The circuitous turns at the global level can now be guided by the problem-solving 
procedures as a systematic comparison between the challenges and the potential solutions. 

The aim of the approach is not to really start the solution development phase, but to 
define the terms of reference of the problems to be solved. The process of comparing 
challenges and solutions to define the problems, assures that the terms of reference are 
realistic (amenable to solution development). Provided, however, that the portfolio of solu-
tions is broad enough. Due to the novelty of the challenges, this will seldom be the case.  

The description of solutions to better define the challenges are under the form of 
general scenarios which serve as a guide to show how the portfolio has to be completed with 
more detailed solutions, to be able to get out of the holistic level with the description of the 
problem's terms of reference. Part II concludes recommending a series of studies and 
researches to be performed to increase the portfolio of potential solutions as a prerequisite to 
better specify needed actions to respond to the urban challenges. 

 
In Part II, the specifications for new solutions to be developed to enrich the portfolio 

is done without detailing specific technology contributions. It is still a top-down specifica-
tions for solution searching. In practice, to try and develop such solutions one should consider 
the important effect of the push from current technology development. To demonstrate that 
this is not in contradiction with the design approach, in Part III the process is deepened to the 
level of characterizing the potential solutions within a given promising technology. The 
important case of the new ICT (Information and Communication Technology) is considered.    
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FORWARD 
 

The work here reported is the outcome of a visiting stage to the FAST Prospective 
team at the Research Directorate of the Commission of European Union. 

 
The writer's basic interest to join temporarily the FAST team has been to have 

occasion to develop a line of study he was being pursuing on the problem-solving / 
decision-making process in highly complex context. Specifically, the decision-making 
related to planning R&D actions to contribute to problem- solving aimed at complex 
system's innovative changes.  

 
The FAST team in its 15 years of activity has dealt with highly complex subjects 

with the intention to provide inputs derived from social demand to plan R&D to meet that 
demand. 

 
The writer is not a professional student of decision-making / problem solving. His 

interest on the subject developed as a reflection at the end of a professional life involved in 
actually participating to industrial R&D activities aimed at complex system's innovation. 
Namely, to the 'adventure' of developing the peaceful application of nuclear energy and, 
lately, to the effort to innovate the automotive products to face the energy crises and the 
ecological constrains.  

 
The first case was a 'paradigmatic' technology push example (from a basic dis-

covery, to an invention, to the identification of an application responding to a basic need), 
while the second was a need's pull one (how to modify or change existing successful 
technology to respond to new challenges). In both cases, the context was quite complex, 
the needs were clearly stated and the technology routes already well traced. For someone 
involved in R&D planning it was clear that the dialectic between need's pull and technology 
push could be fruitfully exploited and lead to practical result. As a matter of fact, those that 
were involved can testimony that in both cases the emphasis has oscillated many times 
from the 'need's demand' to the 'technology's offer' and vice versa to try to match 
satisfactorily the two aspects. This notwithstanding, the actual development of the two 
mentioned fields has been such, one can argue, that at least the match between need's 
pull and technology push was not up to the expectation.  

 
If this has been the outcome of planning R&D for cases - though complex - where 

both side of the game (the needs and the technology) were clear, huge resources 
allocated, proper organizations established, what will happen when the objectives are 
vague, the technology not well established, needed resources difficult to allocate, the or-
ganization to perform the job not there? 

 
In the meantime, in the society's agenda the number of hot issues has increased  

that require to call in all the human ability and creativity, all the resources available - not 
the least of which is the potentiality of R&D and of technological innovation - to respond to 
increasingly difficult challenges.  

 
As a matter of fact, the efforts to plan R&D, to assess technology, to assure 

consensus on basic technological choices to respond to challenges, have increased. 
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However, the difficulties encountered by the diverse initiatives suggest that we are still far 
from having developed a procedures to assure a satisfactory match between the 
pull of the needs and the push of technological options.  

 
The writer's biographic reference above, might explain his interest to reflect on this 

type of problems, perhaps under the motivation to judge retrospectively the outcome of 
one's professional life. It serves, however, the purpose to keep the reader advised on the 
many amateur limits of the analysis and how it is charged with metaphors and conjectures 
coming from a generalization of the writer's professional experience, more than from 
extensive professional study of the matter.   

 
The first generalization is that, instead of 'technology push' we might refer to 

solution push. The second generalization is to see the need's pull / technology  push 
dialectic as an instance of the problem-solving process. Heuristically, this process can be 
represented as a drama played between two set of actors, the ones representing the 
needs and those representing the potential solutions to respond to the needs.    

 
The first metaphor that might help to clear the issues is that of the 'two cultures'. 

The interest of the metaphor for our concern will be immediately clear if the two cultures 
will be that of the 'theorist' on one side and of the 'practitioner' on the other, contrasting the 
'cognitive' interest of the former to that of 'making' of the latter. The two cultures represent 
instead two different 'cognitive' approaches: the 'holistic' one of human and social sciences 
contrasting the 'reductionism' of physical sciences.  

The reductionist's conjecture is that to understand a complex system one should 
break it down into its elementary components, while the holist's conjecture is that there are 
'global' behaviour that could not be reproduced, bottom-up, by the understanding of the 
interactions among system's parts.  

 
The debate between the two cultures becomes important when the 'cognitive' 

interest changes into the practical one: to 'do', to change the 'system' under observation. 
The emergence of 'applied' research from the 'pure' science, has, in fact, transformed the 
debate in a hot issue, the more so when the 'applied' research got the form of large 
projects concerning complex systems and involving huge amount of resources.  

 
The emergence of 'applied' research has taken place more on the 'hard' physical 

sciences than in the 'soft' human ones. The hard scientists in our drama tend, therefore, to 
represent the actors that push for solutions (bottom-up solutions suggested by the 
reductionist cognitive approach), while the human scientists are the actors that represent 
the needs (which tend to be 'holistic', to regard the challenges to the entire system).  

The metaphor of the two cultures could, therefore, help us to trace the difficulty of 
problem solving.  

The human sciences culture 'holistic' cognitive approach is circular. It is preoc-
cupied not to loose the effects uttering from the aggregation of system's elements, to 
underline how the system is more than the sum of the parts. To break down the system 
into its components will be a basic contradiction in the approach.  

On the reverse, the hard scientists, by building a bottom-up representation of a 
complex system (as a set of interactive elements) will always be on a fixed frame where 
the 'whole' is a specified sum of the parts (even when including feedbacks from the 'whole' 
system to the parts).  
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The drama is therefore between the holistic actors and the reductionist ones unable 
to meet half-way: for the formers, how to get out of the circuitous trap of the global system 
to start a real top-down descent towards components where actions have to be focused; 
for the latter how to construct bottom-up a 'true' complex system (the sum being more than 
the parts).     

 
The efforts - to respond to the needs to plan R&D, to match needs pull with 

technology push, to assess technology - will find, therefore, an intrinsic limit in the difficulty 
of matching the 'two cultures' approaches.  

In fact, organizations charged with those tasks cannot but be made with a mixture of 
representative of the two cultures. Is there a way out? 

    
The generalization from R&D planning to problem solving might help. Here the base 

motivation is not to 'know' but to 'do' and basic actors are not the scientists as such, but 
the 'doers'. Since the hard scientists are those that more naturally pass from pure to 
applied research, should one guess that the 'practitioners', the 'doers', are natural allies of 
hard scientists and that their vision of the world be a 'reductionist' one?  

As a matter of fact, actions to build or to modify a given 'system' have to start from 
the 'bricks and malt', from the 'elementary' components. So, 'building', 'constructing', is a 
bottom-up process. Before building, however, one has to 'design' the system to be built or 
changed. Is the design process also a 'reductionist' approach?  

 
The basic conjecture here - at the base of the intellectual interest of the writer in 

pursuing this line of studies - is that the process of 'designing and building' is actually a 
successful combination of the two approaches, the holistic and the reductionist one.  

 
The metaphor of the artist might help here. The final result of the work of the artist is 

a 'whole', a system. It is made up of elementary components arranged into a system 
structure. A book is made of words, of sentences, of paragraphs, of chapters. The book 
cannot but be written bottom-up, word by word, (brick by brick). But at the end it is a 
whole. And it is the more so, the more it is a masterpiece. When did the 'holistic' features 
(the whole more than the sum of the parts) emerge? At the beginning of the writer's 
conception of the book? During the process of writing? At the end? We cannot give a 
unique standard response. We will know only at the end, when we are faced to a work of 
art, that it has succeeded in putting together the parts into a greater whole. 

 
The metaphor of the artist can be used also for the case of the realization of practi-

cal objects, such as buildings, 'hard' or 'soft' products. The process of realization of a 
product is characterized by a continuous tension between the wholeness of the objective 
to be met (the user needs) and the details of a 'reductionist' view of the materials to be 
used, the components to be designed, their assembling into the subsystems and of these 
into the final product.  

The tension that existed during the process of designing and building disappears at 
the end. It is not retraceable in a successful product, realized according to a 'good' design. 
In a bad design, however, the tension has not been resolved and it will be visible in the 
actual un-success of the product (it does not meet the user's expectations).  

The process by which a product is designed has been fairly well studied.  
 
Our conjecture is that in any product - no matter how simple it appears - complexity 

is intrinsically present.  
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We propose therefore to refer to the design process as the tool to be used to try and 
respond to challenges no matter how complex is the system where the problem appears 
and to use the procedure of problem-solving indicated by students of the design process, 
learning from simpler cases.  

 
To see how the design process solve the paradox of the holistic need and the 

reductionist solution, one can consider it as a step-wise progression from the more global 
representation of the system down to the detailed one, step by step: at each step, at a 
given level, 'needs pull' and 'solutions push' are compared to better define the needs.  

 
One can refer, for comparison, to the way Popper sees the progress of science: one 

start from a problem; by a process of trial and errors one selects a theory (a 'solution') to 
be confronted to the detailed aspects of the problem up to the point when it is 'falsified'; 
this leads to a new specification of the problem for which a new theory is developed, which 
will at its turn be falsified, and so on. 

One can consider the design process as a top-down popperian process: the 
process start at the highest-level (in terms of the system description) perception of the 
problem. At the same level of generality a solution is identified (with a selective process 
that confront several alternative solutions). The process at each level is a circuitous one 
(better apprehension of system challenges, better identification of potential solutions) up to 
the point where the process is stopped ('falsification' reached) resulting in a better and 
more detailed definition of the problem to be solved. The process is shifted now to a lower 
level, starting with the greater detailed problem and stays at that level up to the moment 
where a new and more detailed definition of the problem is reached, and so on.  

Decision-making enters into each step of the problem-solving process by deciding 
the allocation of resources needed at each step and - even more important - by deciding 
when the circuitous comparison of needs and solutions has to be stopped and the result 
made explicit into a better specification of the needs, to be used to start a new run at a 
lower level. 

The tension between need's pull and solution's push is in this way assured, step by 
step, down to the level of the 'elementary' components that make the system. The 'top-
down' process of design is terminated at that level and now a 'bottom-up' process of 
implementing (building) the designed solution is started. 

 
The existence of various levels in the design process is well recognized in the 

design of products with expressions like: concept design, preliminary design, intermediate 
design, detailed design, final design. Or: system design, subsystem design, components 
design.  

That the decision-making / problem-solving process has to be subdivided into 
various phases is, however, recognized also in other context far from the design paradigm. 
Expressions such as policy-making, strategic choices, and tactical approaches can all be 
re-conduced to different phases of complex problem solving.  

 
What has R&D to do with the above problem-solving process, and how the design 

'paradigm' can help R&D planning?  
At each step of the design process the problem has to be compared with solutions, 

and that comparison is fundamental to better specify the needs. In order to do so, the 
portfolio of potential solutions should be as broad as possible covering the peculiar 
aspects of the problems.  
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When tackling a complex novel issue, however, one is not assured that the 
available portfolio of solutions is sufficiently broad. One might need therefore to develop 
new solutions (responding to solution push motivations) at the level where the unsatis-
factory completeness of the portfolio of solutions first appears (it might be the global 
system level, subsystem or component level).  

The new solutions at the very beginning of the process (high holistic level of system 
challenges perception) might simply consist of the description of alternative scenarios 
based on technology push. Or - at the other extreme in terms of engagement and resource 
allocations - a series of pilot projects has to be performed in vivo (to show how potential 
ideas can be effectively applied on the system getting indications of its reactions). 

 
With reference to the design paradigm, therefore, R&D policy-making related to a 

specific issue or area of concern (environment safeguard, energy production, improving 
the quality of life), can be interpreted as the outcome of the design process at the very first 
level of the holistic system consideration. 1 

 
The application of the design paradigm was already attempted by the writer in a 

previous work (see Businaro 92) concerned with R&D policy-making at European level to 
react (take advantage or avoid negative impacts) to the globalisation process. One output 
of that exercise has been to show that there is a need to fill the portfolio of technology offer 
to be in a position to better react to the globalisation challenge. The latter is however a 
very broad challenge. To make the problem-solving exercise more concrete one needs to 
focus on its impact on specific areas of concern. In the above referred study the approach 
has been quickly applied to such areas as: environment protection, better management of 
the territory, better exploitation of the natural resources for a sustainable world, responding 
to shelter needs, learning to master complexity, putting technology to work.  

 
The limits of the above exercise did not allow a deeper application of the design 

process methodology. The basic motivation of the writer's stage at the FAST team was, 
therefore, to have the occasion to continue this type of work to show the potentiality of the 
method by tackling a problem related to a complex issue of interest. The choice has fallen 
on the urban issue, taking advantage of the fact that FAST itself had devoted resources for 
an important study on the subject "The future of European cities: the role of S&T" (see 
Drewett 92). 
                                         
    1 The writer's conviction of the importance to plan R&D to develop a broad portfolio of solutions (to keep into motion 
the problem solving-process) and to get the needed resources, comes from his experience to try and respond to the automotive 
sector challenges from the energy crises and the environment safeguarding concern. It was clear, at the time of his in-
volvement in the matter, that the portfolio of available technological offer was not broad enough to respond to the new 
challenges. Correspondingly, R&D had to be planned and resource allocated, no matter how difficult it was to get con-
sensus  (to allocate an important part of scarce available resources on matter having only potential long terms prospective). 
The reflections on the application of the design process is a generalization of the type of arguments developed at the time to 
try and get the company decision to allocate resources to long terms R&D. 
 
Thinking retrospectively also at the nuclear energy case, the design process 'paradigm' might tell that it was a case where 
the circuitous process of meeting 'needs demand' and 'solutions offer' where started at a too low system level. While part of 
the great R&D efforts could have been properly intended as a way to better define the holistic needs - on which to get 
consensus and, then, to proceed further down - it was too quickly seen as a detailed solution to the problem (which was 
therefore assumed as implicitly specified by the solution itself). 
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While the writer's motivation has been mainly methodological, that of FAST was 

more practical, for a study that could contribute to deepening the subject area. The match-
ing of the two motivations represented the stimulating environment of the stage. By 
chance, this stimulation has increased more than expected, because of an added target - 
unforeseen at the beginning of the stage - to contribute to produce the terms of reference 
for a call for tenders for studies on the role of S&T for the future of the cities. This has 
represented an important unexpected challenge for the methodology to be applied to the 
first phase of the problem-solving process (related to passing from the perception of the 
challenges to the specification of the problems to be solved). The call for tenders has 
therefore been conceived to fulfil this first important step of the problem-solving process, 
and the study here reported represented both the conceptual frame and the beginning of 
the process of defining the city challenges, pointing to the need to fill the gaps in the 
portfolio of solutions.    

 
As a final note, one might indicate that the two motivations at the base of the study - 

the one of the writer to show the potentiality of the methodology of problem-solving and 
that of FAST for a specific study on the urban issues - are both well present in the text. 
The target readers can therefore be either those interested in the specific city issues or 
those more interested in the methodological approach.                        
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Part 1.  EXPLORING THE URBAN COMPLEXITY 
 

 European society is more and more an urban one. Urbanity is an essential dimension of 
Europe. European culture and civilization are first and foremost urban. There are 229 
cities in the 12 EC member states with more than 300,000 inhabitants and 122 of them 
have a core population exceeding 200,000. 89% of Europe's population is expected to be 
living in urban areas over the next thirty years. The Urban Euroscape is the space 
where most socio-economic disparities and environmental problems accumulate, but 
also where most progress takes places. (pg. 3). 

 
 Every urban sector appears, more and more often, as just one atom in the complex 

molecule that is the European city and all actions must take into account the impact 
of all urban data and policies, always bearing in mind the necessity of insertion on 
the whole. The big challenge is the complexity of reality. (pg. 17) 

 
          European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions.(93a) 
  

 
The literature dealing with urban problems is discouragingly broad.  
A systematic reading for a non-specialist is quite impossible and it will require too 

much time even when a pre-selection is done (as it was here the case by concentrating on 
the FAST reports and on the there referred basic literature). That approach could not fit, 
moreover, the general idea that there is no privileged way to look at a complex system.  

 
The writer actually tried and learned as much as possible and as quick as possible 

of the urban systems by performing a series of tours through the literature being guided 
each time by the thread that uttered during the travel itself. At a certain moment of each 
tour he felt the need to stop and restart again looking for another thread to utter from the 
exploration. 

 
The danger of the approach is lot of overlapping. This is however an intrinsic part of 

complexity: the same thing seen in a different context of relations because of the different 
point of observation. 

 
This approach to the complexity of the urban system is actually reported here as a 

series of exploring tours. 2 
 

                                         
    2 The metaphor here is that of a tourist visiting a city armed by the Baedeker. He follows one at the time the suggested 
different trajectories to visit the city ant its monuments. During the different trajectories he might encounter the same 
monument several times, each time however reaching it from a different direction.  
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1.1 A reductionist search for the lost efficiency of the urban 'machine' 
 

 The starting point: listing city problems. The search for the causes. A quick recipe: use 
technology to intervene on the causation factors. A hypothesis for the city: a stable 
system with problems of reduced efficiency. A threat to city stability: globalisation. 
The need to better understands holistic city system changes. Trying a different ap-
proach: is a holistic view of technology possible? Back to square 1: the intrinsic limits of 
the linear approach to city problem. An idea to retain: technology for infrastructure. 

 
The first attempt is to try the linear sequence: from the problem to the under-

standing of the causes, to try to intervene on the latter to get a change in the desired 
direction. 

  
The starting point: listing city problems  
 
The first idea is to start from lists of city problems. In Petrella (91) an agenda of 

problems to "re-build" the city is given. Because of quantitative and structural changes, 
endemic problems of modern towns have grown into major issues:  

 
i) lack of social integration (social polarization due to population aging, inter-ethnic 

confrontation, etc.);  
ii) inability to valorise human resources (such as mismatch between education and 

required qualifications);  
iii) critical subdivision of power (swinging between decentralization and centralization);  

iv) urban financial crisis (fiscal 'central' state solidarity against local needs);  
v) unbalanced shifting from industry to tertiarization;  
vi) increased threshold to develop new advanced services (such as R&D);  

vii) development of mega-systems (concentration of infrastructure investments on 
teleports, high science labs, airports, TGV);  

viii) decaying quality of life in parallel with economic crisis and environmental damaging;  
ix) difficulty to follow the "modernization" trends (shift to new services, cooperation/ com-

petition between cities to attract new 'global' ventures). 
 
The search for the causes 
 
The description of a list of factors (causes?) that contribute to the city worsening 

state of affairs can also be attempted (Petrella, 91). 
  
Some factors are related to the demographic evolution with structural changes in 

European cities due to the aging of the local population and the increasing migration flow. 
Others are related to the competition between different targets for social expenditures and 
a plurality of political levels (local, regional, national) which instead of better focusing ex-
penditures, increase dispersion and inefficiency. Moreover, the institutional reforms 
(decentralization of power) often do not match with financial reforms.  

 
Important factors are related to the economic domain. The transformations in the 

productive system (towards more flexible manufacturing, a greater shift to tertiarization, 
the emergence of "quaternary" services) push for changes and adaptations at the local 
level not always easy to be followed promptly. The situation is made more challenging or 
threatening by the phenomenon of globalisation of economy that make vanishing past 
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local advantage factors by rendering them quite volatile. Knowledge enters with increasing 
importance among the new 'factors' of economic power. Competition between cities, 
therefore, becomes also a competition in the cultural field.     

 
One should also underline the influence that the state of the hard and soft 

infrastructures that pervade the urban space have on the functioning of the city. Specific 
problems come from the inadequacy of the infrastructure to fit the changed city needs.   

 
A quick recipe: use technology to intervene on the causation factors  
  
By crossing problems with factors one might hope to underline areas of intervention 

for technology: to act on the factors to have an impact on the problems. Only some of the 
listed factors, however, can be directly affected by technology.  

 
One quick recipe could be, as an example, to take advantage of the volatility of the 

production factors related to technology to develop competitive strategies against cities 
that had an economic hegemony in the past (based on the low mobility of the production 
factors). For other factors the role of technology is more indirect.  

 
Since the future of the cities depends - to a certain extent - on its ability to renovate 

and adapt the infrastructure to the new technological potential, the temptation is strong to 
limit the technology question to its role on infrastructures.  

However, in many instances when this straight approach was followed the results 
have been negative (see the case of intervention on road infrastructures which often 
produce only the result to shift traffic congestion in other areas of the city).    

 
In general, to specify technology-oriented actions to respond to city problems one 

should, as a prerequisite, better understand the city as a complex system where techno-
logy interacts in a multilevel way with other factors.  

 
To do so it requires shifting the focus to another question. Is there a specific "urban 

process" or is it just another way to refer to social processes?  
 
If there is such a thing as an "urban machine" characterized by a specific process, 

then technology should be seen as an element in such a process.  
  
 
A hypothesis for the city: a stable system with problems of reduced efficiency 
 
No matter which is the specificity of the city system we might consider that it is a 

system under stable conditions. If so, the actions should be oriented to increase the 
system efficiency. Moreover, one could consider the system as well structured into stable 
sub-systems, and the reduced efficiency be tied to one or more of the sub-systems.  

  
In this way we are led to a specific "system strategy" that might be labelled the 

"modernistic city" strategy.   
 
 

Modernistic city strategy: use technology to increase city efficiency 
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One possible password for this strategy is to increase the "efficiency" of 
the city system through an extensive recourse to technological innovation: in 
manufacturing, in banks, in the public administration, in education, in transport 
and communication, in the utility services. After all, the problems / challenges 
listed above might just result - one might argue - from a loss in the city "machine" 
efficiency. 

 
A "modernistic strategy" pursued with determination and with adequate 

means will certainly have an impact on the future of the city. 
  
But if one goes back to examine the list of problems, can we be assured that 

the impact will be positive in all or most of them? Have not been the problems of 
cities in part the result of explicit or implicit policies aimed at the efficiency of 
the city systems?  

 
In fact, an increased efficiency in the city systems might worsen some 

problems. To exemplify: efficiency tends to "specialize" the use of the city space, 
putting a premium on functionalization; on its turn this increases social segrega-
tion, reduces occasions of socialization. Specialization of space, subdivision of 
services according to the ability to pay for them, lead to separation of riches and 
poor into ghettos (paradise?) for rich people and ghettos (hell?) for poor.  

 

 

 
Even if one stays with the 'modernistic strategy', the target for efficiency implicitly 

assumes that the system is stable, hierarchically subdivided into subsystems. 
Improvement in efficiency can be looked after, separately, for each subsystem (better 
transportation, better health services, better education, more competitive manufacturing). 
However, can one be assured that the today city is a stable system?   

 
In general, answering this question for a given system depends on the interaction 

between the system and its environment. 
 
The city has to be seen in the interaction with the territory (with all the fluxes of 

different variables that cross it along with the different infrastructures that impose a 
"structure" on the territory.  Changes in the territory have therefore an impact on the city.  

 
A threat to city stability: globalisation 
 
One such a change, which is now quite visible, goes with the process of economic 

globalisation. Globalisation is, at the same time, effect and cause of the new 
communication infrastructure of the 'global' territory. 

  
The city is affected directly by the globalisation phenomenon, first of all because the 

related actors have to establish their operation bases in cities. With the actors go important 
fluxes (capital, knowledge, political power) in a network of complex interconnections. To 
attract global actors and fluxes the cities have to compete among themselves. The 
success in competition will change the urban hierarchy.  

 
This global dimension (with its global network of fluxes), however, crosses the 

others dimensions-networks (local, regional, national) in which the city system is nested. 
The difficulty to develop a coherent response to this crossing of different dimensions-
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networks (with the related crossing of fluxes, with different logic of power, of decision-
making, of action taking) might reveal as a critical point in the city system dynamics.  

 
One is not at all assured that a recipe of improving the efficiency of the city systems 

can deal with the impact of globalisation.    
In fact, the globalisation challenge might induce a higher level of complexity in the 

urban system, so requiring a higher level of "intelligence" to be able to manage 
successfully the city system (Petrella, 91).  

 
The city as we were used to manage it before the globalisation challenge, was also 

a very complex system. However, it settled into separated stable subsystems, with 
separation of actors and power. This sectoralization has allowed dealing with "objects" 
(subsystems, such as the housing) in the cities, which could be changed without an impact 
on the entire system.  

 
The need to better understand holistic city system changes 
 
If the new city is undergoing a systemic change questioning the past sectoralization, 

then, first of all, a new approach in understanding the urban system is required (not giving 
for granted that the today system structure will allow a "sustainable /durable" city).  

 
This represents a first great challenge: we could not understand the systems as 

outsiders, but as part of it. So we need (Petrella, 91) a "democratic" cognitive approach 
(open, capable to evaluate the mechanism of interaction between actors including the new 
emerging ones, to deal with the new interfaces and their impact on city dynamics).  

This requires considering the system under study and the actors that study it at the 
same time, without taking for granted the past knowledge on city behaviour. This 
'democratic' cognitive approach is a precondition to develop a proper policy to respond to 
the changing city system to regain the ability to consider the totality of the system. The 
policy should therefore become an 'holistic' policy capable to consider the system in its 
globality. 

 
To look for technology to increase the efficiency for a stable, well-structured system, 

means, instead, to look for a sectoralized bottom-up approach (responsible sectors of city 
problems are identified and actions focus on those sectors. The global system change will 
be a consequence of the sectoral actions). Within this frame of mind, a technology push 
(technology first) approach can also be justified (start from the available solutions and ask 
for the problems that can be solved).  

 
Checking the efficiency "modernistic" strategy against systemic challenges such as 

globalisation has pushed us back to the starting point.  
If technology for efficiency might not be the answer to the city problems, if, 

moreover, the today city system stability can be challenged by external changes (that 
could induce a change in the system structure), then we better go back to a more direct 
approach to the city problems. A more global answer should be sought for, which could not 
a priori be de-coupled into sectoral smaller problems. 

 
Trying a different approach: is a holistic view of technology possible? 
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Instead of a "technology push" approach anchored to the existing system structure 
we might start from a "need pull" approach (the problem first).  

 
Contrasting with a modernistic high efficient stable city system, one might develop a 

scenario for a "desirable city of the future" where solutions of the basic human problems 
will be improved. A scenario for a human centred city with less social segregation, with a 
higher quality of life, in a better-balanced interaction with the external physical and 
economic environment. 

  
But how can we bridge the gap between the definition of the desired characteristics 

based on needs and the possibility to match them by referring to technology use? If the 
problems has to be seen in the context of an holistic system, then to use technology we 
might need an holistic view of technology as well: is there a city technology?    

 
A fundamental objection to the question is raised. Actions on a system cannot but 

be actions on elements of the systems (actions are reductionist). To act with technology is 
also to act in a reductionist way.  Will at the end reductionist actions produce a 'holistic 
change' in the system in the desired direction?  

 
To precede further, one need to focus on the question of the "urban system", on 

what characterize the urban process. Why the cities are different one from the others (e-
ven if one can try to group them according to some taxonomy)? Why some city apparently 
deprived of 'natural' resources can be (economical?) successful while other, which had a 
hegemonic position in the past, are under decline?  

 
An 'holistic' view of the city system is important. But stories of success and decline 

are 'time' stories. Time has therefore to be included in the holistic view.  
One can describe a desired scenario for the future of the city; one might recognize 

that the today complex city system is crossed by challenges and opportunities. However, 
to react to them successfully the past of the system is as important as the today city's 
realization.  

 
Back to square 1: the intrinsic limits of the linear approach to city problem  
  
We have therefore gone back to an even more engaging definition of the holistic 

approach. From a list of city problems, one has passed first to a list of factors that 
influence them, and then to focus on technology to modify the factors (by limiting to a 
target of efficiency improvements). But the basic doubt on the effect of the actions on a so 
complex systems in a challenging environment, has thrown doubt in the approach. 

 
From a preliminary listing and definition of the city problems and the seeking for 

actions we have swung back to the need of a deeper understanding of the system, starting 
from a better definition of the potential desirable state of the future of the city.  

 
 
 
 
 
An idea to retain: technology for infrastructure 
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We have learned from the above discussion that infrastructure renovation might be 
an important component of the city policy, but that it might be dangerous to separate the 
problem from a more general understanding of the changes underway in the entire city 
system. 

 
This notwithstanding, one better keep the idea that through infrastructure renovation 

there is a possibility to make use of technology to improve cities. Infrastructures both hard 
and soft are strongly technology dependent. 
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1.2 The multiple threads of disciplinary approach to city complexity 
 

 Is there an urban concept? The city challenges seen from a disciplinary cross-view. The 
lines of actions from a disciplinary viewpoint. A multi-disciplinary urban science? 
Technology on infrastructure to increase the value of the city? From objectives defini-
tion to problems specification. 

 
The base question to start a new round of thinking about cities and technologies is 

now what kind of beast a city is. Can one really consider the city as a system in its own 
right, with its peculiarity of behaviour, with a dynamic following a trajectory having a clear 
pattern, with an identity that characterize it notwithstanding the multifaced changes during 
its lifetime?   

 
Is there an urban concept? 
 
A synthesis of the present thinking on the "urban concept" is given by Drewett and 

Engelstoft (1990). They doubt that the concept has a uniform meaning for those who use 
it. According to the interest of those that observe cities, the problems that they see 
emerging are classed as social, or environmental or economical. The Commission of 
European Union is an example of the different way to see the city problems, according to 
the different Directorates that have programmes of actions on cities. 

  
This might not by itself mean that there is not such a thing as an "urban beast". It is 

normal that if one looks at a system from different perspective, with different colour lens, 
different characteristics will emerge.  

However in the case of cities, according to Drewett and Engelstoft, one does not 
see yet emerging - as a compound from the disciplinary views - a unifying perspective to 
look at the urban as a specific system. There is not yet an "urban science" that deals with 
the city problems. "The difficulty appears to be a inherent dilemma in urban studies, as 
each group of urban researchers (economists, geographers, political scientists, 
sociologists, architects and engineers) view and define urban problems differently." 
(ibidem, pg. 21). 

 
For our approach, for the time being, this is not too much of an handicap. To a 

certain extent it might be easy to see what type of actions can be devised to respond to 
challenges if the city is not a 'real' system (having its own internal cohesion, its peculiar 
way to respond to challenges and perturbation). Policies for action can then be part of 
different policies such as economic, social, education, etc.  

 
The city challenges seen from a disciplinary cross-view 
 
Even if the city is a real system with its own identity, the different perspectives by 

which it is observed will let emerge useful indications on the system behavior and 
problems and also, hopefully, of the way to attack the problems.  

 
Looking at the city as a complex system from different perspectives and 

specialization helps in identifying new problems or in putting old ones into new 
perspectives.  
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Disciplinary cross-sections of cities 

 
* for urban economisturban economist cities are centres of economic activity. The spatial 

concentration of economic activities in an urban environment produce important 
effects, by reducing transaction costs, by the facilitation of finding services, 
by multiplicative effects that increase the efficiency of the entrepreneurial 
activities. It looks like if the economic activity produce positive externalities 
favoring more economic activities.  

* for arar chch iteite ctct  and en and en g ig i nene ersers  cities are physical spaces structured by infrastruc-
tures designed to perform specific functions (housing, transport, etc.). The 
organization of the physical space changes with the city history according to 
the evolution of the different activities that take place in it. Engineers are 
called in to assure the functioning of complex city services and infrastruc-
tures, such as logistics services and transportation.  

* for u r b a n  s ou r b a n  s o cc ioio lolo gg ists and anthroists and anthro pologistspologists  cities are networks of social rela-
tionships. Being the individuals the key elements in a city system, the sociolo-
gist point of view could be the best placed to try to put the question of how a 
peculiar "collective behavior" could emerge to characterize the city as a 
system. The metaphor of biological evolution has been proposed.  

* for politicalpolitical scie scie ntistsntists  cities are a special kind of administrative units. From this 
point of view  problems emerge of allocations of scarce resources, of conflict 
of powers between local, regional and national administrations. The concept of 
the city as a corporation emerges (which are the functions, how its is formally 
organized?) with the related problems of assuring good 'urban management'.  

* for urban geographersurban geographers  the city is a space where a variety of functions are 
available to process different variables (such as banks for finance). The func-
tions can be classed according to hierarchical levels (from simple to very com-
plex) and spatially distributed. Accordingly, cities can be characterized by the 
spatial morphology of functions distribution (a simple model is that of an 
hierarchical space with a center and a periphery, where the higher level func-
tions are concentrated in the city centre). Cities can be classed in a city city 
taxonomytaxonomy  that take into consideration the levels of functions that can be 
found in it (so, cities such as London, because of its international financial func-
tions, can be labeled as international cities, while others are more provincial 
or specialized, such as Rotterdam because of its port functions). 

* from the point of view of scientists and technoloscientists and technolo g i s t  g i s t  city can be seen as a 
privileged space for knowledge production because of the concentration of 
research facilities.  

(from Drewett and Engelstoft,  92)(from Drewett and Engelstoft,  92)   
 

 

Since the different points of view, while mono-disciplinary, consider the entire 
system and not only single subsystems or sectors, the interrelation between problems 
emerges. So, as examples: 

 
* from the economic point of view, successful cities are efficient economic machines, with 

a propensity of growth with an environment favorable to entrepreneurship. Problems of 
cities emerges when for different reasons they loose the ability to be a virtuous 
economic circle and they enter into a phase of economic decline. The industrial restruc-
turing and the globalization challenges point to urban skills-gap (problems of structural 
unemployment and lack of skilled personnel), and induce changes in the social class 
structures (reduced importance of the middle class) which leads to urban social con-
flicts.   

 Furthermore, the economic activity which has produced positive externalities is now 
inducing the emergence of negative externalities that pose problems of urban 
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environment quality safeguard that require intervention of engineering as well as of 
governance; 

* the way city space is structured can be the object of specific urban plans to favor 
changes in given directions, to rationalize natural trends. Moreover, the quantitative 
growth of the city produces new challenges due to the congestion and saturation of 
the capacity of the infrastructures and of related services.     

*  collective problems emerges of a social nature such as that of age groups, of quality of 
life in urban ghettos, of social creativity in different fields (voluntary associations, cultural 
events, etc.). The different type of activities in the city, by inducing negative externalities 
(such as environment pollution) have important social impact by worsening the quality of 
life. The increasing needs to cope with social problems are associated to urban fiscal 
crisis. This is accompanied by an increased shift from public investments to private 
or mixed ones. 

*   the urban "machine" is a quite complex one to manage, to maintain, to keep in an 
efficient state. When the complexity of the systems growth with the general quantitative 
and qualitative growth of the city, it induce not only problem of institutional conflicts 
among different sectors of the city administrative units, but more intrinsic difficulties. 
New problems of interest for policy science emerge in Europe as a consequence of the 
process of unification that might change perspectives for the future of individual cities 
with uncertainties on the power subdivision between the local and the regional. 
Opportunities and challenges emerge for potential development of different regional 
basin.  

*  the spatial characterization of cities is now being challenged because of the effects of 
communications and transportation infrastructures which make easier to access func-
tions placed faraway. In fact, a city can be seen as a cross-point of a variety of internal 
and external networks. However, the question of city identity remain an important con-
cern for geographers even if it is less dependent on the city spatial morphology as it 
was in the past. A "city spirit" characterizes a given city, (a city milieu) because of its 
historical roots which add something to the peculiarity of the actors that lives and oper-
ates in the city. Recently, the metaphor of self-organizing  system has been suggested. 
The system react to the external inputs changing, if needed, its structure but keeping its 
identity. So, as an example, a former successful textile city can react to competition from 
countries having lower labor costs, by using its peculiar knowledge to change from 
textile manufacturing to textile machine production.  

*  city can be considered, from the science and technology point of view, "an environ-
ment that creates the conditions for all kinds of innovations including technological, 
social, cultural institutional and morphological" (ibidem, pg. 5). The knowledge heritage, 
the ability to process and generate knowledge is therefore an important part of the 
milieu that contribute to the city identity. 

 
The lines of actions from a disciplinary viewpoint 
 
The perception of new challenges that results from taking a systemic look to the 

urban system - even within the limit of disciplinary points of observation - is an important 
result. But even more important - for our concern to find ways by which technology could 
help to respond to the city challenges - is that specific lines of actions utter corresponding 
to the different direction of analysis: 
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* architects and engineers can operate on the urban physical plan and on the 
maintenance, management and control of different infrastructures and city services 
and utilities; 

* sociologists point to improving the quality of life by acting on the physical environment, 
by increasing security, health services, reducing social segregation. Some of these lines 
of actions are amenable to hard or soft physical interventions that can be supported by 
innovative technological approaches (e.g. improvement security by space monitoring).  

 An interesting general type of actions that concerns social scientists is the way the city 
milieu could be influenced to induce a more creative citizens response to city prob-
lems; 

* political scientists point to ways to improve city governance in general, which, to cert-
ain extent, could also find technological support (such as, e.g., development of city 
models to check in advance effects of alternative actions); 

* geographers are interested in improving the quality of city functions or adding new 
functions of higher levels. One important technological inroads could be represented by 
investing in networks (through hard and soft infrastructures) that assure better 
accessibility to existing functions (internal or external to the city); 

* scientists and technologists can point to the importance of immaterial investments 
into knowledge development and application (university, research laboratories) as one 
way to improve the city milieu.  

 
A multi-disciplinary urban science? 
 
We have left open the question if the city is a kind of "animal" in its own right or if 

one uses the word 'city' or 'urban' just as a "catchword" to aggregate together problems 
that refers to different sectors of concern. The hypothesis that the city is a system with an 
identity for each individual city, while not  

proven, is however not only fascinating, but much more productive than its denying.  
 
To consider the city as a system that might change its structure with time and 

external challenges but keeping its identity, open a new series of concerns. First, as 
already remarked above, the sectoralization approach is valid to act on the system as long 
as the actual system structure is stable. If it is undergoing changes, then one needs to 
resume an holistic view of the system and consider the interaction of the different sectors 
in which the system governance has developed.  

 
An integrated approach to the city as a complex system call for the emergence of 

an urban science which should integrate the different disciplinary approaches listed 
above.  

Complex system as a discipline should be added to the others, contributing with 
its portfolio of knowledge on complex system behavior. It should also contribute practical 
ideas on the ways of governing complex system close to saturation, on the means to 
observe incipient revolutionary transition to new system structure, on the ability to act on 
the system by looking for intrinsic multiplicative effects.   

 
Technology on infrastructure to increase the value of the city? 
 
It is interesting to note here that the idea to invest in infrastructures has emerged 

both in the first attempt to approach city complexity (previous section) as a means to in-
crease the efficiency of the city systems and in the one of this section. However, the 
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holistic consideration of the system have led us to the objective to increase the value of 
the city as a centre of generation of wealth, knowledge, quality of life. In a way, to act with 
"the visible hand of the king" to amplify the effect of the "invisible hand" that emerges from 
the city milieu.   

 
The same type of action (on system components) might therefore be conceived to 

meet quite different global objectives of the system. The challenging question for planners 
of specific actions is therefore how to design them so to assure that the collective reaction 
of the system to the actions taken (in this case actions to modify infrastructure) will go in 
the direction of the global objective specified.  

 
From objectives definition to problems specification 
 
The trick of the game might be to be able to decompose the general holistic objec-

tive of system changes into specific sub-objectives that can be spelled-out in terms of 
detailed specifications of problems that will constrain the designer response to solve the 
problem. 

 
A new area of concern emerge here. Is one sure that the perceived challenges can 

be unambiguously translated into problem specifications? 
A prerequisite to attack the question is a better understanding of how challenges 

emerges from the system and are perceived.   
 

Changing paradigms in Social Urban Theory 

  
Smith (94) presents a review of social urban theory. A synthesis is here reported. 
There is a paradigm shift in urban sociology:  
Old theory 'human ecologyOld theory 'human ecology ' 
Primary role of technology and functional necessity. Basic assumption on 

'naturalness' of economic competition, technological changes, population dynamics, 
society's tendency toward collective adaptation. Technological change allows 
population aggregates to adapt to their environment through changes in social and 
spatial organization. Assumption of 'stages and phases' of city growth (structural-
functional development of city in XIX century). Technological changes by improving 
communication and transportation lead to increase in size of institutions and 
concentration of activities.  

Ecological metaphor: community growth from simple to complex, from general 
to specialized.  Functionalist approach: community is a complete and self-sustaining 
whole that is interdependent and constantly adapting to its physical and social 
environment and passes through various stages of equilibrium.  

New urban theory (NUS)  New urban theory (NUS)    
NUS pays more attention to social inequality and conflicts. It interprets social 

change and urbanization in terms of the way society's processes and structures 
produce advantages for certain groups and disadvantages for others. It is concerned 
with system of dominance and subordination driven by the action of social groups with 
specific interest. Successful cities (Houston) are not the product of free enterprises 
but the result of plans and collusion between government and business elites. Role of 
land investors and speculators. Diverse trajectory of urban growth between the 
Third World and the West. 

NUS stresses the importance of unevenness related to urbanization: unbalance 
between the life change in urban and rural environment; concentration of limited 
resources in capital cities; economic disparity within city between the poor mass and 
the rich elite. 
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A global perspective account for the importance of the unevenness to link ur-
banization to the expansion and changing dynamics of the capitalist world-system. The 
current mode of production operates at the global level, inducing an hierarchical, 
economic and political relationship. The 'development needs' of specific cities are not 
relevant to key decision-makers at the global level. Cities are the outcome of 
decision-making process influenced or directed by dominant classes and states. 

Principle on new urban sociologyPrinciple on new urban sociology: 
- cities are situated in a hierarchical global system (groups placed in some part of the 

world exploit resources in others part/ patterns of urbanization depends on how it 
fits into the international division of labour); 

- the world-system is that of competitive capitalism (local actors compete to access 
to capital, cheap labor, resources / urban layout, concentration of 
infrastructures and building depends from global competition); 

- capital is easily moved, cities are fixed; 
- politics and government matter (states are fundamental actors determining the 

flow of capital over the earth); 
- people and circumstances differ according to time and places and this difference 

matter (people may cooperate or compete to support different policies in a con-
tingent way). 

Role of technology:  Role of technology:   
-it is not the possession of sophisticated equipments that count, but control of know 

how; 
- advantages of location of tightly integrated and economically interdependent 

industrial districts to permit quick and flexible responses  to changing demand 
- technology are crucial shapers of urban regional and national development in the 

context of politics and class dynamics in the wider global capitalistic economy.; 
- factors of human ecology such as infrastructure provision, level of technology are 

still cause of urban change,  but have to be understood in the political economic 
context of national societies embedded in the world-system. 

( f( f rom Smith,  94)rom Smith,  94)  
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1.3  The holistic quest for a creative, innovative, intentional city 
 

 The city as a system: strong or weak cohesion? Looking for a cohesive self-responding 
pro-active city. The impact of exogenous changes on city cohesion. The city 'genes' and its 
knowledge-base. The metaphor of the corporation. Applying the corporation metaphor: 
keeping the city identity. Indicators of the city identity: producing and using techn-
ology. Policy indications to improve city disposition to produce and apply technology. 
From science and technology to the broader city knowledge-base concept. Understand-
ing the importance of the city knowledge base.Towards a policy for a city knowledge-
based development.Technology for infrastructure to increase the knowledge base? 
From creativity to innovation. From creativity to innovation: looking for intrinsic city 
system multiplying effects. Towards policy for an intentional city. 

 
We start this round with the hypothesis that the city is a system in its own right. The 

general definition of system is sufficiently loose (a set of interactive elements that shows 
collective behavior with respect to the external world) to be applicable to a city. Difficulties 
arise if one tries and better delimits the type of system.  

 
The city as a system: strong or weak cohesion? 
 
For our concern - to understand how challenges emerge - two extreme cases are of 

interest. The system reacts to changes in the environment: a) by "adapting" to them (weak 
internal system cohesion) or, b) by filtering the external inputs exploiting the opportunities 
and discarding the threats in order to keep unchanged its "identity" (strong system cohesi-
on).  

In the second case the system is not passively waiting the build-up of exogenous 
changes, but it tries and anticipates them preparing its reaction in advance (pro-active 
behavior). This condition might change with time and the system might show a life cycle 
passing from weak internal cohesion in the initial phase of its development, to strong 
cohesion, to a decline state again of weak internal cohesion.  

 
If one could measure the evolution of the system and detect positive and negative 

phases of development, not necessarily one will find that a weak adaptive system is 
marked by negative phases of development. The environment changes might represent 
"opportunities" more than treats, so that the system can grow by adapting to (being 
'slaved' by) the exogenous forces. It is to be expected, however, that under strong ex-
ogenously led changes the growth be unbalanced (not all the elements or subsystems that 
compose the system share the same opportunities).  

 
Unbalanced growth of a weak cohesive city 
 
Going back now to the city challenges, they emerge not necessarily because the 

city is under an overall decline. They might be related to an unbalanced growth. The 
economic indicators of growth can be positive while at the same time social segregation 
increases, the rich become richer and the poor poorer. When the exogenous changes 
represent a threat, the weak cohesive city risk disgregation and decline. And even the 
decline trajectory is an unbalanced one with some sectors of city feeling less than others 
the decline.  
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Increasing inequalities in the city 
 
"From the mid-1980s on there was a growing interest in intra-city in-

equalities, focused around the notion of increasing polarization between rich and 
poor. The key image ... was that of the sharp and shocking distinction between a 
successful urban elite and an impoverished underclass....  

"What .. does polarization mean? It might refer to one or more of three 
hypothesis: first, that differences between rich and poor are greater now than 
they were in some previous time period; secondly, that such differences now 
appear more acute because of the disappearance from central urban areas of 
middle-income groups; or, thirdly, that the causes of polarization are different 
now, ... in particular that they reflect the restructuring of the local urban 
economy as part of a wider process of globalization of markets.... 

[However, the] process of social change, economic restructuring, and yes 
polarization that are occurring in cities are too complex to fit in to a narrow 
image of the 'dual city'. .. Any effective explanation and investigation of intra-city 
inequalities has therefore to proceed very carefully in untangling these 
separate elements...   

"[There are evidence that] income inequalities increased considerably over 
the 1980s... In Britain... between 1979 and 1990/91, the real income of the top 10% rose 
by more than 60%, while real income in the bottom 10% actually fell... [while] 
average incomes continued in the 1970s and 1980s to rise faster than inflation... At 
the same time unemployment rose considerably, from .6% in 1971 to 8.7% in 1991...  

Similar evidence can be found at the city level. The ratio of incomes of the 
top and bottom income quartiles in London rose from 2.85 % in 1980 to 4.37 % in 1988. 
The ratio of the lowest 10% to the median fell from 30% in 1980 to 20% in 1988...  

The evidence of increased polarization in a city such as London will hence 
reflect a combination of national trends in income distribution with specific 
aspects of the urban economy. " 

 Kleinman (94)Kleinman (94)  

 
The different fate of different cities responding to the same external changes might 

be interpreted in terms of the stronger or weaker internal cohesion of the city as a system. 
Opportunity waves are ridden by strong cohesive city to grow in a balanced way and the 
response to threats not necessarily means a trajectory of decline.    

 
Looking for a cohesive self-responding pro-active city 
 
The above considerations points to actions-taking in a new direction. Instead of 

selecting the single challenges and responding to each of them (which is anyway difficult 
and full of uncertainties due to the complex reaction of the system), why not helping the 
system to "heal the wounds" by its own means, the wounds that, after all, is itself 
producing (lacking sufficient internal cohesion in responding to exogenous changes)? This 
new direction of approaching city problems requires, as a prerequisite, to better 
understand what is "cohesion" for a city system.  

 
The "glue" that ties together the city system elements is a multifaced "material". We 

can go back to the "disciplinary cross sections" of the city system and find: the economic 
components of the "glue"; the social ones; the more ethereal "cultural" parts; the "spirit of 
the city" (the milieu).  
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The impact of exogenous changes on city cohesion 
 
The intensity of the cohesive forces to assure a pro-active response to exogenous 

changes depends on the intensity of exchanges with the environment. In the past, the low 
mobility of "production" factors (due to the state of the art of communication and transpor-
tation) assured a kind of protective barrier for the city against external competition and 
market forces. The globalization challenge has now changed the situation.  

 
For European cities opportunities and threats come also from the process of 

European integration. Quoting from Richard Knight: 
" Europe's challenge is also a global challenge; it is to find a new development path, 

to humanize development by democratizing science and minimizing the social and 
environmental costs, i.e. of making 'sustainable development' a matter of policy. The 
removal of national borders within Europe will not necessarily result in sustainable 
development. The role of market and technology forces will be increased and their great 
potential, but this forces have their own logic -- they are not inherently stable or democratic 
and they will not necessarily favor orderly or sustainable development, particularly not at 
the level of cities or regions. Cities have a great role to play in the governance of these 
forces. 

There is a great risk in taking the future of cities for granted, i.e., allowing 
technological and market forces to shape their development." (Knight, 92,pg.2).   

The internal cohesive forces has to adapt to the time. In the past a city might have 
developed a strong cohesion that has sustained its successful development. In many 
cases, as a result of the industrialization of Europe in the last two centuries, city cohesion 
developed along with a strong productive specialization. With the eventual crisis of the 
specific industrial sector, the strong cohesive internal force resulted too narrow in scope to 
allow adaptation to changes. Cities like Glasgow (it developed as a shipyard town) or 
Detroit and Torino (car producers town) are example of strong but rigid cohesion.  

 
 
The city 'genes' and its knowledge-base  
  
The FAST program on "The Future of European Cities: the Role of Science and 

Technology" and especially the work of Richard Knight on the "Cities as Loci of Knowledge 
Development" (see Knight, 92), considers the importance: i) to recognize the value of the 
city knowledge endowment (the knowledge base), ii) to trace the past roots that have led 
to build the knowledge and iii) to include as an important issue of city policy to cut existing 
barriers among different components in the knowledge base and to increase the base 
itself. 

 

A biological metaphor for the pro-active city 
 
Using the biological evolution metaphor a city has not only to behave as an 

organic unit, but it has to be 'fit for the environment'. City "species" having a broad 
'genetic pool' are better fit to survive in a changing environment.  

 
At  a difference with the natural selection metaphor, however, we assume  

that the "genetic endowment" of the city can be changed by the system itself to be 
better fit. Staying with the biological metaphor, cities might be considered more 
as "procariotic" organism (bacteria) whose genetic pool is distributed throughout 
all the species. A specific bacteria species, if necessary, might change its internal 
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genetic pool by transferring the needed genes from other species. The metaphor 
of bacteria is that of a network where the genetic endowment is distributed in 
the different nodes (species). Networking will permit to shift the needed genes 
stored in one nodes to another.  

 
To push this metaphor further, a city can be seen as a mix of different 

bacteria species living together. The problems that emerge, euristically 
referring to the metaphor, are twofold. The 'genes strands' might be there but the 
networking might not be efficient. Barriers might impede the integration. Or, some 
vital bacteria species might not be part of the colony or be too weak a partner.  

 

 
 
The work of R. Knight provides already a positive answer on the possibility to 

intervene by specific policy to modify the intrinsic ability (the cohesion) of the city to govern 
its future, its destiny.  

 
Before examining Knight's analysis in more detail, we better push further the 

hypothesis that the city is a "real" system. To do this we will refer, for heuristic purposes, to 
the metaphor of the "corporation".  

 
The metaphor of the corporation 
 
Some of the concepts used by Knight, such as that of innovation, can be better 

applied to corporation operating in the industrial fields. Other concepts are generally ap-
plicable also to corporation in tertiary sectors. However, efforts have been made to extend 
the concepts of creativity and innovation also to the service sectors.  

To do this, the concept of product and process needs be defined in a different way, 
less anchored to the 'hard' components of an industrial product. If innovation in industry is 
the final outcome of a creative process that encompass basic research and technological 
development, the equivalent in the tertiary sectors might depend on extending the concept 
of R&D to more 'soft' disciplines.  

 
The scientific and technology base that characterize the input of the innovation 

process in 'hard' industrial processes and products might become a broader "knowledge 
base" which include commerce, finance, culture. The clear borderline separating an 
'industrial' product from its user is much more vague in the case of a 'service' product. The 
'production' of the service product might include the phase of consuming the product itself 
(see the case when the product is a 'conference' or a 'concert'). (see Bellaflame, 86). 

 

The metaphor of the industrial corporation 

 
There is no doubt that a corporation is a system. At least it is a formal unit 

with a hierarchical organization. It is an actor. However, it is a complex system. It 
might have an internal strong cohesion, broad in scope or narrowly sectoralized. 
It can grow or decline according to its capability to respond to the environmental 
changes. It is a "beast" in its own right; however a difficult one to analyze. In 
trying to do so, metaphors have been used, such as the organismic one, the 
biological evolution. Concepts like creativity, innovation (process or product), 
reactive or pro-active behavior, specialization for market niches or multi-product 
flexibility, have been used to study corporations. 
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The definition of the various concepts when applied to corporations are not 
without ambiguity. However they perform the purpose to help decision-making. A 
corporation might decide to change its innovation characteristics from process 
oriented to product oriented; from being a follower that transfer innovation by 
imitation, to become a leader. Changing strategy requires making short or long-
term investments, allocating the scarce resources in different ways. Decision can 
regard the launching of projects (such as for a new product) or investing in new 
infrastructures (such as a corporate R&D Centre). Disinvestment, restructuring, 
retraining the staff are parts of the typology of actions of a corporation. While 
keeping its identity as a corporation, its structure might undergo complete 
changes, such as by de-verticalization, mergers and acquisition.  

 
The external dynamics of the environment in which the corporation is 

operating can found it prepared or not. The knowledge of the characteristics of 
the external dynamic and of the expected changes in the exogenous forces can be 
used by the pro-active corporation to be better prepared to react to the ex-
ogenous change. The knowledge that products have an intrinsic dynamic similar to 
a life cycle (with a youth phase where innovation is more product oriented 
followed by a maturity phase where innovation is more process oriented, and a 
decline phase at the end of which a new product will emerge) is an important input 
for the pro-active corporation. As well, the knowledge of the global economic 
cycle (such as the Kondratief waves) characterized by a shift in the prevailing 
technological paradigm, is also relevant.  

However, even the pro-active corporation might find difficult to allocate 
internal scarce resources to prepare in advance for the external changes.  

 

 
 
The efforts made to extend concepts to broader and less "hard" characterized class 

of corporations and its operational usefulness is of comfort in trying and extending the 
effort to the case of cities. One should expect in doing so, that the ambiguity of the 
concepts increases. First of all, the unitarian aspects of the corporation derives from its 
being, even formally, an actor. Can the city be considered as an actor? If not, should this 
be taken as an unchangeable point or an actor-like behaviour could emerge (may be 
helped by institutional changes)?  

 
An important effort to extend to the city the concepts of creativity, innovation, use of 

the knowledge base to pro-active changing its future has been made by the FAST program 
on the 'Future of the Cities' (see for a synthesis of the program results Drewett, Knight, 
Schubert, 92a and 92b). The FAST programme has used the development of such 
concepts - underpinned by on the field study of city cases - for S&T policy recommenda-
tions.       

 
Applying the corporation metaphor: keeping the city identity 
 
Armed with the corporation concepts extended to the city, new points of view can be 

added with respect to the disciplinary ones, and new questions to try and better under-
stand the behaviour of the city system. Individual city can be analyses trying and making 
its 'identity card' (answering question such as: is it creative? is it innovative? is it 
intentional? does it recognize the importance of investments to increase its knowledge 
endowment?).  
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The challenges and problems of specific cities now emerge under a new light. The 
understanding of individual city historical development can be done by coupling this city 
peculiar attributes with macro-analysis of external changes. 

 
Even changes in the spatial morphology of city functions (the geographers view on 

cities) can be traced back to the city higher or lower degree of adaptation to external 
technological product cycle. In a city that grows by specializing on a given industrial 
product manufacturing, the emergence of a leading product design, the subsequent routi-
nization of production processes will favour deverticalization of the manufacturing process 
with diffusion to the peripheral zones of the cities of small and medium firms. At the same 
time, the market increase - with the induced effect of scale of production - will require to 
shift manufacturing activities of large enterprise to bigger factories on new sites, increasing 
the functional specialization of the city space. 

 
Indicators of the city identity: producing and using technology 
 
Where all that lead us with respect to our concern of trying and find how science 

and technology can help addressing urban challenges?  
 
By introducing the categories of creativity and innovation to qualify the city system, 

we might feel to have ended directly and naturally into science and technology. City to a 
lesser or larger degree is a generator (a producer) of scientific and technological know-
ledge. Moreover, city is an applicator (a user) of technology because of its economic 
activities and of the technology that enters into the city infrastructures, functions and 
services. The marks of 'creative and innovative city' can therefore be given according to 
some indicators (such as numbers of patents taken by inventors working in the city, 
degree of advanced technology used in the manufacturing process, new products launc-
hed by enterprises operating within the city space, use of advanced solutions to respond to 
city challenges).  

 
Among the requisites for creative technological approaches is the existence of 

universities and research laboratories both public and private.  
Policies to increase the creative and innovative potentialities of a city, considered 

from a science and technology point of view, can therefore be targeted in terms of:  
 
i) investment in new scientific infrastructures,  

ii) launching projects that use advanced technological solutions to renovate city infrastruc-
tures and services (such as advanced traffic control, new public transport systems, etc.),  

iii) attracting firms that produce advanced technology products. 
 
In more general terms, city creativity can be influenced by the attitude of the city 

administrators and by social actions they promote. 
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The interaction between production and application of technology: 
                                       policy implications 
 
A large part of the mentioned FAST programme has been dedicated to 

explore the reality for different city cases as "loci of science, R&D and innova-
tion" (see Schubert, 92) and as "loci of applied technology" (see Drewett, 92).  

The analysis of specific city cases supports the idea of a strong 
interrelation between the stock of scientific and technological knowledge 
accumulated in the city (via the institutions and the people) and the local deve-
lopment:  

 
* the available stock of scientific knowledge feeds into the inventive creativity 

which increases the stock of available techniques and asks for more research 
activities;  

*  decision to invest in application of new technology depends on the stock of 
available techniques;  

* this decision feeds back asking more inventive activities and more research so 
indirectly contributing to the increase in the city research and technology 
stock; 

* policy to allocate resources to increase scientific and applied technology 
activity by their direct and induced effects (including the knowledge embodied 
in the capital equipment needed both for manufacturing and for city utilities 
and services) feeds back positively on the creative and innovative attitude of 
the city milieu. This latter, at the end, will positively influence the city cohe-
sion, the approach city takes to react to exogenous changes and challenges 
(increasing city development potential). 

 

  
Policy indications to improve city disposition to produce and apply techn-

ology 
 
The FAST case studies have pointed to the increasing importance of the R&D 

activities in cities, but also to the uneven distribution of the related capacity in few "innov-
ation islands" in Europe.  

Specific policy issues and recommendations emerge that refer directly to the city 
actors, but also to the European Union. Not only the R&D capabilities are unevenly 
distributed, but there are also barriers to access to their services and knowledge. 
Summarizing: 

* as 'loci' of science R&D and innovators city should: 
 - strengthen local networks to favor interactions between policy makers, civic leaders, 

scientists, researchers, innovators; 
 - strengthen networks between cities to overcome gaps in the milieu  endowment; 
 - strengthen local education and training possibilities; 
 -  rethink local R&D policy with cities becoming more directly actors in R&D policy. 

* as 'loci' of applied technology city should 
 - improve in general the use of the knowledge endowment by better city networking ta-

king advantage of the potentialities of new information and communication technol-
ogies; 

 - favor the supply side of technology by developing general facilities and services, 
 - favor the demand side by better defining the public needs, helping the diffusion of 

technology in public services.   
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From science and technology to the broader city knowledge-base concept 
 
While interesting, the above attempt to reduce the holistic approach of the city 

system to its science and technology components conceals a risk.  
To show the case for concern, let us consider the application of the concept of 

creativity and innovation to the service sectors. If an effort is not made to extend and 
generalize the concept (as indicated above when referring to the extension from industrial 
to tertiary corporations), the risk is that - if the only innovation is the "technological" one - it 
will remain confined within the limit of "substitution innovation". The target will be limited to 
increase the productivity of the existing services (tertiary 'products') by introducing  techno-
logies (such as automation, computer processing) in the process to produce them.  

 
The potentiality of conceiving new service products will therefore be limited. In fact, 

when other components of knowledge (market, social, organization) enter predominantly 
into the invention and conception of a new product, the focusing of the innovation concept 
on the "hard" part of the knowledge becomes an handicap to the creative process.  

 
Extending the concept of creativity and innovation to the entire "knowledge base", 

including its softer components, will at the end favor synergetic effects  among all the com-
ponents. New unforeseen roles of technology might utter to directly or indirectly fuel the 
conception of new service products, of better social processes.  

 
Understanding the importance of the city knowledge base  
 
The opportunity to extend the concern to a broader definition of innovation has been 

recognized by the FAST programme which has dedicated part of the analysis to the 
concept of the "knowledge base" and of "city knowledge-based development" (see Knight, 
92). The point of departure is that cities should be defined as "a civilizing force ... in terms 
of their core competencies, values and distinctive qualities" (Knight, 92, pg. 4).  

 
To think about the future of cities one should consider new modes and paths of 

development, "think about the forces affecting their future, and about how cities can shape 
these forces more to their advantage so that cities can be made more humanistic, 
democratic, and sustainable" (ibidem, pg.5).   

The present situation is that not only cities fail to grasp the importance of the entire 
knowledge base with all its hard and soft components, but, moreover, "science and 
technology tends to be viewed primarily as a means for making industrial production more 
competitive rather than a new form of wealth creation which is applicable to other types of 
economic, social and cultural activities" (ibidem, pg. 5). The future of European cities is not 
necessarily condemned to that of harsh competition with some succeeding and many 
failing. There is a paradigmatic change in the way wealth is created with an increased role 
played by the soft components of the knowledge base. Accordingly, "traditional ways of 
thinking about cities and their development need be reevaluated. ... New paradigms and 
new mechanisms for strategic, long term and comprehensive planning which explicitly 
account for new forms of development, i.e., for activities in the knowledge sector as well as 
in the production sector, need to be developed at the city and regional level" (ibid, pg. 7).  
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The intentional city 
 
The consequence of these analysis is that cities have to become more 

willing with respect to their development, more intentional,  intentional,  making strategic 
choices, investing not only on hard infrastructures but also on softer ones. "Cities 
are able to influence their development as knowledge centres because innovative 
and knowledge-based activities are particularly sensitive to the urban 'milieu' 
and the quality of life.. Unlike activities in the production sector, where 
competitive advantages are based primarily on factor costs .. activities in the 
knowledge sector are based primarily on knowledge resources and are, the-
refore, very sensitive to non-material factors which affects the performance of 
knowledge workers." (pg.14).  

 
A first important step towards an intentional cityintentional city  is to recognize the 

prospective based on the use of the city knowledge base and its improvement.  
A work-plan is recommended by Knight (pg. 41): 
 
I.   identifying and inventorying knowledge resources (organizations), 
II.  mapping major types of knowledge (knowledge clusters), 
III. elaborating knowledge activities (functions performed), 
IV. identifying knowledge access points (people, networks), 
V.  describing intellectual milieu, 
VI. developing concepts and formulating methodology.      

(from Knight,  92)(from Knight,  92)   
 

 
 

Towards a policy for a city knowledge-based development 
 
The base recommendation - that come from the analysis of city knowledge base 

and its perceived role in a few european cities - is simple: "If science and technology and 
other types of knowledge are to be transformed into local economic development, they will 
first have to be integrated into the local culture. The problem is primarily conceptual; cities 
have to learn how to think strategically about their core competencies, how to improve 
their intellectual and knowledge infrastructures, and how to make [themselves] more 
attractive and competitive in terms of quality of life they offer" (ibidem, pg. 7). 

 
One should first recognize what are the knowledge resources of a city and to rate 

their importance for future development. The analysis of city cases points, in the order, to: 
 
- sciences & technology (universities, public and private R&D), 
- commerce, banking, insurance, 
- industry & production know-how, 
- administration & coordination (national and international), 
- arts & culture, 
- creativity in arts and culture. 
 
It is recognized that the knowledge resources can be improved, provided, however, 

there is awareness on their importance for the city development. The existing resources 
can be more efficiently put to work by eliminating barriers (especially cultural barriers, as 
for the case of the 'two cultures') and favoring the diffusion of knowledge. Creativity and in-
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novation should be pushed: however a  given city should recognize the peculiar 
characteristic of its knowledge base specializing the development along its points of force. 

 
      
Technology for infrastructure to increase the knowledge base? 
 
One important area for investment is to make the existing knowledge base more ac-

cessible, to eliminate barriers, to encourage networking. How can technology help?  
In our first round (section 1.1), the question of improving the 'efficiency' of the city 

"machine" emerged and we pointed to infrastructures renovation as one scope for 
technology intervention. In the second round (section.2) the more subtle concern to 
increase the 'value' of city surfaced and again infrastructures renovation can contribute by 
creating networks inside the city and connecting them to outside ones.  

In the third round followed in the current section we have made a step further in the 
holistic approach to the city asserting the opportunity to change its destiny by focusing on 
its 'knowledge base'. Again, the question of infrastructures, hard and soft ones, has emer-
ged, pointing, however, to a novel aspect, that of investing to make 'networking' more effi-
cient.  

 
The three different points of departure and directions in exploring the complexity of 

city problems have shifted the area of concerns, the way the needs for interventions are 
defined. All the three cases, however, point to the same type of intervention of technology, 
that of helping improving and renovating the infrastructures. The same type of technology 
(e.g. the new information and communication technologies) can help: i) in improving 
efficiency, ii) in increasing the value of the city system, iii) in inducing internal system 
forces to operate to change the future trajectory of the system along a 'planned' direction.  

 
The differences will come from our ability to specify in detail what we want and to 

direct on different specific objectives the potentiality of the same technological knowledge. 
The lesson to be derived in terms of the "intentional city" is that not only one has to 
recognize the value of the resource base, not only one has to increase the endowment of 
the city knowledge resources and favor its use (to be better placed to meet the city 
challenges), not only one should invest to increase the 'creative' and 'innovative' mood of 
the city, but one has to guide them to follow privileged trajectory (to meet specified objec-
tives).  

 
From creativity to innovation 
 
There is a certain amount of paradox in this conclusion. This paradox does not 

clearly emerges in the FAST analysis of the knowledge-based city development, because 
it does not enter more deeply into the distinction between the condition to improve city 
creativity and that of applying it to planned innovative changes. The recommendations 
there are more on the development of preconditions for being able to take advantage of 
the knowledge resources.  

More than of a paradox, however, we might think to the metaphor of an oscillating 
spring.  

 
The positive message of the FAST analysis is that it is possible to become an 

'intentional' city if one recognize the potentiality of the knowledge resources for the city 
development (especially for the closer future, taking into consideration the changing 
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context of economic globalisation, the new technological paradigm, the institutional chang-
es of the European Union). It focuses, therefore, on the bottom-up phase of the spring 
oscillation (how to improve the bottom-up predisposition of the city to change). When the 
'spring' shift to the other extreme - to top-down planned actions - then one has to restart 
focusing on specific challenges to be met in the respect of the general scenario of the 
desirable future of the city. 

   
The two phase of the oscillation might be distinguished as the 'creative' phase and 

the 'innovative' one. We might have therefore to better distinguish between the two 
concepts, between creativity and innovation applied to city.  

 
Creativity in an individual is a kind of 'state of mind'. In the case of the city this can 

be translated into a genius loci, a disposition to be open to suggestions from citizens, to be 
able to amplify bottom-up initiatives - especially those related to 'soft' matters (social and 
cultural initiatives) - the ability to build networks among interested actors to pursue new in-
itiatives.  

 
The term innovative city, instead, indicate more the ability to successfully plan (top-

down) to solve 'hard' problems with innovative solutions. In general, the concept of 
'creative city' can indicate the ability to explore extensively all the future potential of 
development of the city.  

 

Policy for a creative city? 
 
By observing an comparing cities one can grasp the modality by which 

creativity manifest itself and the way to favor its development.  A favorable 
disposition of the city authorities is important and it can manifest in different 
ways (by the action of department charged by social affairs, by the set up of Fora 
for public debate, by providing funding to develop bottom-up cultural initiatives, 
etc.).  

Creativity, however, cannot be 'planned' top-down. The utterance of creat-
ivity seems related to the emergence of informal networks among interested 
people and actors and their successive transformation into formal networks.  

Creativity could in principle find a fertile ground on the multicultural 
presence in the city (even if often the potentiality of the 'diversity' is blocked by 
class and ethnic separation). On the other hand, the utterance of creative city 
'spirit' is seriously handicapped by the fragmentation of the city, often a con-
sequence of the decline of formerly mono-sectoral successful city (such as city 
based on primary industry). The life condition in deprived quarters of cities are 
often such to bring about an abulic spirit with lack of any initiatives in all the 
age sectors of the population. 

 
How to overcome the risk of becoming a 'dead' city in terms of the ability to 

bottom-up proposed initiatives is a serious problems for the city authorities. 
Blocking factors reduce the ability for creativity to emerge.  

 
There is space for actions, starting from the city council. However, the 

lines of a potential project on 'creative city' have to take care of the following 
preoccupations: 
i) creativity in a complex hierarchical system has systemic aspects (global 

system creativity and subsystem / component creativity),  
ii) 'hard' creativity (concerning physical city problems) is as important as 'soft' 

creativity,  
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iii) creativity is a precondition for innovative actions and therefore the two 
aspects have to be correlated in developing any recipe or recommendation to 
enhance the creative 'spirit' of a city,  

iv) the problem of creativity presents itself in other complex systems (such as 
industrial corporation) and their approach could therefore be used as a meta-
phor,  

v) the potential contribution of the research communities (both hard and soft 
sciences) to city creativity should be recognized and institutional approaches 
developed to favor it.     

 

 
 
Back to the oscillation between creativity and innovation, one should remarks that 

the debate on city creativity is very timely.The base reasoning is the following:  
 
1) the type of challenges and problems facing cities today require very innovative solu-

tions,  
2) creativity is a preconditions to 'invent' new solutions to a problem,  
3) therefore, creativity has to be specifically promoted in the city. 
 
The additional remark is that we are talking of creativity and innovation concerning 

the entire knowledge-base and not only its hard science and technology components. 
 
From creativity to innovation: looking for intrinsic city system multiplying 

effects 
  
The statement 2) above is obvious, but it requires some deeper understanding, 

especially if one deals with the 'global' creativity of complex system. To develop success-
fully innovative changes in a complex system it will practically be impossible unless one 
can count on the intrinsic 'cooperation' of the system to change in the desired direction.  

 
A complex dynamic system, like a city, is continuously endogenously reacting to the 

environmental changes trying to adapt, to react, to impose itself. One can suppose that a 
'liveable' system is continuously exploring the 'space of opportunities' it has available to 
keep its identity. It is therefore very important to be able to recognize potential endogenous 
directions of changes so to select the desirable ones and to get multiplicative (leverage) 
effects from endogenous systems forces. Does the system emit signals that shows the 
undergoing exploration of potential changes?  

 
The important hypothesis concerning city creativity is that it is actually the clear 

expression of such endogenous incipient changes. The metaphor of individual 
creativity is clear on this respect: a creative individual supposedly has a very mobile 
subconscious activity, that however is recognized only when it 'express himself' in the 
creative work.  

 
If we could 'detect'  the state of creativity in a city by suitable indicators, a high level 

of creativity will mean first of all that the city is a very living system actively exploring its 
future development potentialities. However, not necessarily a lower level ranking in the 
creativity indicators might means that, endogenously, the city is not actively exploring its 
future potential. It might simply mean that the ability to 'express' these movements is 
blocked.  
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The process of passing from the un-expressed phase to the expressed one is very 
important, because it is already part of the selection of the direction of changes among the 
potential alternatives.  

 
To let potential creativity to become evident and to express itself is therefore a first 

very important step that decision-makers, interested in responding innovatively to the 
many city challenges, has to do.  

 
The recipe for a creative city might therefore include, first of all, to let emerge the 

potential creative bottom-up 'energy' of the city (all the city actors down to the individual 
citizens), by eliminating blocks, facilitating networking, providing premiums and prizes, 
devoting resources to develop creative proposals. Institutional and organizational changes 
can facilitate this objective.  

 
One should, however, also stimulate with top-down initiatives the city system 

exploration of the space of future potentialities. To do this most profitably, one should 
better concentrate to stimulate actors such as entrepreneurs, urban designers, the re-
search communities. Among the possible initiatives, one could indicate  the methods of 
prize contest, of inducing the basic research community to think more in terms of applied 
research by supporting 'finalized research' projects, etc.  

In any case, the city has to devote a part of the (always scarce) resources to 
increase the state of creativity of the city as a precondition to address challenges with 
innovative solutions.        

        
Towards policy for an intentional city 
 
Going back to the starting point of this section, the cohesive internal force of a city 

as a system can be object of analysis.  Actions can be taken to improve it so that the city 
can better master its destiny (even when the external world undergoes strong changes). 
By acting to increase the cohesion of a city system, one improves the intrinsic attitude of 
the city to react as an intentional actor to external changes.  

 
To progress further in the analysis, one should on one side consider how the 

increased disposition to follow innovative solutions to respond to challenges is fueled by 
practical decision making on specific issues. On the other hand, the inertia of the city 
system dynamical trend has also to be realistically considered and how it is slaved by the 
dynamic trends of the external world. 
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1.4  Patterns of city changes: external conditioning, inertial trends 
 

  An intentional city faced with external changes.The determinants of city patterns 
of changes: social differentiation. The determinants of city patterns of change: the 
local-global networking. The determinants of city patterns of change: systems of 
cities. The inertial trends of city patterns of development: the city life cycle. Back 
to square 1: how technology can impact the city pattern of change? Technology, 
population change and city life-cycle. 

 
The positive message coming from the holistic vision of the city system is that policy 

of intervention could be designed to increase the system cohesion, its ability to govern its 
destiny. However, a better inclination of the city system to be creative and innovative - an 
increased 'intentionality' of the city as an actor - will not only have to face the intrinsic 
contradiction between the 'holistic' objectives and the 'reductionist' actions (with the con-
sequent difficulty to assure that the effects will be in the desired direction). One should 
also take into consideration the fact that the city system has a strong inertial trend and it is 
immersed in an environment which strongly influence the potential of city system develop-
ment.  

 
To increase the city cohesion is a response to the risk to be slaved by the external 

changes. However, the external context can favor or resist city intentional changes. 
 
An intentional city faced with external changes 
  
An "intentional" city might therefore have to try and influence the external environ-

ment. One important area of intervention is on the infrastructures that modify the external 
space in which the city is immersed.  

Regional spatial policy might emerge from the cooperation of cities belonging to the 
same region or from competition with other cities to try and influence to own advantage the 
national policy. The success of these type of policies depends, however, from the existing 
situation.  

 
Changing space infrastructure is in any case a lengthy and costly process. 

Moreover, the efficiency of the actions will depend from the inertial trends of the involved 
systems.  

 
Understandings the trends of exogenous forces and of the city system is, therefore, 

important in order to define the strategy of actions. In fact, the inertial forces or the pattern 
of development induced by external changes can be expected to be so great to make 
wishful thinking any attempt to move the system in a contrary direction. The general recipe 
for a successful action is to try and find multiplicative effects in the existing system forces 
and trends, realistically taking into consideration the situation.   
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The determinants of city patterns of changes: social differentiation 
 
We might have to this effect to reconsider the question of what type of 'beast' a city 

is. A general definition is used by Strohmeier (92) and reported in the FAST study. More 
than to administrative or political delineation of an urban territory, he refers to "conceptions 
expressing some kind of interrelation of elements making up a city".  

The conceptions might focus on different type of interrelations, as we have noted 
above when speaking of the point of view of the economist, of the geographer, of the 
sociologist.  

 
In general, the city might be viewed as a "social system consisting of social actions 

of people in places". Urban development has to be seen as a quantitative and qualitative 
phenomenon. In quantitative terms the city can grow or decline. In qualitative terms 
"development is a process in which compositional or 'structural' attributes of the urban 
population changes. ... Compositional change ... implies processes from, for example, 
sectoral employment shift due to demographic aging... " (ibidem, pg. 6).   

 

The process of social differentiation 
 
The process by which a city develops is part of the general process of 

'social differentiation'. " 'Differentiation' is the principle guiding the evolution of 
modern society with its social and spatial organization. Social differentiation is 
the solution to the problem of maintaining social order and cohesion in a perman-
ently changing and increasingly complex world. Cohesion of modern society is 
based on the separation and specification of functions on different levels  of 
social aggregation, it is supported by the mutual interdependence of the dif-
ferent spheres upon each others" (pg. 6).  

 
There is a multiplicity of levels of social differentiation: from system of 

nations, to systems of regions, to single cities, to urban quarters, to households.  
"Quantitative population shifts, such as changes in the number of birth and 

deaths, or changes in the geographical population distribution with migration 
flows in different directions, as well as socio-structural changes in the popula-
tion are the visible 'morphological' side of the differentiation of modern European 
society. Social differentiation has always a spatial correlate. The increasing 
division of labour in society and the growing specialization of land uses are two 
sides of the same coin." (pg. 8).  

(from Strohmeier,  92)(from Strohmeier,  92)   
 

 
 
The urban patterns of change (urban life-cycle?) can be interpreted in terms of 

changes in social differentiation, induced by the change in individual life style and by 
population demographic dynamic. In the latter one should include not only the level of 
natality and mortality, but also the change in family size, the increased individualism and 
the multiplicity of life styles. The motivations of people moving in the early phases of 
urbanization (low spatial mobility and concentration of job opportunities in the city centre) 
are quite different from the re-urbanization motivations.  

 
A variety of motivations are necessary to take into considerations the increased 

diversity and heterogeneity of the population. A phenomenon like the "gentrification" of 
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declined urban quarters can be explained only by the variety of life-styles of individuals 
and different social stratifications.  

 
The urban pattern of change is the results of individual decision to move, which in 

turn depends on life style, and on the increased spatial span reachable (because of the 
increased means of mobility by public and private transport means). The observation of 
the urban dynamic pattern seen only in quantitative terms will not help much in developing 
urban policies. To make an example, the growth of population in the city core not 
necessarily will means a reduced demand of mobility and transportation.                  

 
The determinants of city patterns of change: the local-global networking 
 
An interesting analysis of city development is that proposed by the urban geog-

raphers 'school of Torino' (Dematteis, 91 and 92, Conti, 93 and 94). 
 
 

Cities as networks 
 
Different scales interest the cities (as a pointpoint , as a composite polycentric 

areaarea , as networksnetworks ). The basic historical change regards the 'size', the dimension. To 
represent the city 'object' one should have a spatial contained dimension (an 
area). But the network dimension is also important. In fact, cities can be classified 
according to the typology of urban networks:  

 
-   networks with a determined hierarchy (model by Christaller & Losch): central-

ized connection as in an hierarchical graph, 
- multipolar networks: a set of interrelated specialized local units in stable con-

figuration (as a circuit interconnected graph)    
- equipotential networks: urban functions reproduced at different nodes; no 

stable differentiation between nodes; functions' sharing change with time. 
 
The urban space is characterized by the level of externalities 

(availability of services). The level of externalities can serve as a city classifier: 
i) maximum  (transnational, strategic functions); ii) intermediate; iii) low (banalized 
functions not typical of urban life). 

Such level varies within the city. In the hierarchical city model the maxi-
mum level of externalities is located in the center.  

 
City dynamic development might see (counter-urbanization) the threshold 

levels of higher functions being overpass in more peripherical zones. In this way 
the city is changed into a network. In fact, large cities tend to be interpreted as 
themselves networks of centres having complementary functions. 

(from Dematteis ,  85)(from Dematteis ,  85)   
 

 
Cities can be considered as local systems. They are made of subjects which are 

also part of other systems, of the 'global' socio-economic system. However, the local city 
level represents an intermediary aggregation of the subjects which behave in a collective 
way, as a collective subject, even if it might not be recognized as a formal actor. It has an 
identity, it acts to keep such identity. 
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The complex interactions among the city actors and the external ones passes 
through the space (there is no instantaneous force propagation). The physical terrestrial 
space is the essential condition for the development of social facts.  

However, the communication innovation with the induced 'compression' of the 
space can change the effects of the spatial distribution of actors, their aggregation in local 
systems.  

  
The difficulty to delimit within a geographic space a city come from the fact that for 

certain functions far cities are closely connected.  
 
One can consider global network of the different functions. Cities are nodes in those 

networks. However, only for certain cities all the networks have there a node (metropolis). 
From the specific network point of view a city can be dispersed (fragmentation of cities) in 
many different urban centres (even faraway) 

 
Global networks are flexible in terms of location (search for comparative local 

advantages), and tend to organize not as multilevel hierarchy, but as an interconnected 
complementarity between nodes. Global networks are multi-located organization. Their 
nodes are local units (e.g. UN agencies) or enterprises. 

There are cities which are nodes of global networks: cities which through they self-
organization transform specific local values into exchange values that can circulate in the 
global networks (metropolis; technology poles; centres of international commerce; centre 
of international culture).  

 
Cities compete and cooperate between themselves setting up global urban 

networks. Cities as local urban networks (a set of connections between local actors: 
inhabitants, businessmen, local authorities) can therefore be part of global urban network 
which results as a multilevel composition of 'local' and 'global' urban networks.  

 
The local urban system is embedded in a historical city's milieu, which is charact-

eristic, irreproducible. Since the global network has to interact with the local ones, these 
peculiarities of the milieu counteract the effect that the diffusion of communication 
techniques has on homogenizing the space (close cities like Venice/Padova/Vicenza  or 
Lion/ Grenoble will always be separated units and in competitions and will not become 
'metropolis' notwithstanding the existence of local laws that will favor their merging 
together) 

 
The determinants of city patterns of change: systems of cities 
 
City are immersed in a structured space. Transportation and communication 

infrastructures links cities in a way that not only each city is a system on its own but it is a 
sub-system of a broader system. In Europe one can talk of the existence of a "metropolitan 
system" (see Dematteis, 93).  

 
To characterize this 'super-system' one should develop some ways to classify the 

cities, such as the type of functions which are available within the city itself. If one distin-
guish between 'international' cities (cities having international functions such as 
international airports) and 'national' ones, the analysis of the European space show the 
existence of a core zone around the Rhine axis (where more than 50% of the cities are 
'international'), a ring zone (only 25% of international cities) and a peripheral zone.  
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Together with the density of higher level cities in the core zone, goes an increased 

density of transport and communication infrastructures that increase the value of location 
of economics activities in the interested cities. To be at the core of the structured space 
therefore increases the opportunities of development for the city.  

 
Is this situation to be considered unchangeable? An analysis made by the URBIN-

NO network in the frame of the FAST Programme on Cities - using city classification 
criteria based upon population, accessibility and employment structures (Drewett et al., 92 
a) - shows a trend in Europe to increase the area of the core region and the emergence of 
new axis of development (an east-west axis with respect to the north-south Rhine axis). 
The changing trends are, however, very slow.  

  
To try to influence the future of a city in a peripheral zone one should start by 

recognizing and accepting the situation. However not necessarily this will mean that it has 
no development potential.  

 
The city needs to select a strategy of development that change to its advantage the 

fact of being in a peripheral zone. It is difficult that a peripheral city, like Naples,  could 
compete  with cities in the core regions in attracting investments from outside on the basis 
of competitive advantages. The future of such large peripheral cities will depend more on 
their ability to organize their internal resources (human and of the 'milieu') to produce 
goods and services to be inserted in the global network of exchanges. (Dematteis, 93). 

 
In conclusion, the space structure in which the city is located counts for the future of 

the city. Individual cities show characteristic patterns of change. However, cities belonging 
to a somewhat homogeneous space - such as the european one - tend to show a common 
pattern.  

 
The inertial trends of city patterns of development: the city life cycle 
 
All the above determinants of city changes contribute to the observation that they 

follow specific patterns such as a city 'life-cycle'. 
The existence of this latter has been suggested to interpret observations on the 

quantitative changes (population) of european cities in the last half of the century.   
 
Assuming that the urban space - the "functional urban region (FUR)"- can be 

subdivided into two zones, the core and the ring, the cycle is characterized by four stages 
(Drewett et al., 92 a):  

- urbanization: total growth of the FUR with concentration of growth in the core, 
- suburbanization: the total FUR growth continues, but is dominated by the growth of the 

ring, 
- desurbanization: the city region enter into a phase of decline, accelerated in the core 

zone, 
- reurbanization: while still the total FUR population diminishes, a relative growth of the 

core zone is resumed. 
 
The cycle is observed - shifted in time - in different regions of Europe. The decline 

phase characterize the cities of north-west Europe in the years '70 - '80, while in the same 
period the cities of southern Europe are still in a growth phase. In the period '80 -'90 the 
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decline phase interests also the southern European cities. After 1985 most of the major 
European cities are undergoing a phase of revitalization of the city core (stage of re-
urbanization). Regularity of patterns of changes are observed in the cities of the same 
country as a confirmation of the existence of a finer regional effects on city changes.  

 
The characteristic pattern of changes does not seem to depend from the size of the 

city; ".. if a trend exists within a country it can be detected in various parts of the urban 
hierarchy... This suggests that other factors are determining growth and decline and dis-
criminate between cities. A simple classification of cities on 4 classes (major, mixed, 
manufacturer and rural) illustrate the point... Major cities and mixed-functions cities are 
growing; rural and manufacturing function based cities are declining" (Drewett et al., 92 a).   

 
Back to square 1: how technology can impact the city pattern of change? 
 
The attempt to better understand the complex phenomenon of city pattern of 

changes -  the complex social changes at a micro level that are at the base of the 
emergence of the collective pattern behaviour (with attention to be focused to develop 
policy for development); the influence of the external space on the city pattern of 
development; the changing perspective from physical space to networks; the general 
identification of a an urban life-cycle measured in terms of population dynamics - provide 
many elements that underline the complexity of the urban system. They make 
questionable the possibility to realize an intentional city, so many are the internal and 
external constraints and the inertia of existing pattern of change. 

 
All this make even more difficult to translate perceived challenges in terms of policy 

actions to put technology at the service of an 'intentional' urban development.  
 
One might therefore more directly try and connect urban pattern of development 

with technology. What in fact is the direct role of technology as a determinant of the urban 
pattern of change? 

 
Technology, population change and city life-cycle 

 
An interesting case is that of transportation and communication technology. 

Transportation technology has certainly had a great impact in the urban pattern of change. 
The increased spatial span reachable by the individual (in the daily time budget that can 
be allocated to move from one place to another), has  accompanied the diffusion of the 
urban space with its functions.  

 
To better consider the impact of the new technology a more refined analysis of the 

population that make a city system might be useful.   
 
The spatial changes are, in fact, not only related to the specialization of the space 

(where the people live, where they go to work by commuting), but also to the distribution of 
functions to serve the many users of the city that do not live within the functional urban 
region. As an example, specific functions and service might be realized only to serve the 
population of city users (see the extreme case of a tourist city like Venice). The interests of 
the different urban population might be in contrast, so raising problems for city 
management. 
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A four population city model 
 
Martinotti (92 and 94) suggests to class into four groups the urban popula-

tion:  
the inhabitants, the commuters, the city users, the metropolitan busin-

essmen. 
The latter, is made of ... "people who get into central cities to do business 

and establish professional contacts, ... convention goers, consultants and 
international managers. This fourth population, relatively small but growing... 
typically stays for few days ... and spent part of the time doing business but part 
using the city although at relatively high level" (ibidem, pg. 2/7).  

 
A cursory view of urban pattern of changes can permit to distinguish mor-

phological spatial changes in the city: 
 

- traditional city: the only population is that of inhabitants which lives and work 
in the city core; 

- the first generation metropolis: the inhabitants and the commuters are two 
separate population, (the commuters lives in the outskirts and commute to the 
city centre to work); 

- the second generation metropolis: a new urban population emerges that of the 
city users. These latter live somewhere else and come to the city (and use its 
functions) on a regular or irregular basis.  

- 'third generation metropolis': new changes on the city morphology related to the 
growth of the fourth population together with the increase in the population 
of city users. 

(from Martinotti(from Martinotti ,  92),  92)   
 

  
 
The new urban space will be,  more than in the past characterized by the integration 

and interaction with external communication and transportation networks, by special 
facilities developed to serve the needs of the city users and metropolitan businessmen.  

 
Because of the world-wide homogeneity of this two populations and the homo-

geneity of the functions and services they need, there is a tendency to an homogenization 
of the appearance of the urban physical space. "This effect is already evident in the USA 
where the 'city skylines' as well the areas they depict tend to look alike. And this is not 
surprising because increasingly these areas are not the product of national economies, but 
a segmental unit of a larger entity. Hotels, offices and commercial centres built by the 
same companies in any cities, go together with the standardization of local shops 
interested to cater to an increasingly homogeneous trans-national population of urban 
travellers" (ibidem, pg. 2/9).    

 
With the growth of the 3rd and 4th population the evolution of the city system will 

show a tendency to unbalance: "... it seems quite clear that the residential function and the 
urban inhabitants tend to be on the looser side. ... Local governments are elected by 
residents, but the economic interests of the metropolis are increasingly dependent on 
population not politically accountable..." (ibidem, pg. 2/10).  
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From the point of view of the role on new technology of information and telecom-
munication it is clear that its diffusion will be faster and the utilization of its potential higher 
for the new class of population. This might contribute to further unbalance the city system. 
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1.5 Cities as self-organizing systems 
 

  The emergence of city identity. Exploring the city identity concept: the city as a 
self-organizing system. City classification as self-organizing systems. From a 
functional to a 'local' classification of cities. From 'territorial' (space bounded) to 
'local' (space unbounded) networks. Technology as a 'local' asset. 

 
The dynamic changes of a city seem to follow a general pattern with a life-cycle. On 

the other hand, the specific stages observed at a given time and the duration of the 
phases depend from the specific city's characteristics. They are also influenced by the 
characteristics of the regional space of which the city is part. Can we develop a taxonomy 
of city taking all this into consideration so that one could be guided in interpreting the past 
pattern of changes and forecasting the expected one?  

 
We feel the necessity to follow a new thread in exploring the urban complexity to 

resume confidence on the ability of the city to master its destiny. Can we assume that city 
is a live system - with its own identity - that cannot be slaved by exogenous changes and 
that actions could be conceived and implemented to move the system in the desired direc-
tions even if in presence of strong inertial trends? 

 
The emergence of city identity 
 
The local development appear to be a selective process, geographically dif-

ferentiated. Questions to be posed, therefore, regard the mechanism of the process, what 
relationships it has with the development of the economical system, what are the variables 
that characterize the local city system and which of them can be subject to control (at 
local, regional, national level).  

 
Two basic motivations (see the works of Dematteis) are interrelated in the city deve-

lopment:  
- the need to push economic development, the willingness and the ability to avoid a 

deterministic future. An example of a related policy action is that to build an industrial 
district to respond to local peculiarities enhancing the related potentialities. 

- the feeling of identity, of belonging, of historical continuity.  
 
To understand the city as a system one should consider a vertical and an horizontal 

geographic dimension in the local space: 
- vertical: links and relationships of actors to the local environment (milieu), 
- horizontal: interrelationships with the external world. 
 
One can have development through the 'valorisation of the territorial assets' 

(external economies of localization/ economy of scale) or 'local development' (economy of 
scope). In the first case the process is reversible; changing the comparative advantages of 
the local assets induce a corresponding positive or negative phase of economic 
development in the local system.  

 
The second type of development, the emergence of an identity of the local system, 

is instead irreversible.  
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The existence of the irreversible local mechanism of development explains the 
apparent paradox of the effect of the globalisation of the economy. On one side, it tends to 
homogenize the territory by making volatile (space independent) the production factors. 
The tendency to 'homologate' the local systems however have effects only on the 
'localizing externalities' (infrastructures, type of functions and services). On the other side, 
local diversification can build upon on this homogenisation pushed by the peculiarity of the 
milieu (synergy / self-organization). 

 
Exploring the city identity concept: the city as a self-organizing system 
 
The potentiality of the city system as an 'individual' (its 'genetic invisible map') can 

be realized only through interrelation with the global external network.  
 
Using the metaphor of the 'self-organizing system' (the system is 'operationally 

closed' and its 'cognitive' system select the inputs from external systems) the development 
process is one of mutual selections: the global system selects the proposal to stimulate the 
local system, while the local system select the answer that it can give to the stimuli. In the 
city system a dialectic process develops between internal cohesion and external induced 
fragmentation: the solution depends from the plasticity of the local system. It is, therefore, 
difficult to forecast what will happen and to plan accordingly.  

 
To deepen the analysis one should better focus on the way the local and global 

systems interact. They interact through networks. There is an hierarchy of networks: a 
global level of network with local nodes (cities) which appear as networks on their turn for 
the local users (people). 

 
The local system, seen from its interior is 'auto-poietic' (self-organizing): it has an 

'operational closure' in the sense that the external stimuli can lead to structural changes 
which however respond to 'internal logic' (keeping system identity = organization). If one 
look from the exterior, it seems that the 'node' adapts itself to the network. From the 
interior, however, the node 'adapts the inputs' to its organizational identity. Take the case 
of an industrial district. Seen as a self-organizing system, it might change its structure 
(e.g., from production of knitwear to production of knitwear machines), but keeping the 
organizational unity.  

 
The conclusion of this analysis that put emphasis on the peculiar characteristics of 

the milieu that make a city a 'self-organizing system, is that it is difficult to rationally plan 
the future development of the systems. However, the system will 'learn by doing'. Reacting 
to the city problems is one important way to do this and therefore to learn, to increase the 
ability of the system to keep its identity, to develop by levering on it.  

 
City classification as self-organizing systems 
 
The city system is subject to 'local' (internal) and 'global' (external) forces. The 'local 

forces' are responsible of operational closure (maximization of autonomy and local 
integration). The 'global forces' are responsible of functional opening (network 
integration) of the cities to the global networks.  
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The prevailing of one force or the other can explain the pattern of development of 
cities faced with the globalisation process. Accordingly, one can class the cities into 4 
types: 

 
- minimum local integration/ minimum functional opening = marginalized cities/ internally 

fragmented (pre-colonial) 
- min. local integration/ max. functional opening = large city of ex-colonies (third world) 

open to networks but internally disintegrated 
- max. local integration/ min. functional opening = industrial specialized cities/ active local 

networks 
- max. local integration / max. functional opening = global cities 
 
The changes observed in the city systems are part of macro characteristic of 

changes in economic /social organization which can be synthesized as: flexibility of 
system/ instability of business structures/ complex spatial behaviour (Conti, 93). In 
particular:  

 
a) organizational flexibility: change in employment structure/ change in public-private 

relationships/ passage from enterprise-structure to enterprise-project (structurally 
unstable but organization identity = self-organized?); 

b) interdependence and networkization of business structures: decentralization, 
multipolarity, local districts, enterprises agreements; 

c) less defined spatial dimension of enterprises: need, to be an efficient partner, to be part 
of international networks (from the old model of spatially distributed specialized 
enterprises to new synergy of cooperation) 

 
The fact that the economic system are more and more represented as networks 

have impact on the 'spatial analysis' of cities. The past model of spatial organization 
(hierarchy laden / space polarization of functions to respond to scale increase / sequential 
product life-cycle) have to be changed into network (flexible location and exploitation / 
interconnected networked organization / from center-periphery to a fragmented mosaic of 
different scales). 

 
A new global/local dialectic is emerging. The concept of local development does not 

refer any more to 'localism': is not a dimensional concept. It implies a process of activation 
of specific territorial (time dependent) factors of transformation. It is a way to conceive the 
territory (time concept) independently of the scale, but referring to specific features (which 
might be located faraway, but strictly connected). Local organization is a structural 
component of the overall articulation of global society.  'Global' has not a dimensional 
character. Is not extensive but 'homogeneous and undifferentiated' 

Space is not a mere support for the action of economic actors, but imposes a set of 
relations and networks (with historical memory). The territory has developed because of 
socialization (network production) which lead to territorial identity, to a local 'esprit'. 

 
The above analysis has led to a change of focus on the theory of urban changes 

(Conti, 93). The scenario of 'meta-systemic' transformation of spatial urban analysis is 
changing  
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- from hierarchy laden deterministic and foreseeable organization, with polarization of 
functions due to scale phenomena, with a sequential model of decentralization and 
hierarchical fragmentation, 

- to flexibility of location and competition, with network interconnected (instead of 
hierarchical) organization, leading to the overcoming of the centre-periphery 
polarization. 

 
From a functional to a 'local' classification of cities 
 
In the dialectic relationship between 'local' and 'global', the 'local' concept - no 

matter how ambiguous and ill defined - of the self-organizing city, tends to substitute the 
'functional' concept used to characterize the city as a 'mechanistic' system.   

 
From this change of focus in the theoretical analysis derives a different 

characterization of European cities: the potential of various urban area is not tied to the 
intensity of the functions being present, but to the resources and territorial conditions 
which are specific of the territorial pattern (due to history, structures, forms of social and 
spatial organization). 

 
To develop a taxonomy of European cities, the local subsystems that characterize 

the structure of the 'territory' can be considered, such as (see Conti, 93): 
 

- economic and industrial (traditional industries/ modern industries/ high tech industry / 
tertiary sector) 

- social structure (universities and polytechnics/ second level education/ unemployment/ 
migration/ social diseases/ GNP per head) 

- technological subsystem (venture capital/ technology parks/ technical R&D centres/ 
patents/ community investments) 

- environmental subsystem (housing obsolescence/ libraries/ highway density/ cars per 
head/ ecological deterioration) 

- internationalisation (industrial and financial leadership/ quaternary leadership/ 
international flights/ international organization/ data banks/ European R&D programmes/ 
stock exchange capitalization) 

 
A city typology can be derived to group the European cities:   

- international leadership (pure cities - e.g. London, Brussels / completed cities -e.g. Paris, 
Milan) 

- industrial and technological transition (cities in technological transition - e.g. Munich, 
Turin / cities with consolidated industrial structures - e.g. Dusseldorf, Lyon/ functionally 
constrained cities - e.g. Genoa, Essen / cities with traditional industrial  structure - e.g. 
Bologna, Antwerp) 

- negative industrial transition (tertiarization - e.g. Utrecht, Glasgow / urban obsolescence - 
e.g. Naples, Lisboa). 

 
From 'territorial' (space bounded) to 'local' (space unbounded) networks 
 
One general prognosis that can be advanced looking at the importance of the 

networking of the space is that the destiny of local system is to transform itself 
progressively from 'territorial' networks (having a well defined geographical base) to 'local' 
networks, multi-localized and not territorial limited. The concept of proximity therefore 
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changes and will be different of that of space propinquity (Como, in northern Italy, can be 
closer to Los Angeles if both cities are specialized in silk manufacturing than to Varese 
which is only few km apart. On its turn, Varese might be closer to Seattle because both 
operate in the aircraft sector). (Dematteis, 92). 

 
The analysis of the interaction between the local and the global networks becomes 

therefore an important way to deepen the understanding of the city dynamic of change. 
The cities are traversed  by 'fluxes' of different types which are transported by networks.   

 
The globalisation of economy are making some of the networking relationships 

more powerful than the cities. Cities appear as weak and fragmented with respect to the 
powerful global networks. Nevertheless cities have chances to resist to fragmentation 
keeping their identity as local,  stable, autonomous system. In fact, they can be considered 
as nodes of such networks, but:  they are not 'fixed' infrastructure nodes; instead, they are 
complex systems (systems of actors which, by interacting among themselves, produce the 
reaction of the node on the network).  

 
Technology as a 'local' asset 
 
With this concept of 'networked city', we can revisit the concept of the knowledge 

base and how to lever on it for city development. 
  
Talking about the knowledge base of the city - as done in section 1.3 -  and trying to 

measure its 'intensity', one can point to the functions existing within the city territory that 
deal with the production of knowledge (universities, etc.).  Shifting focus from the 
functional mechanistic model to the local self-organizing one, it demands to revise the 
concept of the knowledge base and pose the question to which extent it is 'local'. The 
spatial unbound ness of the 'local' concept make more extensive the concept of knowledge 
base. To the extent that the local actors - which participate to the local milieu - are 
networked with knowledge producers (or have access to knowledge base) located outside 
the city spatial boundaries, then the potentiality to take advantage of the city 'local' 
knowledge base increases.  

 
Notwithstanding this extension of the concept of the knowledge base, to build on it 

to further the development of a given 'local' city system by responding to city challenges, 
we are still faced with the difficulty to match a sectoralised, disciplinarised knowledge to 
the holistic, systemic city behaviour on which one intend to intervene. The more so, the 
more one shift from a mechanistic city description to the self-organizing one. 
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1.6  Holistic interactions of technology and cities 
 

 Is today technology appropriate for city? Can city influence technology development 
policies? City challenges: a resources for technology development. The opportunities to 
develop appropriate technology for city. City as a privileged space for technology 
development: the case of ICT. City as technology user: the case of ICT. The impact of 
technology change on urban space: the case of ICT. The macro-level spatial asymmetry 
induced by ICT. The micro-level spatial asymmetry induced by ICT. The precondition for an 
ICT-based city development. ICT and the intentional city. City as an actor: precondition 
for appropriate technology development?  

  
The holistic approach followed in the previous sections have trapped us in the 

circuitous complexity of the urban system. While we have learned that there is the 
potential to develop an 'intentional' city, we have seen the difficulties due to the interaction 
with the exogenous factors and the inertial trends of the city system itself. The intent to 
approach the question of the contribution of R&D and technology to respond to the city 
challenges (to help the city to be 'intentional') has allowed only to point to interventions to 
change the attitude of the city towards creativity and innovation and to look for leverage 
effects in the knowledge's endowment existing in the city.  

 
Since our specific interest is here action oriented, to attempt to operate on the 

technological sectors (to help city develop in the desired directions), we will start a new 
round approaching directly these latter. 

 
Is today technology appropriate for city? 
 
Seen from the technology point of view the city is both a producer and a user of 

technologies. As a user of technology cities represent an important market. However, did 
cities succeed in orienting technology to respond to their specific needs or is technology 
applied to city problems an adaptation of technology developed under other demands 
(industry, military)?  

 
The question is taken up by Dita Bricwell as part of the FAST study on city 

(Brickwell, 92). Her answer is on the negative: "... cities ought to have a direct influence on 
research policy, because cities need a social technology which is able to react to the 
special problems of cities. ... Cities will have to overcome the insufficiencies of technical 
systems which they have inherited a century ago... Technologies which answer these 
needs, will have to be a new generation: adaptive to demands, easy to handle and 
corresponding with the potential of the urban labour force... Cities technologies have to be 
the backbone of social integration and better living and working  conditions in the cities" 
(ibidem, pg. 8/1).  

 
Can city influence technology development policies? 
 
Notwithstanding the fact that city represents an important market for technology, 

"the access of cities to long range research policy is difficult: cities lack personnel, 
information and methods of policy formulation" (ibidem pg. 8/2). Cities however should find 
a way to determine research policy orientation. Cities are under pressure. "The 
consequence of high density, outdated, stressed technical systems or the problems 
following economic shocks in old industrial areas or the fringe positions in Europe or the 
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exposure to migration masses... impair urban life. All these difficulties - if they are dealt 
with - can provoke innovation, mobilize economic forces and build up new culture and 
identity.... Urban pressures are a resource for change. Accumulating problems ask for 
political attention, political attentiveness allows for dynamics to reallocate the budgets and 
mobilize potentials. Dynamic situations enable the spirit of consensus to occur." (ibidem 
pg.8/9).  

 

The opportunities to develop appropriate technology for city 
 
The request for appropriate city technologies faces organizational 

political and educational problems. " Up to now cities themselves have had little 
opportunity to define their needs for technology or to adjust technology to their 
requirements. They have little means to analyze which innovations in industrial 
research might be adaptable for better urban infrastructure. They lack 
information, evaluation tools, trained personnel and presence in decision-making 
bodies." (8/12).  

 
There is a role here for the EU to play. However, community and "national 

R&D schemes are often based on knowledge targeted by industrial needs defined 
by global aspects and marketing. ...  Cities need a social technology, a technology 
which helps to solve social problems. ... The special characteristics of such 
technology development are simplicity, flexibility, low cost, good quality jobs, 
for which unskilled personnel can be trained. " (pg.8/13)   

 
What are the potentiality for technologies to respond to such 

requirements? "Technologies for cities would make use of mega chip intelligence. ... 
generation, transport and storage of information is cheap enough to enable to 
apply cybernetic systems anywhere, systems which understand situations, 
evaluate them and adapt. This makes sensitive technologies available for all city 
hardware - urban transport, energy usage, water supply and disposal, waste 
management. ... The urban fabric ought to respond to the flexibility offered by 
information technology... The modern communication instruments - clean and 
efficient as they are - enable a reorganization of urban life counteracting the 
threats of density and overload. ....  

Another technology line which ought to be developed for cities is  the 
modern status of craft. Cities need to repair homes rather than to build new ones 
in big new town. ... The overwhelming material flow in cities (goods and waste) 
imposes the method of recycling... 'Designing for disassembly' is a strategic step 
towards this direction.  

The philosophy of city technology requests units which are small in 
components and easy to exchange, adaptive and intelligent where needed, simple 
where possible, the modules well designed in detail" (pg. 8/14). 

(from Brickwell,  92)(from Brickwell,  92)  

 
 
City challenges: a resources for technology development 
 
From the city problems come challenges and opportunities. "The problems of 

population increase and influx of masses to cities contains also the chances of increased 
human capital. New inhabitants can be trained, educated, integrated. They offer their own 
values of culture and tradition... High urban density has its own endogenous forces of 
rationalization. Technologies, which are not feasible in low density context, can be easily 
applied in the highly urbanized setting. Energy cascading may be an example... 
Technologies could be designed to cope with density. The quantitative dimension of urban 
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life is one of the prevailing sources of innovation. ... The concern for healthy cities requests 
changes in industrial material. .. The improvement of urban quality could be one of the 
grand industries, sustaining the urban economy. .. The large scale renewal of urban 
infrastructures bears both an economic and a technological dimension... Decisions on 
basic services made now, lead into the next century. Technology improvement has to 
respond to the social and environmental crises of cities. A change is desired towards 
adaptive technologies..." (ibidem, pg. 8/10-11).  

 
Cities as users of technology can therefore define specific requirements for 

technology. The possibility of technology to respond depends however (again a circle 
between demand-pull and technology-push) on the capacity of the user (the city) to adapt 
to technology and not only of technology to adapt to the user. 

  
One can use the metaphor of the self-organizing system to interpret the above 

remarks and recommendations. City, as a self-organizing system, does not adapt to 
technology, but its 'cognitive system' filters-out from the technology offer only those 
potential solutions that meet its need to progress by keeping its identity. In approaching 
technology the self-organizing city has to be pro-active:  to look for more adapt technology 
to fit its needs, to test in advance the effect of potential solutions based on new 
technology. 

  
City as a privileged space for technology development: the case of ICT 
 
When one talks about technology in reality one refers to a highly complex and 

structured field as its has developed through innumerable applications in different 
domains. To conceive new applications the existing technology structure is important, it 
constrain the application potentiality. Taking this into consideration the problem is posed if 
the offer is broad enough so that the 'cognitive' system of the self-organizing city can filter-
out the useful offers or if the structured 'package' offered by technology are not too 
constraining, if they have to be broken-down into more elementary units to be acceptable.  

 
Cities, however, have been the places where the structuring of the technology offer 

has taken place. Does it matters? Is there, because of this, a favourable preconditioning of 
technology for city as a user?   

 
The case of the new ICT (information and communication technologies) is 

interesting because, in principle, it responds to the basic requirements above indicated for 
city technologies. Moreover the cities have been the privileged "market place" for the 
development of ICT.  

In fact, the major 'user groups' (industrial, professional, commercial, public services, 
scientific research) are concentrated in cities. In the cities are the sources of information 
and there the information is processed.  

"Although the development of distributed processing and rapid transmission of 
information make the location of database production seemingly irrelevant, it is significant 
that the majority of database hosts are located in major metropolitan area.... The major 
telecommunications networks exist primarily within the major metropolitan areas, linking 
the key decision-makers via costly and complex systems... It is also significant that the 
majority of the Value-Added Networks (VANS) and Value-Added Data Services (VADS) 
are provided out of major cities. ... The emergence of such VAN's can be directly linked 
with the alliances between organizations previously separate or in competition to meet the 
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business demand for the services they make possible. The head offices of such 
organization - newspaper and publishing companies, large industrial corporation, 
information services, government and other public sector agencies among others - are 
situated within major cities." (see Taylor , 92, pg. 4/10-11). 3 

 
As the privileged space for ICT development there should not be, one can guess,  

major difficulties for the cities to take advantages of ICT as a 'user' of technology (to solve 
city problems) and of the potentiality of economic wealth generation tied with ICT in a city 
as 'producer' of technology.  

This might not, however, be an easy task.   
 
City as technology user: the case of ICT 
  
The 'cognitive' system of the city is the integration of the 'cognitive' systems of the 

citizens. The individual approach to the ICT potentiality is therefore important.  
In fact, "... an informed view on what users require is an essential precondition for 

the creation of a truly competitive market for information products... [However the] ordinary 
citizens, already barred from access to information by lack of funds, will be further dis-
enfranchised by the lack of skills and training to allow him to participate an increasingly 
technologically-driven world..... The globalisation of information, and the increasing 
centralization of 'ownership' of that information is increasing the division of the world into 
the information-rich and the information-poor.....The increased size of the information base 
which is on offer, and the technology which enable rapid access, is not accompanied by an 
increase in the skills and abilities of the users to creatively use the information on of-
fer...There is evidence that there has been little up-take of the benefits of information 
technology by the public at large. This can lead to growing alienation among the 
population at large, rather than the brave new world prophesied by the visionary thinkers 
as little as 10 years ago. ... Technology has served, in many cases, as a barrier to 
knowledge access rather as a facilitator. Training in technical skills is obviously essential, 
but equally science policy should concern itself with education and investigation of the 
potential use of this new enabling technology to add to quality of social, economic and 
cultural life" (ibidem, pg.4/21-22). 

 
Having tried to focus on a specific technology, the ICT, we are pushed back to 

consideration of a more general type, to the importance of recognizing the knowledge 
base of the city, to invest to increase it and to adapt to new technological challenges, or, 
better, to intervene pro-actively to modify the technology's structured offer. The more so, 
the more we are faced with a "revolutionary" transition in the economy and in the 
production organization.  

 
The impact of technology change on urban space: the case of ICT 
 
If the city is the central place for economy and production, a related transition will 

have to be accompanied by urban functional and spatial changes. This claim does not 
contrast the self-organizing hypothesis, since the city identity can be kept even by 
revolutionary change in the system structure, provided something else is kept unchanged 
(system organization?) that characterize its identity. 

                                         
    3 A new acronym - MAN - has recently added to the many invented for the new technologies. MAN stands for 
Metropolitan Area Network, and usually refers to high speed fibre-optic system.  
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To favour the recourse to the potentiality of the ICT, the city might have to anticipate 

the spatial changes that go together with the transition. The subject matter is developed by 
Capello and Njikamp (92) in a contribution to the FAST study on the future of cities. 
According to them, we are moving toward a 'network economy'. " [A] modern economy 
tends to go through a period of transformation, signalled by the move from 'capital-in-
tensive' production systems to 'information-intensive' production systems ... The 
emergence of the Information Economy is seen to be highly dependent upon the 
widespread diffusion and adoption of new ICTs... " (ibidem, pg. 5/1).  

This will induce a "qualitative shift towards a new spatial and organizational 
configuration of activities... [which is] ... not unique in the history of the western world. Also 
in the past activities various types of drastic restructuring or transformation phenomena 
have occurred..." (ibidem, pg. 5/2).  

 
The infrastructures have to be apt to respond to the new demand, the "logic of 

network" should be favoured instead of the logic of hierarchical organization. 
 
Telecommunication technologies has already impacted in the past the city space. 

However, the introduction of computers with its information processing potentialities is 
radically changing telecommunication networks and infrastructure. "The intrinsic 
characteristics of traditional telephone infrastructure to guarantee public access is .. no 
longer .. valid and true for new and modern computer networks. The technological 
revolution has destroyed the 'universal access' to these infrastructures.. three kind of 
networks can be distinguished, namely private, club, and public networks.. for each of 
these categories different institutional and regulatory principles are required.." (ibidem, pg. 
5/8-9).  

 
The new ICT are characterized (see Capello an Njikamp, 92) by: a) pervasiveness, 

encompassing both the industrial and service sectors and the geographical diffusion to 
core and peripheral regions, b) capacity of destroying traditional inter-sectoral barriers and 
opening up competition between previously separated sectors, c) development along 
different trajectories in different countries which have led to technological asymmetry in 
advanced networks and services.  

 
The potentiality of the ICT for local economic development are not without threats. 

Concerning the different national trajectories "... the threat of this asymmetry is that it can 
turn into a discontinuity in the existence of physical network, thereby disenfranchising 
national realities from participation in a network economy" (ibidem, pg. 5/12). 

 
The macro-level spatial asymmetry induced by ICT 
  
The spatial implication of the adoption and use of new ICTs can be analyses at a 

macro-level (effects on global regional development) and at a  micro-level (changes in the 
industrial activities in a region).  

 
The analysis of the impact at the macro-level can lead to contrasting theories 

(ibidem, pg. 5/21-22): a) ICTs "innovations can be used to overcome some of the previous 
problems of peripherality, such as limited information environments, remoteness from 
markets, lack of access to special services"; b) "the second opposite theory is that the 
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diffusion of new technologies is a centripetal process, destined to occur a priori in central 
areas, where a high potential demand density is present".        

 
Limited access to "networks and services constitutes the major threat to peripheral 

area, which could be excluded from exploiting the advantage embodied in these 
technologies. Nevertheless, once they obtain an infrastructure endowment, major 
opportunities are given only by innovative use, through the choice of an 'appropriate 
technology'... [i.e.] an 'appropriate design and adaptation' of best technologies to the 
production needs and 'vocations industrielle' of the single area..."   

Following these innovative adoption patterns, peripheral regions become 'adaptive 
regions', rather than 'dependent regions', where the difference between the two categories 
lies in the way technologies are used and exploited". In 'dependent regions' "local 
development lies on external technologies, available in the area through the location of 
branch plants of multilocalised firms...".  

 
ICTs represent thus a challenge to economic systems to achieve a greater 

economic performance. Nevertheless, they also represent a new threat which territorial 
systems (national, regional, urban) have to face in the next future. The lack of ICT 
infrastructure may imply that territorial systems can be isolated from development 
processes and from integration processes characterising modern economies in Europe..."  
(ibidem, pg. 5/2-3).  

In fact, "... the transition process from telecommunications to computer networks is 
far from being a simple development trajectory and is fraught with difficulties... This 
problem can be developed under three different perspective : a spatial perspective, 
regarding the role new computer networks have in fostering regional and urban 
development and in shaping a new spatial division of labour... [since] despite general 
belief... computer networks can lead to a concentration of economic activities in core 
area...; a demand perspective, regarding the additional capacity many users have in 
exploiting these new technological potentialities ... [which] can turn into a threat imposed to 
users to adopt these technologies in a short time and for new purposes; a supply 
perspective, regarding both the new marketing and competitive strategies" (ibidem, pg. 
5/6).        

The micro-level spatial asymmetry induced by ICT 
 
At the micro-level (ibidem, pg. 5/22-23), "ICTs have also the potential to reshape 

the spatial structure of industrial activities..."  
 
Again, two opposite ideas govern this field: a) "ICTs provoke strong decentralization 

effects, by allowing on-line remote production" control and management; b) "... the spatial 
restructuring of economic activities follows a centripetal pattern, favouring more advanced 
firms and regions, this process being justified by external economies, by spin-off effects of 
skilled labour force and by technological and organizational know-how..."     

 
Different city, with different identity and 'cognitive' approach to the technology offer 

can be more or less successful in transforming the technology potential into opportunity for 
city development. Even more, technology as a well structured field - coupled with external 
macro changes - can impact on city as an 'invader' threatening the city system identity. As 
a 'self organizing' system the city cohesion might not be strong enough to avoid the risk of 
'disintegration' by the invasion of the powerful new technology (or, better, by the system of 
interests that has developed along with the utilization of the new technology opportunities).  
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The precondition for an ICT-based city development 
 
ICT will therefore have an important impact on the future of cities. In principle its 

opportunities are available to any cities. In practice, there are conditions that will favor the 
use of ICT as a source of city development. 

 
A new hierarchy between cites will develop because of its tendency to favor central 

areas where a high potential demand density is present. However even metropolitan areas 
have to actively and intentionally behave to get the potential advantages of ICT.  

"...[ICT] technologies are necessary but not sufficient conditions to develop com-
parative advantages in a geographical area. This is true also for metropolitan areas; the 
development of advanced networks does not guarantee automatically a privileged position 
in international competition.... it is the innovative use of telecommunications that provides 
major opportunities" (ibidem pg. 5/27).    

 
The diffusion of ICT will change the urban space physically through the hard 

infrastructures. But, even more important, it will push for an increased competition 
between cities to participate to the economic development lead by the globalisation of 
economy. The urban space will be impacted therefore by the induced re-allocation of 
economic activities, the success or failure of cities in this competition 

.  
There are 'spatial conditions' to be met to increase the opportunity for a successful 

use of ICT (ibidem, pg. 5/27-28):  
 

a) "the development of the 'raising awareness' among potential users located in 
metropolitan environments about the significance of advanced telecommunications in 
promoting competitiveness";  
b) "the development of public advanced infrastructures and of modern applications by local 

governments";  
c) "the existence of ICTs alone will not attract firms to locate in a particular metropolitan 

area... [The] traditional location factors...[such as] advanced industrial service sector, 
the presence of high skilled labour force, ability of organizational and managerial know-
how... could become more attractive if related to the possible use and exploitation of 
new technologies... advanced services using advanced computer network applications... 
managerial and organizational ..capacity of exploiting new technologies...";  

d) "each metropolitan area should strengthen the use of ICTs in accordance with its 
'vocation industrielle'...;  

e) "... it is absolutely vital for the success of local ICTs projects to have strict intercon-
nection with a broader territorial project on the future urban division of labour among 
different centres at a regional and national level.... interconnection between urban 
planning and technological development planning..." 

 
ICT and the intentional city 
 
To transform the potentialities of the new ICTs in term of opportunities for city 

development as a "producer" of economic activity it is therefore important that the city be 
an "intentional city" with broad scope of investment and long term planning horizon. The 
opportunities are influenced by the city characteristics, its "historical heritage" its past and 
current activity, its interconnections with the external infrastructure networks. 
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 An 'intentional' city might overcome the initial handicap by creative and innovative 

approach as "user" of technologies. ICTs might contribute advanced solutions to city 
problems. The ability to follow innovative trajectories to respond to city challenges will fuel 
the local development of new technologies to answer the local demand. The increased 
familiarity with the new technologies will open new application domains.  

 
City problems are therefore, as noted above, an important resources for city 

development, provided appropriate city policies are developed to respond to the challen-
ges. 

 
 

City as an actor: precondition for appropriate technology development? 
  
We approached this section's round of exploring the urban complexity by looking at 

technology. We found confirmation of the importance of technology for the future of the 
city. The case of new ICTs is significative and can be generalized.  

Cities can lever on new technology for its development as a "producer" of economic 
activity, cities can look at technology as a "user" to respond to the many city challenges. 
However, from both sides it clearly emerges that the city has to be "intentional".  

 
The question of technology and the cities leads, therefore, to the question of the city 

as "an actor". (see Drewett et al, 92).  
 
But is a city an actor? If not, how it can become one? "The city becomes an actor 

when the varied interests of associations, institutions, corporations, foundations and 
individuals clustered together in space are reflected in policies which enable them to 
pursue their collective interests over and above their separate interests" (ibidem, pg. 
113). 

 
The analysis of the current situations is that cities are far from behaving as an actor 

especially in the domain of science and technology: "... most cities in Europe are neither 
key actors in S&T policy nor are they even systematically assessing their 
knowledge resources or building a knowledge infrastructure" (ibidem, pg. 114). This 
situation is somewhat paradoxical since the cities have always been - and it will even be 
more so in the future -  the privileged space for S&T development.  The paradox is 
explained by the fact that, if cities are the "loci for S&T, R&D and other types of knowledge 
resources... this does not mean that ...[these knowledge] are integrated into local 
culture or that there is synergy between different types of knowledge in the city or 
that the city uses science and technology to address local needs, or that the 
interest of cities are reflected in science and technology policy at national and 
trans-national level" (ibidem, pg.114).  

 
The preconditions for cities to become an actor with respect to the role of  

knowledge for the future of cities is for cities to make a deep reflection on the matter:  
 
a) on which are the key issues of cities today to which technology and knowledge in 

general could interact positively;  
b) on what role the knowledge base can play to the development of the city as a producer 

of knowledge and more in general of economic activity;  
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c) on its being a 'user' of knowledge and to which extent it is willing or conscious to follow 
innovative use of knowledge as a client in specifying the city demand to respond to city 
problems.      
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1.7 Concluding remarks from Part I  
 

  City system stability: a too simplifying hypothesis. The basic paradox: holistic 
changes, reductionist interventions. Will it help to suppose that the city is not a 
real system?  The self-organizing system hypothesis. Can we act globally on the 
city, by designing a completely new one? Can a holistic technology be developed? 
Taking advantage of the self-organizing hypothesis for the city. In search of a 
'wisdom of complexity' to approach city challenges. 

 
In exploring the urban space as a complex system we found confirmation of the 

complexity of the system. If for nothing else, because of the difficulty - once more - to solve 
the paradox between the need to approach the system in an holistic way and to act in a 
reductionist way on its components. 

  
The paradox has no consequences when the system is in a well stable state and 

the 'reductionist' actions on its components and sub-systems does not change the system 
stable structure. In this case the challenges come mainly from the fact that the system - 
which still has capacity available to adapt to its environmental changes - might be 
apparently saturated by an inefficient use of its capacities.  

 
City system stability: a too simplifying hypothesis 
 
Is this the case of today city challenges? We might not discard this hypothesis. 

However if this is the case, we should not be too worried about our ability to assure an ac-
ceptable future for our cities. In fact, in that case, the sectoralisation of the system stable 
structure is such to assure that 'sectoralised' actors are there to deal with the sectoralised 
challenges.  

One might have simply to try and better understand what impede temporarily the 
system to use its existing 'slacks' to adapt responding to the challenges.  

 
The quest for recuperating city systems efficiency is not to be discarded. Following 

it, one is also conducted to analyze type of actions that can be of importance in any case.  
As an example we have referred to the intervention to improve and renovate the city 
infrastructure (see section 1.1). 

 
The basic paradox: holistic changes, reductionist interventions 
 
Unfortunately, many are the signs that city challenges go well beyond the restoring 

of city efficiency. The degree of interactions of all the city sub-systems and components is 
such that it might be difficult to regain 'space' of adaptation simply by 'shaking' a stable but 
blocked system. 

 
The paradoxical situation between the globality of the challenges - and therefore the 

need to consider holistic changes of the system - and  the reductionist level of actions on 
the system components cannot be avoided. How can one be assured that the reductionist 
intervention will build up in a global system behavior along the desired lines? The 
complexity and non-linearity of the city system will assure of the contrary: one might not be 
able to plan local actions to assure global results. 
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Will it help to suppose that the city is not a real system? 
 
What are the way out of the paradox? One possibility, that we have only indirectly 

referred to, is that maybe the city is not a real system.  
If not, than we should consider the elements that we see aggregated to form a city 

'pseudo-system' as part of other systems: the social system, the productive system, the 
knowledge system.  

If so, we can act on such elements provided, however, that the related system they 
belong to is in a stable condition. But is this hypothesis acceptable? Is it not that our 
concern on the city challenges emerges exactly because we detect instability conditions - 
or the emerging of new system structure - in the social system, in the political system, in 
the production system?  

 
This hypothesis will therefore put us in an even more difficult condition: to plan 

reductionist actions confronted with holistic changes of several different systems.  
 
The hypothesis of the city as a place where different systems cross without that the 

city emerges as a real system in its own right, can however help us at least in better 
grasping what are the challenges and in defining them. In fact, that challenges are also 
emerging from the different systems that crosses the city one. It could also help in 
underlining the type of actions: social, economic, spatial (see section 1.2).     

 
The self-organizing system hypothesis 
 
In the rest of our exploration of urban complexity, we must confess to have 

privileged the hypothesis that the city is a real system. Among the different typology from 
system theory we have also favoured that of a self-organizing system with its own identity.  

 
Does this hypothesis help us with the above paradox? To a certain extent, yes. In 

fact, the hypothesis means that the city, while being unstable - in the sense that it can go 
through system structural changes - it keeps something unchanged: its identity.   

 
Before taking advantage of this hypothesis we have to better understand the action-

taking process. It is a process that ties together the understanding of the system as it is 
now, the envisaging of actions on system components, the forecasting of system 
behaviour after the actions is taken. To improve our ability to act on a complex system 
such as a city, we have to progress in all the three steps.  

 
We might be able to improve our holistic understanding of the past behaviour of the 

system. As a matter of fact one has to recognize progress of the urban research in this -
direction. This progress might help to forecast system behaviour under changed conditions 
as the result of the actions. However, the dichotomy between the holistic understanding 
and the reductionist acting still remain. Unless in devising the action - developing the 
solutions to the system problem - we are able to behave also in an holistic way. Is it 
possible? 

 
Can we act globally on the city, by designing a completely new one? 
 
One hypothesis is that we might dare to redesign the entire city system. The illusion 

that this might be possible come from the 'new city' approach. If we start from the green 
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field, then we are not limited to intervene on single elements of an existing city. The design 
will take care of all the components and at the same time of the entire system.  

 
This approach has not only been a dream of architects and urbanists. It has been 

followed in past and recent cases.  
But, designing a new city is actually designing the 'city system'? The answer is 

obviously negative. The new city is actually only a 'container' for the citizen that will 
populate it. The real city system will be the integration and the interaction of these two 
components: the designed container and the inhabitants and users of the city.  

Moreover, the blend of the two will have to react to an external environment which 
was not part of the design. The environment might be carefully assumed by the designer 
as given in its present and by forecasting its future states. It is however a complex system 
on its own, with its complex behaviour difficult to predict.  

 
So, even in the case of a new city, the action has been taken at a reductionist level.  
 
Can a holistic technology be developed? 
 
The other possibility to answer the problem of the holistic design, is to accept that 

we will never be in the conditions to design the entire system. However, we might assume 
to know enough of the system to specify constrains and general conditioning of the 
solution to be developed so that the assimilation and integration of the system to the 
designed change will not be traumatic.  

 
The appropriate metaphor here could come from chirurgical implantation, where 

one has to assure that the organism will not 'reject' the implant as a foreign body. What are 
the characteristic that technology should have to be acceptable for city? Can we develop a 
city technology? On the same mood, can we develop a social technology?  

The questions were taken up in the previous section. The result is that - as in the 
medical metaphor - we can act to 'preconditioning' the city 'body' to consider technology 
not as a foreign element (see the policy recommendation to improve the city knowledge 
base) and/or we can select technology which fits general specifications (to be cheap, 
flexible, etc.) to be acceptable (section 1.6).  

All these are important suggestions. Policy making can take advantage of them. 
Resources can be dedicated to preconditioning the city to take advantage of technology 
opportunity (to be creative, to be innovative, to be intentional) and to develop R&D policies 
favouring the development of 'city technology'.  We will not, however, circumvent the basic 
paradox when faced to respond to given challenges. The actions will nevertheless be at a 
component level while the challenge might call for a system change. 

 
Taking advantage of the self-organizing hypothesis for the city 
 
It is here that the hypothesis of the city as a system which try and develop by 

keeping its identity, is important.  
In fact, the hypothesis implies that the system is not passively waiting to adapt to 

the external change. It keeps pro-actively exploring the potential space of its future 
development. The direction of change is not given in advance. Different alternatives are 
possible and the chosen one will depend on the system exploration of the alternatives.  
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It is here that the planned action might be effective notwithstanding the dispropor-
tion between the system dimension and the smallness of the action, notwithstanding the 
holistic trajectory of the system and the 'localization' on components of the action. 

  
Being close to system structural changes is not a disadvantage because the system 

is very reactive and it amplify the perturbations (including the ones due to our actions). 
Provided however that our approach is a learned one, that we have good knowledge of the 
system actual state and that we have a procedure to problem-solving that take advantage 
of the knowledge on city system complexity.   

 . 
In search of a 'wisdom of complexity' to approach city challenges 
 
For the subsequent part of the present analysis we will, therefore focus on this latter 

aspect, i.e.: how we can develop and use a procedure to recognize the city many challen-
ges and to develop creative and innovative responses - making uses of the 'wisdom' of 
complexity - applied to the city considered as a reactive system that amplifies the planned 
action, converges its internal forces to select the desired trend (provided, however, it is 
among the potential alternatives).   
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Part 2. RESPONDING TO THE URBAN MALAISE 
 

 The urban reality suffer a lot from rigid zoning of the urban functions and 
mono-functionality. There is a European tendency in defining mixture and coexistence 
of functions as key features of urbanity and many support that the city would cease 
to exist if the diversity and mixture disappear. (pg 17) 

 
 Offering citizens a better and creative environment is an obligation and the 

transformation of derelict areas into attractive zones gives inspiring results, from 
Salfoord Quays to the Genoa Docklands. (pg.19) 

 
 All innovative urban social policies and actions seem to have a strong common 

denominator: the citizens' involvement and participation. ... The type of communication 
and collaboration between the state, the citizens and the market for the efficient 
and equitable functioning of urban land use are very important for the 
sustainability of the urban Euroscape. (pg. 16)  

 
 The creation of new economic, environmental friendly, urban activities is emerging as 

a major factor of social integration. ... Social integration concerns are now starting 
to be taken into consideration in all urban policies. Transport policies, where up to 
now efficiency considerations dominated those of equity, can play an important role, 
as they offer various access and mobility opportunities. ... Social integration 
concerns prevail in policies for improving living conditions in anonymous critical 
peripheral areas of many European cities.... (13 -14)  

  
             European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working 

Conditions (93a) 

 
 
The exploration of urban complexity in Part I has confirmed the need to dispose of a 

systematic approach to problem-solving to get out of the holistic circuitous trap to try and 
respond to perceived challenges.  

 
In this Part II the design process will firstly be presented as a proper tool to 

problem-solving for complex issues, and then an attempt will be pursued to apply it to the 
case of urban issues.  

 
The target here is not, however, to go through all the phases of the design process, 

but to focus on the first one, that concerned with the translation of the perceived 
challenges in terms of specification of the problems to be solved. 

This will be done in three steps. Firstly, the urban challenges will be described as 
'urban malaises' emerging by considering the city wholeness. Secondly, a first response 
will be attempted by defining scenarios that refer to the values and objectives that one 
would like to see realized in the future state of the city.  Thirdly, the gaps in the portfolio of 
available solutions to respond to city challenges will be underlined and an attempt followed 
to define an agenda for RDT actions. These latter will be aimed at developing new 
solutions to which to refer specifying the terms of reference of the problems to be tackled 
in the subsequent phases of the design problem-solving process.   
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2.1 The need for appropriate decision-making and problem-solving 
 

 Complexity is everywhere. The design approach. The four phases of the design 
approach. The design approach: an interactive chain of holistic - reductionist steps. 
The design process is applicable to each problem-solving phase. The need for 
creativity at all the design process phase. 

 

In Part I, each time we started a round to try and devise responses to challenges we 
have been faced with the basic paradox that challenges are holistic, the objectives we 
input to respond to challenges are also holistic, while the actions are necessarily 
reductionistic (they have to be concentrated on some physical, hard or soft, system's 
element). To live with the paradox some kind of methodology on how to proceed to 
respond to complex system challenges is needed.  

One such methodology is been described in a previous work (see Businaro et al., 
92). It basically refers to a generalization of the design approach.  

 
Complexity is everywhere 
 
To deal with urban issues means to deal with complex system. The difficulties one 

encounters in responding to urban challenges are typical of the difficulties related to 
problem-solving in complex system. However, this should not be a novel situation:  

"... we are used to complexity: we face it at every level of our actions...  
If we are used to complexity, then - as active members of the system that we 

perceive as our own - we are used to act (react or pro-act) to respond to the system 
challenges. If so, we should hope that to deal with... [urban] challenges we can learn from 
experience.  

The trick we uses in dealing with complexity is to limit the range of the complexity of 
what we consider "our" system: we expel higher levels out of the system to make them 
part of exogenous environment (we cannot act to change the environment; we can only try 
to forecast its changes to take pro-active decisions), and we accept as "atomic" 
unbreakable parts some of the system components and inputs we use to (reactively or 
pro-actively) change "our" system." (ibidem , pg. 5).    

 
If we reconsider under this light the various routes followed in Part I, they appear as 

different attempts to define the level of the complexity to be faced: in the 'efficiency' recipe, 
the focus was on city 'subsystem'; in the 'disciplinary' approaches subsystems interaction 
was accepted, but limited to some of the system variables; in the model of 'spatially 
bounded city', the attempt is to clearly delimit the interior from the exterior of the system; if 
the city is considered as a 'nest of networks', the description of what is internal and what is 
external to the city system requires to introduce somewhat ambiguous terms such as "local 
global networks", "cities networks", "global network".  

What can be considered "atomic" parts of the system varies accordingly: they can 
be the type of functions performed by the city; the type of networks; the city itself (when we 
focus on the challenges coming from the globalisation).    

        
The design approach 
 
The above trick to approach complexity is used in the design process. It suggests, 

first of all, "that an important preliminary organizational rule be followed: to define clearly 
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the roles of different actors in order to contrast the fuzziness caused by complexity and 
interdependence. " (ibidem, pg. 8).  

The main actors considered in the design process are: the client, the designer, 
the producer, the user. The user can be the same as the client, but not necessarily so. In 
the case of city the 'users' are the citizen at large, while the 'client' has to materialize under 
the form of some institution. 

  
"The [design] process can ... be considered as a chain of loops centred around 

each actor. Each loop is covered a certain number of times involving the interactions of all 
the other actors up to a point when good enough convergence is met, so that it can be 
decided to pass the responsibility to the next actor down the problem-solving chain (from 
the client, to the designer, to the producer)." (ibidem, pg. 8). 

 
The four phases of the design approach 
 
The process start at the level of the "client" by the perception of the challenge a 

response to which should be developed. The first "loop" - that might be referred to as the 
problem definition phase - centred around the client actor end up with the "terms of 
reference" of the problem to be solved.  

The second loop - the designing phase - now sees the designer as the main actor. 
It start by accepting the terms of reference and it ends by developing a solution for the 
specified problem.  

The third phase is that of implementing the designed solution and is the respon-
sibility of the "producer" (constructor). It starts with the blue prints developed by the 
designer and end with the new or changed product (system).  

 

The Design process 
phases  

starting  ending 

Challenge 
Perception 

 
PROBLEM 

DEFINITION  Problem's Terms 
of Reference 

Problem's Terms 
of Reference 

  
DESIGN  

 Problem's Solution 
(blue prints) 

Blue prints 
 

 
IMPLEMENTATION  
of the DESIGNED 

SOLUTION  System changes 
 

Proposed system  
changes 

 

ACCEPTANCE of 
the DEVELOPED 

SOLUTION 
 Assess system 

and environment 
reactions  
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We can add a fourth phase centred around the user as the main actor, which 

consists in "accepting" the developed solution.   
In the case of highly complex system "user's satisfaction" might means to verify that 

the change in the system behaviour due to the action taken is in the desired directions. 
This phase might start at the end of the "construction" phase when the changes on the 
system are already implemented, or, before this latter phase is started, by analysing the 
proposed system changes. It will be terminated with the acceptance of the "product" or 
by having assessed system and environment reactions to the proposed changes.    

This last phase can be the object of a "simulated" experimentation of the application 
of the devised solution and it might be requested by law (see the case of the "assessment 
of environmental impact"). The result of the assessment, if not acceptable, might require to 
go back to previous phases of the design process to find new solutions or even to change 
the terms of reference of the problem. 

 
 
The design approach: an interactive chain of holistic - reductionist steps 
 
The design approach solve the basic holistic / reductionist paradox of problem 

solving by somewhat mixing together the "two cultures" approaches to complexity: that of 
the human and social sciences that intrinsically accepts the holistic system features (that 
everything interact with everything else) and that of the physical sciences that looks for the 
elementary components into which to break down the system. Both "contributed to the 
advancement of our cognitive approach to understanding the world. However, neither of 
them are suited to specify actions able to change our world. The 'design' approach is 
actually a compromise between the two: it is an interactive chain of "holistic" cognitive 
approach and "reductionist" building of solutions". (ibidem, pg. 8). 

 
To see how this compromise is achieved, let us focus on the five important verbs 

which enter into the design approach definition: to perceive, to define, to design, to 
implement, to accept: 

 
* in the "perception" of the challenge it is important to grasp the "holistic" feature of  the 

system. With reference to the case of the city, we might not know which kind of "beast" 
the city is, but we has to look at it as a global entity, not to be biased by already 
assuming a reductionist vision of it; 

* in trying to transfer the perception of the challenge into a "definition"  of the terms of 
reference of the problem to be solved, the question of which kind of system the city is 
has to be tackled. Not so much to know better the city ("cognitive" interest), but because 
to act we have to specify and delimit the system which is the object of the action. The 
delimitation can be artificial, devised according to a bottom-up approach (to apply 
available solutions). If so, we might discover later on that the assumption was wrong. 
We have in any case at a certain time to get out of the "holistic cognitive circle" and 
specify the best we can the hypothesis on the system;  

* in the "design" phase, the search for a satisfactory solutions proceeds through a 
"divergent phase" (search for global solution) followed by a "convergent" one (designing 
the actual components to be changed), iteratively, at the various levels of the system on 
which the attention of the designer is progressively focused (from global, to subsystems, 
to components each one in its turn considered as a "complex" system); 
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* the "implementation" of the designed solution is certainly a "reductionist" process. The 
system to be changed is spelled out in the designed solution into subsystem and 
components, and the actions to be implemented well prescribed in terms of the 
elementary (atomic) parts to be "assembled" together to build new components and 
sub-systems. In general, however, also this phase has its holistic features such as when 
the constructor has to verify the practicality of the proposed solutions; 

* in the "accepting" phase, in assessing the detailed reductionist description of the solution 
the user is faced to the holistic reaction of the entire system of which he is part.  

 
The design process is applicable to each problem-solving phase  
 
If we look with a magnifying lens at the design phases, we will see that each one is 

a complex problem-solving process that goes from an initial moment where a "problem" is 
perceived to a final moment where a "solution" is found, implemented and assessed. This 
is evident for the proper "designing" phase. However it applies also to the first phase. In 
fact to pass from the initial perception of the challenges to the specification of the problem 
to be solved one needs to explore also the potential solutions available, at the risk - on the 
contrary - of wishful thinking. The process oscillates back and forth: it passes through a 
first setting of the objectives we want to meet by responding to the challenge, a first 
verification of the practicality of the objectives, the need to better focus the challenge to 
redefine the objectives. If no compromise can be reached between the objectives and the 
available potential solutions, new ones might have to be invented and this necessity might 
be part of the terms of reference of the problem to be solved. 

 
We can consider each phase as a design process in its own right to which to apply 

the "design" approach. In the "definition" phase, our concern is at the beginning "the 
whole" from which the challenge is perceived. We end up by defining the specific features 
of the delimited "system" to be the object of change. Because this phase is dealing with 
the specification of the object of the design we might call it a "meta-design" approach 
(designing the design).  

In the "design phase" one starts with the "specified system's" terms of reference 
and ends up with a reductionist detailed description of the changes to be made.  

If one looks with the amplifying lens also to the last phase, that of "accepting the 
solution", it will appear as a complex process to which the same design procedure might 
be applied. This is quite evident when the acceptance requires a formal "assessment of 
the solution" (one should perceive the problem that could derive from the implementation 
of the solution, how alternative better solutions might have being developed and at which 
conditions, etc.). 

         
The need for creativity at all the design process phase 
 
If each phase of the design process can be seen as a design process in itself, then 

all the categories of concepts that has been develop to understand the more mundane 
design process related to a specific product development (such as a new refrigerator) can 
be applied to each phase of the process even for the complex case of a city system. We 
can refer to creativity, innovation, advanced technology solutions for each phases. One 
has to be creative and innovative - as far as required by the objectives to be met - in the 
phase of specifying the problem to be solved and not only in the actual development of a 
solution to that problem. It is here where one could understand why and how research, 
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development and technology can enter already in the first phase of the problem-solving 
process. 

   
In conclusion, the design approach accepts complexity's intrinsic features, such as: 

vagueness in the perception of the problem (at least when the process of design start); 
alternatives of objectives; interactions and feedbacks between different directly or 
indirectly interested actors; the returning back to initial phases of the process if the 
evidence developed by the design up to that point requires to reconsider and better focus 
the decision already taken (such as the initially specified objectives). Even more important, 
it calls the attention of each of the actors on their direct responsibility for the quality of the 
response that will result from the process. Each of them - at their own turn of the design 
process - has to contribute to the creative and innovative aspects of the solution.  
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2.2 The urban malaise 
 

 Three groups of problems. Applying the design process: the relevance of the first 
phase. The metaphor of the sick man. Role of RDT in the problem definition phase.  

 
Armed with the holistic vision of city systems and with a reference model for the 

problem-solving process we can now go back to specific challenges and try and develop a 
response that takes into due consideration the wholeness of the city reaction to the 
attempt to intervene. 

 
The challenges and problems facing cities are numerous, complex and difficult to 

delimit. To live and to govern the city is increasingly difficult. This is dramatically evident in 
very large urban agglomerations.  

 
To try a taxonomy of city problems is therefore a challenge in itself. First of all one 

has to be congruent with the design recipe and consider the wholeness of the system 
when reasoning on what the challenges are. The risk is, otherwise, to shift too quickly to 
an already reductionist vision of the problem in terms of the solution to be developed.  

 
Three groups of problems 
 
Considering today the wholeness of the city, while it remains the privileged space 

for human development, an 'urban malaise' seems to diffuse to all cities, even those with a 
more manageable size.  

What the reasons for? which the symptoms? can one develop a diagnosis followed 
by a cure? what the role for research, development and technology (RDT)? 

 
The increased density in all of the urban system characteristics is at the base of 

many of the symptoms. The urban system has limited capacity. By increasing the density 
one reaches the saturation limits of such capacity. A system close to saturation is difficult 
to govern and it lets emerge strange new behaviors. 

 
Consider a city from its physical space structure. From the viewpoint of the 

organization and use of the urban space an excessive specialization and functio-
nalization is detected. This has made less efficient to use the city services and to live and 
work in it. Furthermore, there is an increased interference of the external space 
organization (trough the development of global networks) on the city. It looks like if the 
space has become multi-layered with different metrics according to the variable looked at: 
physically faraway points can become very close, while close ones can be felt as faraway 
lacking communication infrastructures. A tension is developing between the physical 
feeling of the space and the virtual proximity of faraway points in the infrastructures 
networked space. The citizens cannot but feel the increasing dis-harmony with the urban 
space, developing alienation, segregation, impotence to take actions to modify the 
situation.  

 
Look at the city as a privileged space for economic activity. A decrease in 

efficiency is evident. The ability of the city to develop virtuous circles of wealth generation 
is broken. Economic activity in the past produced 'positive' externalities that increased the 
advantage to locate further economic activities. This seems now to have turned to the 
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opposite, producing 'negative' externalities with negative effects not only on economic 
activities, but, more generally, on the quality of life in the city. To this, one should add that 
the 'individuality' of the city as a centre for economic wealth production is loosing ground to 
the new phenomena of globalisation. An increased volatility of production factors 
substitutes for their low mobility of the past that has been the base to develop local ad-
vantages. The city has to compete with others to attract the localization of globalised 
economic activities. 

  
More in general, looking at the city from the viewpoint of the multifaced social 

process that develop in it, one sees a decreasing ability to govern the process. Everything 
is interacting with everything else. The system is close to saturation in many of its 
characteristics and it becomes difficult to efficiently manage it.  

 
Three groups of problems emerge quite clearly:  
 

* problems related to human co-existence (social exclusion, multicultural and multiracial 
conflictual situations), representation and consensus (governance difficulties); 

* problems related to the pressure from the globalisation process leading to development 
choices disconnected with local needs and social networks betterment; 

* problems related to the reaching of saturation levels in many of the city functions and 
characteristics (such as saturation of traffic, air pollution, social solidarity); 

 
To simplify, the situation can be synthesized by pointing to three syndromes that 

characterize the 'urban malaise': 
 

**  the alienation syndrome: excessive specialization and functionalization of urban space. 

* the de-localization syndrome: globalisation’s challenge to the local identity in a 
multidimensional networked space. 

* the holistic syndrome: everything interacts with everything else inducing a crisis in city 
governance. 

 
In terms of actions three new concepts are emerging that synthesize aspirations 

towards a  better future for the cities: 
 

**  'agora' city - a human centred city with an harmonic relationship between the citizen 
and the urban space, social cohesion and economic development.  

* 'glocal' city (global/local) - a city with a better balance between the globalisation 
process and  the ability to valorise local resources and diversity. 

**  'sustainable' city - a city that internalise the problems it generates solving them instead 
of transferring the burden to others or to future generations. 

 
To a certain extent the grouping corresponds to the different scope of intervention of 

local authorities (such as, e.g. the urban planning department) or to the current emphasis 
in the public debate on priority of inter-sectoral urban issues. 
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The grouping will not avoid overlapping (the same type of problem emerging in 
different groups). For our specific purpose - to enlighten the role of RDT to help ap-
proaching and responding to city problems - overlapping is not to be avoided (creativity is 
often helped by the duplications of vintage points and overlapping). 

 
Applying the design process: the relevance of the first phase 
 
Following the design approach, we have to underline the importance of the 

"definition phase" for a so complex matter like urban issues. Notwithstanding the urgency 
to do something, it will be dangerous to quickly jump to concrete action-taking before 
having well understood which is and how can be specified the problem to which an answer 
has to be found. In fact, while it is easy to perceive the challenges emerging from the city 
system, to pass from this perception to the actual definitions of the terms of the problems 
might be quite difficult.  

 
As we have indicated above, the case of city will confirm that the first phase of 

problem-solving is a complex iterative process between challenge perceptions, potential 
solutions (at hand or conceivable), redefinition of the challenge, in a loop that finally end in 
the terms of reference for the problem.  

If one suspects that the challenges are not limited to the lost efficiency of a stable 
well structured system, but that they indicate global system changes, then a creative and 
innovative approach is required even for this phase of the problem-solving process. If new 
potential solutions has to be envisaged to assure that the specification of the problems is 
apt to the challenge, then the question of the role of RDT is relevant already for this phase.  

 
As a matter of fact, RDT can give important contribution in this process by 

evaluating the existing potential solutions, by developing new ideas, by pre-assessing the 
response of the non-linear complex city system.  

 
The metaphor of the sick man 
 
To stress the importance of the first phase on the entire problem-solving process 

concerning a complex system like a city, one can refer to the metaphor of a sick man. The 
symptoms of the illness might be clear to him from the beginning. If he feels a 
concentrated pain on the ankle after a bad feet movement he will have no problem to 
advance himself the diagnosis of a possible distortion, (the "definition of the problem") and 
to pay a call to an orthopaedist.  

If, however, the symptoms are vague, cover extensive part of the body, goes up and 
down during the day, he will perceive the "challenge", but he will not dare to make himself 
a diagnosis. He will pay a visit to a general physician hoping to get illuminated on what the 
problem is.  

The physician himself might have difficult to formulate the diagnosis. This will 
depend from his experience of previous cases that had similar symptoms (the 'portfolio of 
available solutions'). No matter how expert he is, the syndrome might result unclear and a 
series of physical examinations might have to be done (developing 'new potential 
solutions'). At the end, the general physicians might be in a position to define a diagnosis 
and either to specify himself the cure, or to send the patient to a specialist (the "designer/ 
producer"). 4  

                                         
    4 An interesting case for the metaphor would be that of a patient affected by a tropical illness acquired during a trip to 
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One has to underline that the patient has not been passive on this first phase of 

"problem definition. He will have himself contributed to the definition of the diagnosis by 
better explaining the symptoms under the clever questioning of the doctor.  

The doctor might tell him that there could be different approaches to be followed for 
the cure (such as chemical treatment or chirurgical intervention). The decision on which 
way to follow will depend on the "values" that the patient gives to his future quality of life 
and its propensity to take risks.  

The subsequent phase, the real problem-solving one, therefore will depend on the 
way the first phase developed. The specialist doctor to which the generalists will have sent 
the patient might agree on the diagnosis, or revise it. He might require new analysis to be 
done. At the end he might consider alternative cures. However, the outcome of the first 
phase - the selection of the type of specialist doctor according to the generalists diagnosis 
and the patients agreement on the type of cure to be chosen - will have introduced an 
irreversible direction on the global course of the illness. 

 
Role of RDT in the problem definition phase 
 
With this metaphor we hope to have clearly emphasized the importance of the 

"problem definition phase" for the case of complex city issues and the importance to follow 
creative and innovative course of actions already at this phase. It will therefore be 
important to insist on this phase to try and answer the question of how RDT can help 
responding to city challenge.  

 
Because of this relevance, we will limit here the analysis of the role for RDT for 

the future of the city to the first important phase - from the challenge perception to 
the problem specifications - of the problem-solving process. 

  
The above groupings of city challenges will be referred to, first of all, to try and 

understand the motivation (the why) for calling in RDT to approach the city challenges 
(see sect. 2.3). Then, we should deal with the procedure (the how) by which RDT can 
contribute specifically to the "problem definition" phase (sect. 2.4). Finally, we will list a 
series of possible RDT programmes (the what) covering that scope (sect. 2.5 and 2.6). 

                                                                                                                                       
Africa and whose effects appeared only several months later. The doctor never had a similar case before so it is difficult for 
him to pass from the symptoms to a diagnosis. City problems emerging because of the increased complexity of the city 
systems might appear as completely new and it might be useless to look for previous experience to approach them.  
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2.3 The first round to respond to city challenges:  
legitimate the desired scenario  

 
 Urban planning: the "agora" scenario for the future of the city. The globalization 

challenge: the "glocal" scenario integrating the city into the web of external 
infrastructures. The "sustainable city": responding to the problems of a saturated 
city system. 

 
We have started the first loop of the problem-solving process by defining in very 

general terms the challenges as an urban malaise. A first specification of the challenges 
has been given in terms of syndromes. By defining the syndromes the interaction between 
problems and solutions already took places. We have mentioned them by using three 
labels - the names of three scenarios - to characterize possible interventions. 

 
One should now proceed to better define the objectives considered relevant and to 

be met by any attempt to respond to the challenges. To achieve this one method is to spell 
the objectives out by describing in terms of a scenario the future of the city as we 
would like to see it. This will be done here for each of the three groups of problems 
above indicated.   

    
Urban planning: the "agora" scenario for the future of the city 
 
By urban planning it is usually meant the intervention to set constrains on and to 

organize the layout of the city space, to develop physical infrastructures. In the course of 
their history, European cities have seen periods of bold urban planning which has 
revolutionized their physical appearance (see the intervention in Paris in the second half of 
the XIX century) and others of weak or 'laisser faire' planning (see the case of the period of 
post-war reconstruction in many Italian cities). 

  
Today, in many instances the situation is under stall. The ability to even think of 

urban planning seems to be lost. The reasons are several:  
 

i) the need of an integrated approach that does not separate the physical planning from 
the social issues,  

ii) the non linearity of the system (which emerge more evidently when the system is close 
to saturation) which makes practically impossible to forecast the effects of interventions 
(see the negative impact on traffic of urban motorways penetrating the city centre),  

iii) the setting of multiple objectives to be reached, often mutually incompatible, with a 
social process unable to make consensus emerging on priorities selection.  

 
To this list of difficulties one should add - which is important for our concern here - 

that there is no agreement on the role that technology has had in the past and might have 
in the future on the actual (planned or unplanned) development of the city. To this issue 
we will here focus attention.   

 
Before going on, however, we have to underline that urban planning cannot simply 

be discarded from the policy-makers preoccupations, as someone might think (physical 
planning  - it might be argued - is a sectoral approach, while the urban situation call for an 
integrated approach). One has in fact to recognize that there continues to be a need for 
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'physical' urban planning  to set constrains, if for nothing else, on the development of the 
city layout (which cannot be kept frozen if the city is a 'living' system). 5 

  
To unblock the current stall in urban planning, society needs to agree on the priority 

values and objectives and to spell them out in a desired 'future scenario' for the city. It is 
felt that a new vision of urban plan is needed. A clear such vision however has not 
emerged yet (as can be grasped by the use by architects and urbanists of the vague terms 
of post-modern urban plan to indicate the trends). (see Mommaas, 94). 

Technology should be called in as a tool to make the scenario feasible. But is 
technology - which tends to develop along its own trajectories - a tool available for 
whatever scenario? 

 
Seen from a faraway point of view looking at a large scale territorial map, a city or 

an urban agglomeration will appear as a diffuse spot, where a complex mixture of activities 
takes place. It looks like a multi-functional node inserted into a web of networks across 
which circulate flows of different kinds (information, goods, peoples, money, etc.). When 
measuring the inputs and outputs of the flows across the city it can be seen as a sink or a 
well with patterns that varies with time. According to cases, we could label the city as a 
success city, or one under decline, being stationary or highly dynamic, etc.  

If we now take a magnifying lens and use a finer map to see details, the apparent 
uniform mix of activities desegregates into zones which look mono-functional or highly 
specialized (residential area, industrial districts, commercial quarters, dormitories and 
ghettos) showing a space hierarchy with centre and periphery. A complex pattern of 
internal flows (people, goods, communications) compensates for the spatial separation of 
the activities so to recompose the complex 'uniform' mix as it appears when looking at a 
larger scale map.  

We can classify such a situation as that of a modernistic city.  
 
In contrast, the city of the past (still existing in old Europe, especially when history 

seems to have passed-by leaving the city in a somewhat dormant stationary state - see 
the case of Siena) appears - even when changing the ruler from a long to a shorter one - 
as a complex uniform mix of activities and functions. In the same buildings (perhaps at 
floors having different heights) live reach and poor people, artisans and rentiers, 
professionalists and workers. Boutiques and shops, offices and small factories are more or 
less uniformly distributed across the quarters. Individuals interact easily in an informal way 
in the streets and piazzas. We can classify this case as an agora city. 

 

City periphery and fragmentation: challenges for an Agora scenario 
 
"The city, with its obsession for centrality, particularity and gathering in 

fact provoke a violent strive for decentralization, indifference and spreading, 
argues the french philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy. The city creates its suburb but 
being unable to cope with it, rejects it. The split between center and suburb 
endangers the city itself, desperately producing mimicry of its lost utopia, its 
rural nostalgia, its historical heritage. In Los Angeles there is no suburb; the 
suburb contaminated the whole city. L.A. did not destroy the idea of the city but 

                                         
    5 Because of this need, in many cases the State imposes by law to the city authorities to develop and adjourn at fixed 
deadlines the urban plan. 
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diluted it. The city became a common place, 'an endless multiplication of 
equivalent directions and circulations' 6 a grid of places, meeting, movements but 
also of poverty and pollution. L.A. shows no illusion, no history, no walls, no 
quarters, no dead-end streets, no interior of the city and by consequence no 
monstrous outside city either. Nancy's ambiguous appreciation of L.A. is regularly 
quoted in writings about changing urban conditions in Europe. Los Angeles figures 
as the myth of another polis.Transposed to the European context it suggests that 
the periphery is not the dumping ground of the city, its antithesis, but could offer 
the outline of another mode of urbanity. 

 
"Ed Taverne studied the extended peripheral belts surrounding prestigious 

Italian cities such as Florence, Siena and Milano. To protect the integrity of the 
historical centre, speculative pressures, disturbing facilities and 
infrastructures, movement, individuality and basic commerce has been pushed 
outside. A brutal, chaotic, ugly but highly dynamic "città esterna" developed but 
was not considered as integral part of the urban reality. The periphery became 
back-yard, garage, garbage belt of the city, traversed but not noticed by the 
tourists. These peripheries, Taverne argues, remaining outside the scope of 
planning and architecture, nevertheless show the contemporary face of the city. 
They demonstrate the sensation of unplanned development.7 

 
"Where centrality and geometry centre are no longer synonymous, a 

distinction can be made between peripheral location and peripheral condition. .. A 
peripheral condition is primarily characterized by absence of centrality. This can 
be the result of different factors such as the decline of an existing centrality, 
the exclusion from a flourishing one... Exclusion from centrality means 
marginalization, standing in one way or another in the margins of development.... 

Peripheral conditions encourage fragmentation. Built spaces are composed 
by juxtaposition of loose fragments, a degree zero of spatial articulation..... A 
strong morphological structure,  formed by history, loaded with memory and 
identity, is missing. In the periphery, the whole is .. less than the sum of its parts.... 

Dispersal of facilities and regrouping of popular mass shopping in 
commercial strips along major peripheral traffic connections creates a new kind 
of marginalization particularly affecting less mobile and less informed groups 
of population unable to make use of service and distribution networks spread 
over a very large area. Not well-to-do dwellers, children, elderly people, single 
people may suffer from their limited mobility and consecutive isolation. 

A more subtle form of marginalization has to do with loss of pride and 
identification with recognizable qualities of the built environment. Identifying 
oneself to an obsolete quarter, a supermarket, a parking lot, a disfigured 
landscape is far from evident. (pag. 251-253)   

Loeckx (93)Loeckx (93)  

 
An important question concerning technology is now pertinent.  
We know that the changes from agora to modernistic cities took place in parallel 

with the industrial revolution in Europe. Technology has therefore influenced very much 
the development of city characteristics.  

However, is there a necessary direct causal relationships between technology and 
the city pattern or technology has simply contributed, on request of the decision-maker, to 
respond to specified values and objectives to which technology is indifferent?  

                                                                                                                                       
    6  Nancy, J-L. (1987): "Au loin, Los Angeles", in Le temps de reflexion; VIII La ville inquiéte, pp.19-26, 
cited by Loeckx (93). 
    7 Taverne, E. "La Firenze Brutta. Thema's en situaties in een regionale metropool", in Archis, 9-89, cited by 
Loeckx (93).  
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Could technology be called in to contribute as well (and in an equally efficient way) 
also to develop different concepts of the city responding to different values and objectives 
of a 'post-modern', or better, of a modern agora city? 8 

 
A more intriguing questions has therefore to be posed: are we sure that technology 

does not enter into the setting of values and objectives? Are we sure that the technological 
progress (that follows specific patterns and is often channelled into technological trajecto-
ries) does not inf luence the setting of human values, by a sort of friction coupling between 
the inertia of the technological progress and of society behaviour? 

There are two opposite extremist postures with respect to the above question. In 
reality the situation is quite complex and, to try and answer, one should consider the non-
linear process of values and objective settings, of problem definitions and problem-solving 
(i.e. the design process).  

 
Leaving aside for the moment the problem of interactions between technology and 

objectives and going back to the former question, we will assume as valid (more 
productive) the hypothesis that once a values and objectives laden scenario is chosen 
(for the city we would like to see developing), technology can be called in to contribute 
an efficient solution to problem solving.  

 
 

The globalisation challenge: the "glocal" scenario integrating the city into the web 
of external infrastructures 

 
The globalisation process is characterized, among others, by the emergence of new 

global systems (such as the financial one), by an increased volatility of the production 
factors (with a consequent effects of de-localization of production activities), by the 
emergence of new actors such as the multinational enterprises, by a 'multi-layered' space 
metrics (the 'distance' between two points change according to the entity to be 
exchanged). Geographically faraway points might be very close in terms of information 
exchange while very close ones might appear as distant if seen from the point of view of 
the time needed to transport materials or people or to communicate (when connecting 
infrastructures are lacking). 

 
In the past, when communications, people, products travelled at the same speed 

(using the transport infrastructure) the world metric was 'mono-layered'. Even in the past, 
however, the metric was not uniform all over the earth surface because transport 
infrastructures where not uniformly distributed.  

 
The historical development of cities, their status in a consolidated hierarchy of cities 

(that could be classed according to a taxonomy in terms of functions performed) within a 
                                         
    8 The response to the question is not obvious. Take the case of the trend in the development of a specific artefact, say an 
oil tanker, or an electrical power plant. The trend to bigger and bigger units is the results of applying new potentiality of 
technology as it progresses. However it was the decision-maker's responsibility to define objectives (e.g. to take into 
considerations only internal economic aspects leaving externalities outside of his scope of responsibilities) to be reached by 
applying technology to get efficient solutions.  
Technology could have as well responded in an efficient way to different objectives. Correspondingly, over the time a different 
technological trajectory could have resulted.  
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hierarchy of nation states, has been marked by the layout of natural and artificial 
infrastructures and their changes, by the relative low mobility of production factors as well 
as by a clear hierarchy of repartition of power among public and private actors. The recent 
infrastructure changes induced by technological revolutions in communication, information 
processing and in transport have contributed to change the 'world geography', increasing 
the volatility of the production factors. Hence a process which is referred to as 
globalisation. (Petrella, de la Saussay, 93) 

 

Are cities condemned to compete? 

 
"Competition between European cities is .. multilayered and complex. The 

world cities of London and Paris compete on one level. Other smaller cities 
compete in certain sectors, defined increasingly by their intangible endowments.... 

One response to increasing competition between cities has been the growth 
of networking between European cities. .. Eurocities is an example of such a 
network, involving over 40 cities in the EC developing cooperation in such fields as 
economic development, environment, technology, urban regeneration and culture... 

"Competition means that there are winners and loosers, but what is a 
winner, a successful city? The line of argument here would suggest that success 
is first and foremost enhanced income generating capacity. But this concept of 
competition is not without problems. First, is the city an entity which actually 
competes, or is it groups of urban actors, perhaps with conflicting interests, 
which are driving the competition forward; to what extent can the city as a unit 
influence its own chances of success? Second, success in income generation 
assumes a certain stability.. over a long period of time. Third, it seems clear that 
we are not dealing with a zero-sum game; all cities in a given city set can 
potentially benefit from competition, which implies that cities in fact compete 
with respect to relative rankings rather than absolute income levels. Fourth, a 
factor related both to income generating capacity and to stability is of course 
power - primarily power of decision and capacity to determine the behavior of 
other actors. Successful cities are powerful cities, but city power is very 
difficult to measure. Fifth, city are located within a city-systems and indirect and 
induced effects of income generation can spread unevenly within the system. ... 

Finally, it is not certain that success, in the form of greater income-
generating capacity, necessarily improves the well being of the city dweller. 
There are other dimensions to success, involving question of income distribution, 
negative externalities created by increased income..." (pg. 4-6) 

 JensenJensen -- Butler (93)Butler (93)  

 
The city status is now being challenged due to globalisation. A new hierarchy of 

cities is emerging with a new typology according to different mixes of functions to be 
performed (world cities, financial centres, international commercial cities).   

The impact of globalisation represents therefore new opportunities or threats to 
cities. Some cities already deeply feel the threats in terms of a declining state 
characterized by a multidimensional crisis (economical, social, political). Some others ride 
the opportunity wave and claim already to be labelled as 'world city'.  

 
To struggle against the decline, to keep the current status or to move up into the 

new emerging cities hierarchy, the action-plan seek by many city policy-makers is to 
attract the new global actors (which in any case need to localize in some place their 
activities and facilities) by investing in special infrastructures and facilities, by developing 
new service functions.  
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In doing so, because of the supposed high volatility of production factors, cities 
have to strongly compete one against the others.  

 
One important question here is whether or not cities can take advantage of existing 

local factors and externalities to win the competition.  
 
One important externality is the location of the city in the networks of non-uniformly 

distributed web of infrastructures (transport, telecommunications) and the efficiency of 
connection to the external networks. Other important local factors have to deal with the 
global quality of life in the city, the availability of educated manpower (a low mobility 
production factor).  

 
Leaving aside for the moment any critical judgement on this policy logic to react to 

the globalisation challenge, there are three direction on which the preoccupation of policy-
makers have to focus: 

 
i) the spatial distribution of infrastructures networks,  
ii) the diffusion inside city space of connections to infrastructure networks,  
iii) the local externalities concerned with the quality of life. 
     
Technology has a role to play in all the three directions of concern. 
 
Of the many complex different networks on which the cities (as nodes of the 

networks) are connected some seem to be space-independent while other show clear 
spatial clustering patterns with "privileged" regions crossed by an high density of infra-
structure links. 9 

 
The impact of technology on the patterns of infrastructures networks has certainly 

been very great. Old networks are updated with the progress of technology, while 
completely new ones emerge thanks to radical technological innovations. For certain types 
of infrastructures technological alternatives exist or might be developed leading intrinsically 
to an higher or lower degree of space dependence (see the case of satellite or cables for 
telecommunication). 

  
Here again, a preventive question on values and objectives has to be posed: should 

we seek for an homogenisation of space and an high volatility in the use of the 
infrastructures or not? If the alternative objectives have different costs, solidarity has to 
intervene at regional, national, macro-regional or global level to select the infrastructure 
having higher cost. 

 
The choice of the objective for the spatial distribution of the infrastructure networks 

might however not be as straightforward as it appears at first sight, and not only because 
of the difficulties to apply solidarity at the required spatial dimension. Other values are 
impacted. A very important one is that of diversity. The homogenisation of the space while 
it will give equal opportunities to different cities to make use of the infrastructures, will it not 

                                         
    9 The actual situation is the result of a complex historical development where highly localized factors (such as, e.g., 
energy and material sources) inter-played with political issues, power struggles, competition between cities and regions, the 
law of increasing efficiency with density of infrastructures and of use, and so on.  
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kill the existing diversity, making the comparative advantage of local factors to diminish or 
disappear?  

 
As a consequence, the concern about technology and the future of the city 

from the point of view of the globalisation challenge, cannot avoid to consider the 
city as part of the complex web of territorial infrastructures and therefore to 
intervene on the choice of investments in infrastructure outside of the city.  

 
The choice of the value and objective laden scenario for the territorial policies 

interacts with the technological available alternatives for infrastructures (including the 
alternative on global system design, such as, e.g., the type of network, the network hierar-
chy, grids dimension, the looking for 'missing networks', etc.). 

 
It might be important, before proceeding further, to describe with a metaphor the 

change induced by globalisation in the local-global interaction.  
In the past, in a weakly connected world, the process of wealth generation could be 

depicted as an aggregate of local 'virtuous' circles each one exploiting the local resources 
in a context of low mobile production factors. A web of inter-circles liaisons has developed 
with the time. Today this picture is radically changing with the emergence of a new global 
world-wide virtuous circle of wealth generation. The local autonomous virtuous circles are 
either vanishing or, in any case, reducing their relative weight, while the liaisons with the 
global circle are increasing in strength.     

 
Should the scenario of the metaphor be considered as inescapable justifying 

therefore the competition policy of the cities (to attract the global system actors) as the 
only feasible? Could not a more balanced global-local scenario be considered (we might 
call it the glocalization scenario) where local virtuous circle can prosper while the ties with 
the global circle increases? 

 
To this question has to be referred the above second direction of concern (related to 

the choice for investments inside the city to connect it to the external networks). Could not 
the local internal infrastructure investments which serve the purpose to connect to the 
external global networks, also be instrumental for a renaissance of the local virtuous 
autonomous wealth generation circles? 

How will the choice of technological options interfere with the desired scenario for 
the future of the city? The diffusion inside the city of the connections to the infrastructure 
networks will not contrast with a scenario for an agora city, pushing again towards 
specialization of city quarters, separation of functions following the modernistic city 
pattern?  

 
 

Renovation programmes in medium sized cities  
 
As part of the FAST studies on "the Future of Cities", cases of medium sized 

cities where investigated (Vonk, 91 and 93) to show different approach to action 
taking that "will affect the economic restructuring processes and provide a 
sufficient 'countervailing power' in building up a new urban economic base. " (Vonk, 
91, pg. 1) 

 
Eight medium sized city were selected, two per countries, in Holland, France, 

Germany and England.  
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"The presented picture shows a variety of approaches and ideas with most 
importantly, a vast array of mostly moderate intentionality. It seems that many 
cities find it difficult to  cope with economic restructuring, while few cities are 
really ready for a (new) policy approach. ... [The] task is complicated by the 
existing governmental structure which at the local level is very fragmented. 
Voluntary cooperation so far has been limited, while until recently a top-down 
push to cooperate between local authorities in the same urban area has been 
weak. Cooperation with other parties, particularly the private sectors, is mainly 
carried out on a project-by-project basis... In general ..it seems that the 
organizing capacity of the urban regions... will have to grow via a long learning 
process." (pg. 7) 

 
The different approach to urban regeneration policies is synthesized by 

Vonk in the titles of the related chapters:  
'Eindhoven, city of technology, the regional challenge' / 'Leyden, an 

agrobiological complex, vision without cooperation' / 'Saint Etienne, a productive 
city' / 'Nancy, towards a northern technopolis' / ' 'Braunschweig, research city' / 
'Aachen, technology region' / Hull, a port city in Europe'/ 'Sheffield steel city in 
transition'. 

(from Vonk, 91)(from Vonk, 91)   
 

 
 
The second direction of concerns is therefore much connected to the third one, that 

of the development of a local 'quality of life' to improve the attractiveness of the city to 
induce the global actors to localize their activity there and not somewhere else.   

 

A shift in the urban planner view: Global City vs Local Economic  
                                                  Developmentelopment  

 
Dunin-Woyseth (94) endeavors to 'shed some lights on the process of urban 

change, their socio-economic and spatial aspects. A synthesis is here attempted.  
 A new socio-economic paradigm is emerging:  

- from economy of scale (Fordism) to economy of scope; from hierarchical verti-
calized industrial production to networks (provision of sub-products often on a 
global scale / just-in-time); 

- ecological problems followed the technological development; 
- internationalization: spontaneous phenomenon / organized process (ONU; 
- missing middle class in employment, while in the past social welfare was based on 

importance of middle class. 
 
The built in rigidities of physical structure of cities have limited the 

spatial transformation:  
- suburbanization resulted from population growth; 

- the urban space divided into the realm of the wealthy and that of the poor 
(concentration of impoverished population in decayed centers / paradise islands 
for the upper class well connected by transport and communication);  

- some city continues to grow and develop while others decay. 
 
Two main approaches to the challenges of the new socio-economic paradigm:  
- acceptance of the development and compete to become 'global city';  
- create Local Economic Development (LED) 
 
Global cityGlobal city: a cross-road attracting people from different parts of the 

world.  
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The success of the design will depend on 
- its ability to create wealth / generate jobs/ offer a high quality of life; 
- services offered at the highest international quality level; 

- an urban management model: scenarios/ strategic vision/ consequences for 
decision-makers (city as a 'quality product' + campaign to 'sell' the product). 

The architect/planner should design for: fast mobility, clean and safe 
environment, innovative centre, valorisation of historical sites (design 'paradise 
island/ accept a 'dual city'. For the poor, provide ample space for informal 
activities). 

 
LED :  LED :  to make places, communities neighbourhoods less dependent from 

global economy 
- locality need not to be predestined by global economy; 

- to develop local employment opportunities using existing human and natural and 
institutional resources; 

Implication for the architect/planner: to change the quality of the place 
(to provide special locational incentives, improve physical and social environ-
ment); 

For employment: instead of quantity (more firms more jobs), quality; 
As a development base: knowledge as an economic generator. 
As a product, LED is 'better' quality. As a process, LED focuses on community 

creativity. Four strategic options: locality/ business/ human resources/ com-
munity-based employment 

(from Duning(from Duning -- Woyseth,  94)Woyseth,  94)   
 

 

 
Doubts on all these matters are in fact emerging in the today debate concerning the 

policy to respond to the globalisation challenges. There is for instance the risk that a 
successful city (a city moving up the scale of the globalisation hierarchy) become a 'dual 
city': the part organized and specialized to perform the functions required to serve the 
localized facilities of the global systems and the rest (see the model of four populations in 
Martinotti, 92). Will not in such a case the city be the overlapping of two separate ones 
having different values, objectives and interests? 10 

    
The risk is real and it might be important to change completely the optics in reacting 

to the globalisation challenge as might be indicated by the glocal balanced scenario. A 
completely different logic of behaviour might results if instead of considering the city as a 
system that has to adapt to the changing environment, we see it as an open but 
autonomous system which react to the environmental change not so much to adapt but to 
keep its autonomy and identity. The metaphor in the latter case is that of the self-
organizing system of the biological realm (see sect. 1.5).  

At the state of the art it might seems too speculative to follow this new direction of 
thinking and in any case too faraway from the current reaction of policy-makers to the 
globalisation challenge. The preoccupation of not undermining the city system identity 
goes however in the same direction of the question posted above on whether or not 
technology application will put a bias on the city future scenario.  

 
Due to the intrinsic uncertainties and openness of the alternatives, again we think 

that it is operationally more productive and prone to RDT policy-making to assume that 

                                         
    10 The same type of problems, as an example, has emerged in cities where much attention of public policy has been 
devoted to exploit tourism. See the extreme case of Venice. 
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technological responses could be developed that efficiently couple an agora city 
scenario with an homogeneous high volatile external networked space, keeping or 
upgrading the city status in the new emerging pattern due to globalisation, while 
maintaining the possibility to valorise the local values (to exploit the city diversity 
assets and to develop a more balanced global-local relationship). 

 
 
The "sustainable city": responding to the problems of a saturated city system 
 
To the challenges coming from the stall in our capability to develop consensus to 

plan for changes in the spatial city layout and to those coming from the threats of the 
globalisation process, a third and even more urgent challenge has to be added. The city 
system, because of its quantitative development (increase in density in many of the 
variables defining the system), has in many cases reached a state of saturation. 

 
In a complex system close to saturation small changes in the system variables and 

parameters might produce out of order and chaotic response. System efficiency (the ability 
to perform the system functions) drops tremendously.11 The normal recipe to adapt a 
system to increased density (e.g. increased demands in transportation) when it is far from 
saturation - i.e. to increase proportionally the system 'capacity' - is no more applicable. The 
need to do something increases with the reaching of saturation while the ability to take 
significant actions decreases to almost nihil. This dramatic situation has already been 
reached for certain functions in larger cities: see, e.g., the case to intervene to temporarily 
stop private vehicles traffic because an alarm level is overpass in the quality of the air.     

 

The saturated-interactive city: can one monitor policy adequacy  
                                             by proper Indicators? 
 
A system close to saturation becomes more interactive. The more 

interactive the urban system, the more important is to find significative means to 
measure the success of actions following alternative urban policies. Jensen-
Butler (93) indicates a variety of such policy alternatives and suggests 
corresponding indicators to be grouped according to different dimensions: efficie-
ncy / equity / negative externalities / budgetary goals. 

 
Efficiency Efficiency dimension 
No intervention policy (based upon 'laissez-faire' principle):  

- growth rate of city GDP / change in GDP per capita / increase in employment. 
Market breakdown policy (separation of private and public, marginal 

benefit in decision taking, state of local positive and negative externalities): 
- cost-effectiveness indicators of public services / cost of service provisions per 

inhabitant; 
The city as an entrepreneur  

- changes in levels of professional skills / changes in R&D expenditures / changes 
in number of patent applications / new firm creation rates and employment 
generation / new firm creation in high-tech branches / coverage with fibre-
optic cable in the city; 

The city as an actor in international arena  
- changes in passengers flows coming from outside /  frequencies of links with 

                                         
    11 As can be seen by the case of flow of traffic in a motor way when the addition of few vehicles might change the 
continues smooth flow into a stop and go 'cork' type motion. 
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other cities / changes in numbers of corporate headquarters  
  
Equity Equity dimension 

- changes in percentage: of total disposable income going from the top to bottom 
decile of urban population / of unemployment / of sub-standard housing / in 
rates of serious crime  

  
The negative externalitiesThe negative externalities  dimension  

- changes in levels of air pollution for the major emissions / changes in % of 
untreated sewage and of solid waste recycling / changes in average travel 
speeds in the city / changes in average and relative use of public transport / 
changes in quality of surface water in the city 

 
Budgetary goalsBudgetary goals  
- growth in total city expenditure per inhabitant / fiscal stress indicators 

(?) 
(from Jensen(from Jensen -- Butler,  93)Butler,  93)   

 

 
If nothing can be done efficiently by increasing the city system capacity in the 

sectors where the saturation emerges (e.g. on the street system) there is the hope that an 
'integrated' approach (combining the interventions on all the sectors) might succeed in 
pushing the system far from saturation so regaining 'govern ability'. The need to change to 
an integrated approach is well perceived. New attitudes are invoked from the policy 
makers, and new values underlined such as those condensed in the call for a "sustainable 
city". 

 
The question concerning technology is here, even more than in the two previous 

groups of problems, laden with ambiguity. Is it not technology the culprit for the 
development of the sectoral approach to the city development (responding each sectors to 
their sectoral limited objectives of optimisation and maximization)? Is it enough to 
recognize the need for an integrated approach and to call the existing technologies to help, 
or existing technological solutions (see e.g. the critic on the fordism production approach) 
has to be discarded and new ones more 'humanistic' to be developed?   

 
Here again the question is subtle and clear separation of issues and postures is 

difficult. As in the two former cases we think that also for this case (of responding to the 
challenges coming from saturation of the city system) is operationally more productive to 
assume that technology is by itself not value-laden and can be called in to support different 
value settings.  

  
There is, however, another aspect of the dealing with the challenges coming from 

saturation that has to be underlined and that can be instrumental also to move policy-
making with respect to the two former issues (those connected to the concern for urban 
planning and to the globalisation challenges).  

 
The two related hypothesis that have been formulated above converges to a com-

mon one which considers that technology can be efficiently applied to respond to the 
realization of a preferred city scenario without penalizing the possibility to exploit the local 
assets of diversity in a globalized world to assure the city future well being. This 
assumption however says nothing on the practicality of trying to implement a policy along 
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this line. In fact we have not to forget that we are dealing with a very complex system, 
having a very high inertia in following its dynamic trend. 

 
To try and change the system trajectory applying exogenous forces might require to 

use impractical huge resources with at the end inappreciable effects or producing 
disruption on a critical social equilibrium. However, a very complex system like a city even 
when in a stationary equilibrium state is always traversed by continuous endogenous 
movements to respond to exogenous or endogenous perturbations. The more so, the 
more the system is approaching a saturation condition: it keeps "exploring" the space of 
potential new trajectories ("bifurcation" points). 12 Often the internal movements are not 
coherent and their interaction either leads to elision or to minor effects in terms of system 
changes.  

When different movements becomes coherent, then great effects can results to 
overcome system inertial trend. One important determinant for coherent motions is the 
social determination to respond to challenges and to concentrate resources to define and 
solve the related problems.  

 
We can now postulate the following third hypothesis: the many challenges that a 

city is confronted with can be transformed into a powerful asset to make the city 
system changes. Provided, however, that such challenges are not only recognized 
and shared by the citizen, but that they are transformed into specific problem 
definitions and that a common determination to solve the specified problem be 
reached by the city.  

 
The fact that the city system have reached saturation in critical variables might 

represent the opportunity to take actions since no 'laisser faire' attitude could be 
considered acceptable by the citizens who directly experience every day the challenges 
coming from the system saturation. Perceiving the challenge is however not yet specifying 
the problem to be solved. 

 

                                         
    12 See the case of urban traffic system. The global behaviour of the system depends on the behaviour of its elements and, 
specifically, of the car drivers. It is a common experience that a driver used to the city, in case that of normal traffic when 
going from one place to another  will choose the trajectory to which he is accustomed in an automatic subconscious way. 
However, if the traffic is very dense he will become much more conscious, he will think about the best way to go, be 
attentive to possible queuing ahead, and decide abruptly to change direction hoping to optimise the total time even if at the 
end the trajectory was longer. 
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2.4 From scenarios to action: the procedures for an efficient interven-
tion of RDT 

 
 The role of RDT in scenario description. The diverse scale of RDT actions. Full scale 

RDT experimentation. The role of pilot projects in city systems. RDT contribution to 
the "effectiveness" of problem-solving. 

 
In the above turn from perception of challenges to objective setting in terms of 

scenario description, the logic of the loop between problem definition and solution search 
has also taken place. One has been forced to contrast the desired directions for the future 
of the city with the potentiality of following them in practice taking advantage - but also 
recognizing the risks - of  new technological solutions.  

 
The role of RDT in scenario description 
 
It might be important to pause a moment here to deepen the understanding of the 

design process with specific reference on how RDT plays its important role by providing 
new ideas to enlarge the portfolio of solutions (from which to be able to close in a more 
satisfactory way the loop from challenge perception to problem definition). 

 
The three above scenario hypothesis can be the basis for appropriate policy-making 

and subsequent action-taking. Actions derived by such policies will certainly be innovative. 
The implementation of any innovative actions will require the support of RDT.  

 
The diverse scale of RDT actions 
 
While this statement is easy to be accepted also for the case of intervention on a 

city system (and therefore to recognize that there is a role for RDT), the difficulty comes 
when one tries and applies the conventional wisdom coming from product/ process 
innovation (i.e. the separation between research, development, industrialization phases).  

In fact, when actions aim at inducing modifications in the state or in the dynamic 
pattern of a complex system, the RDT process cannot be separated by the global action 
plan as a phase to be performed in vitro or in a laboratory set up. The experimentation to 
prove the concept being explored has to be done, full scale, in vivo.  

 
To a certain extent, this necessity is recognized by RDT policy-makers when they 

talk about pilot projects. The dimension of a pilot project should however be such to really 
involve the true system. Pilot projects cannot therefore be considered as a small mock-up 
experimentation. For the actual system where the pilot study is performed, the RDT 
intervention represents the entire action plan. However, if the actual system is locally 
limited (such as a given city) the intervention can be considered as an RDT plan if the 
induced changes in the 'system under test' can be considered as 'paradigmatic' and 
transferable to other similar 'local systems'.  
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RECITE: Urban Pilot Projects sponsored by the European Union 
 
In the years from 1990 to 1992 the European Commission, under the frame of 

the Regional Funds launched some 25 urban pilot projects (to which few others 
have been recently added). The projects were grouped into four themes: 
1) The economic development of zones with heavy social problems. (Aalborg, 

Bremen, Brussels, Copenhagen, Groeningen, London, Lyon, Marseille, Paisley, 
Rotterdam)   

2) Environment actions tied to economic objectives. (Athens, Belfast, Gibraltar, 
Madrid, Neunkirchen, Stoke) 

3) Revitalization of historical centers. (Berlin, Dublin, Genova, Lisbon, 
Thessalonika) 

4) Exploitation of city technological advantages. (Bordeaux, Montpellier, 
Toulouse, Venezia).  

 
The objectives of the pilot projects varied, such as: 
- use of Information Technology as a tool for urban planning, 
- socio-economic reactivation of peripheral quarters, 
- making new use of old industrial buildings; 
- exploit the historical heritage to find new ways of development of city 

quarters, 
- develop private and public partnership for urban renewal, 
- recuperate ecological interesting sites to new uses (e.g., training and 

meeting centres), 
- clean and recuperate sites used for waste discharge, 
- develop infrastructure for cultural activities, 
- develop specialized technological centres for technology transfer and 

training. 
( f r( f r om RECITE,  93)om RECITE,  93)   

 

  
 
Full scale RDT experimentation 
 
The conclusion is that an innovative plan of action on a city system has to be 

done on a full scale without the possibility to separate the RDT phase from the 
following ones. The success or the failure of the RDT phase concludes the intervention 
on the system.  

RDT is needed to experiment in full scale new concepts hoping that the 
successful results could have a paradigmatic value for similar other cases.  

 
What are then the differences, if any, between a full size intervention and a 'pilot 

project'? The decision-makers by labelling the project as a 'pilot' one, first of all recognize 
that the results in terms of system response are doubtful and therefore accept the risk of 
failure. But, more importantly, a 'pilot project' to become a paradigmatic case has to 
produce information on the dynamic process by which the system reacts to the 
action taken.  

Usually every system sends out signals continuously on what is happening, on its 
internal changes. The problem is to collect such signals and be able to interpret them. To 
do so, the system needs to be 'instrumented' to collect the signals; moreover, a 
process for signal interpretation (translation into significative terms) has to be 
available to make the signals significant. 

 
The role of pilot projects in city systems 
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Going back to our three scenarios and the hypothesis that technology can be in-

strumental in inducing desired changes in today city systems, if RDT is needed it has to be 
implemented in terms of pilot projects.  

If pilot projects on complex system need to respond to the above sketched 
characteristics, one can asks if current projects so labelled are really 'pilot' ones. Doubts 
are justified: first of all regarding the dimension of the project (too small to be a real 
intervention on the system) and, secondly, from the lack of a proper accompanying data 
collection and evaluation process. 

 
The fact that RDT projects labelled as 'pilot' might not belong to this category, not 

necessary means that they are useless. One has however to better understand what roles 
RDT programmes different from 'pilot projects' will perform vis à vis complex city systems.  

To this aim one needs to better understand the complex decision-making process 
through which at the end a true pilot project on a city might start.  

To this effect we have here proposed to refer to the design approach. 
  
To start the process one has to identify a challenge. For cities, as we have 

indicated, it might be the desirability of a scenario quite different from the today state of the 
city (e.g. that for an 'agora' city). It might be the preoccupation to compete with other cities 
to attract 'foreign' investments adding a 'local value' to new 'volatile' technologies (e.g. the 
new world-wide spanning telecommunication infrastructures). It might be the need to 
address local problems (e.g. problems resulting from the fact that the city system is 
reaching saturation in some of its characteristics). 

 
In the complex circular process to pass from the challenge to the specification of 

the problem to be solved and the related plan for action, the perceived challenges are 
confronted to potential solutions. Initial challenges are better focused or redefined, needed 
actors are defined which might not be represented by existing institutions (this is the case 
when the challenge leads to problems of higher dimension than those for which the society 
is organized to respond), and so on.  

RDT can contribute to this process the more so the more the challenge is a new 
one.  

The more the complexity of this first phase of the global decision-making process is 
recognized and the necessary resources allocated - including those needed for to explore 
new solutions using RDT - the better it will be for the following problem-solving phase.  

 
RDT contribution to the "effectiveness" of problem-solving 
 
To underline the different role that RDT might have in the first phase of the design 

approach (from challenge to problem specification) one could say that this phase aims at 
the effectiveness of the problem-solving process (definition of values, objectives, targets, 
actors) while the second one is concerned with efficiency (assuring the optimal 'trajectory' 
to reach the specified target).  

 
The important assumption that is made here is that RDT can play an important 

role in the search for effectiveness and not only for efficiency.  
Specifically, the role of RDT is that to assure that a sufficiently large portfolio of 

ideas and potential solutions be available to be sure that an 'optimal (darwinistic) selection' 
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of the problem specification to respond to the challenges is done (no short cuts followed 
due to lacking of ideas while under the pressure 'to do something'). 

 
Here we will deal with specifying the need for RDT for the effectiveness phase of 

intervention on city problems. 
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2.5 From scenarios to action: updating and enlarging the portfolio of 
technological options 

 
 RDT to support the development of a desired "agora" city scenario. RDT to respond to 

the globalisation challenge and to integrate the city into the web of external in-
frastructures. RDT to approach city problems emerging from system saturation. 

 
Having underlined the peculiar and important role that RDT can play in the first 

phase of the problem-solving process we can now return to the three group of challenges 
and try and propose specific action programmes for RDT related to that phase. 

 
RDT to support the development of a desired "agora" city scenario  
 
The first appeal is on the importance to develop new global urbanistic 

concepts. We seem to have lost interests in the design of futuristic 'dream cities' (as, in a 
completely different innovation field, we have lost interest in 'dream cars'). This might be 
due to deception from the outcome of the application of the functionalist city concept and 
from the development of the 'new cities' of the years '30-40. Or, we are so overwhelmed by 
the urgency of the problems to be solved in existing inhurbated area that we have no time 
and space to dream about new cities.  

What is needed - this seems to be the prevailing mood - are solutions focussed to 
existing problems (for a similar reason the dream car has been substituted by research 
focussed on specific issues of energy consumption, environment pollution, and so on). 
Moreover, in Europe the process of space occupation by the urbanization process has 
proceeded so much that no space or purpose seems to be left for building completely new 
cities. 

 
However - as the 'dream car' has never been intended as a prototype of a new car 

for the market, but only as a way to free the creativity of the designer while at the same 
time constraining him to show how new ideas can be integrated in a coherent global car 
design - so the 'dream city' should perform a similar purpose of freeing and constraining 
the urban designer creativity. Since the word "dream" might be charged with the bias of 
wishful thinking, we will from now on refer to "concept city".   

 
One can easily accept that the basic issues in urbanization is to do something on 

the existing inhurbated spaces. However, it will be a mistake to think that to conceive a 
desirable city - starting from the green field - will be of no use if the problem is to 
restructure an existing city (such as, thinking of new uses of old industrial buildings, how to 
change the quality of life in dormitory quarters, how to insert a 'city spirit' in peripheral 
urban zones). 

The design of a 'concept city' could show concretely how new ideas - that derive 
from the sensitivity of the urban designer to the society needs and citizens 'dreams' as well 
as from the new technological options - can be integrated together into a coherent 
approach.  
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Can we dream about city future? A plea for urban realpolitik 
 
Levine (94) makes a review of the state of urban policies and call for 

realistic urban policies.  
 
The plea for ' national urban policy', holistic and broad in scope, 

multifaceted and coordinated across sectors, agencies and jurisdictions is facing 
great difficulties. 'Realpolitik', Levine states, is for fragmented, piecemeal urban 
projects. 

In fact, the pursuit of national economic growth is taking priority to 
spatial urban policies. Resources have been shifted to forge public-private 
partnership for economic growth. 

The hope for better urban future lies in the realization of narrow, 
immediate, pragmatic urban programmes.  

For Levine the reasons for the failure of comprehensive national urban 
policies, are: 

- analytical: lack of firm understanding of the causes of urban problems; 
- institutional: budgetary constrains and difficulty of inter-government 

coordination; 
- political: loss of influence of central city constituency 

(suburbanization). 
 
Cities must pursue mobile capital to maintain economic viability. No 

municipality can afford redistributive policy that make the city less attractive 
to business. City concern to attract and maintain enterprises take precedence to 
social services, housing policies.  

As a consequence one sees in France, emerging the 'maire-entrepreneur' (new 
incentives and powers to raise tax and launch new projects) and in UK and USA the 
development of public-private partnerships for the success of business involve-
ment in urban affairs. 

In Netherlands: the planning to organize space (see the case of Rand Stadt) 
with strong constrain on new housing and commercial buildings has to be relaxed. 
Rotterdam had to give priority to the new europort to win competition with 
Antwerp and Germany. Local socialist government deemphasized housing spending 
to make funds available for economic development projects.  

In France, the country of 'amenagement du territoire', spatial planning had 
to yield to economic development. In 1980 DATAR released brakes on industrial 
expansion. Leftist municipality, such as Lille, attempted to offset the dramatic 
loss of industrial jobs by taking advantage of locational border position, and 
welcoming big business investments. 

In UK conservative governments after having continued for a while to 
pursue targeted place-oriented policies, had to shift to private-sector-led 
investment and the development of an enterprises culture within cities. Urban 
policy has rejected regulation, popular participation and public investment 
strategies (that seek to correct inequalities and unbalance created by the 
market) favoring strategies that reinforce the market (trend planning that 
facilitates development in conjunction with the demand, leverage planning to 
stimulate additional private investments). The radicalist Shieffield replaced 
anti-capitalist policy with a boosterist policy to seek regeneration through 
collaboration with local capital. 

 
The Author then indicates principles and strategies for successful 

piecemeal urban policies: 
- target when possible, spread when necessary (the national health is a spread 

project that benefit poor in the cities). However, spreading dilute the effects, 
- emphasize programs for middle class constituency (priority on education), 

- emphasize programs that tie benefits to participation in the work place (e.g. 
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child care for working women), 
- play the public sympathy for education, 
- build on program with a demonstrated record of success, 

- pursue both people and place policies (traditional urban policy instead was 
place oriented), 

- recognize the opportunity offered by economic development, 
- portray regional cooperation, 
- work, where possible, through non-profit and community-based or-

ganization. 
(from Levine,  94)(from Levine,  94)   

 

 
A portfolio of alternative concept cities will help to show possible actions to respond 

to today city problem.  
 
The first recommendation is therefore to call urban designers to develop their 

own interpretation of a new city responding to the 'agora' scenario by making use of 
new technologies. Multiple independent response are needed so that - by comparing 
them - one could extract suggestions for more mundane initiatives on modifying existing 
urban environment.  

 
The city is a complex system made of sub-systems, made of sub-systems, down to 

a level that can be considered made of 'elementary units' (building blocks). Technology will 
enter (bottom-up) the system through the 'building block'. The availability of alternative 
global system concepts is important as an ideal reference against which to frame the 
concrete intervention on a given existing city. On the other hand, one needs also to be 
confronted with ideas on the potentialities to innovate and to change the city 'elementary' 
building blocks.  

Therefore, in parallel to filling the portfolio of ideas with potential solutions on the 
global city concept, one needs ideas and suggestions at a lower scale, that of city's 
elementary building blocks. 

 
How much elementary is a 'building block' is part of the question to which the RDT 

activity has to respond. To support the scenario of an 'agora city', the building blocks 
should be complex enough to assure the integration of the qualities that characterize the 
city scenario. All the ingredients to assure the quality of life in the city (mobility, 
environment, security, human relations, work, amenities, social activities) should be 
represented in the building block. Or, at least, the building block has to show its ability to 
behave as an interactive node in the web of networks that characterizes the city activities.  

 
A reference elementary block might be a building, a quarter, a cross road between 

quarters, an entire mono-function network (e.g. the health care network).  
To give examples, if it is a building it might have to be characterized as an 

'intelligent' one (to assure integration on the communication networks, optimal response to 
energy use and to waste disposal, etc.).  

If it is a quarter it has to show how a mix of different activities can easily be 
included, how basic issues such as security are taken into consideration, how technology 
could facilitate diffusion of service to people, commercial activities and so on. 

If the building block is a specialized network, such as the offices of the local 
municipalities, the solution has to show the provisions to facilitate access to the network 
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service by the users, the integration with interactive communication networks, the ability to 
produce quick response to emergency, etc.  

If it is a cross road block, it has to show integration of public and private transport, 
flexibility for installing future new infrastructure for physical and communication services, 
contribution to quality of the environment (e.g. reduction of noise level), integrability of 
construction techniques with existing street system and service networks and buildings, 
speed up of construction time, etc.  

 
The second recommendation is therefore to call for ideas to develop concepts 

that illustrate how new 'city's building blocks' can be developed as a base to 
intervene to modify a city system, each block having to assure to intrinsically satisfy the 
requirements set forth by the desired city scenario. 

 

Plan for urban renewal: the case of Marseille 
 
"The policy of urban development of Marseille combines a series of 

interventions, including the reinsertion of three large peripheral sites in the 
socio-economic tissue of the city, and a more rational utilization of the space with 
both economic and recreative aims. 

The revitalization of the large peripheral sites passed through the 
amelioration of public equipments and transports. An urban pilot project 
sponsored by the EU complete these actions. Specifically, within the pilot project 
initiatives are launched for education programmes, for vocational training, jobs 
creation, cultural initiatives. 

The city develops in parallel a big project to valorise the closer 
environment and the neighbouring large suburb.  

The restoration and the rehabilitation of the historical centre of 
Marseille is based also on an attempt to call for the artistic creativity. The 'Cité 
de la musique' is today operational, axed on the teaching of music and it addresses 
both the students and musicologues as well as the entrepreneurs, the employers, 
the local population and the functionaires" (pg. 44) 

(from RECITE,  93)(from RECITE,  93)  

 
 

Each city is an individual system having its proper identity which resulted from a 
complex interactions of history, cultures, recent and remote events, physical and human 
resources. 

The action on a specific city is therefore a specific project to which RDT can 
contribute.  

The availability of a portfolio of ideas and potential solutions from both a global city 
concept and city 'elementary' building blocks can help decision-makers of a specific city to 
tackle the problem of the reality of the present state of the city system and to take actions 
to help the system to move towards the desired scenario.  

 
The question to be posed here is, however, if RDT could contribute to build 

examples of potential solutions on the possibility to intervene on the actual city system with 
its individual and idiosyncratic characteristics. This could be done if, while respecting the 
individuality of each city case, one accept that there is a taxonomy of cases that can be 
considered as a rough reference for the individual city. There are many ways to define a 
city taxonomy as we have seen in "exploring city complexity" in Part I. One possible 
recommendation is to refer to the taxonomy based on five subsystems-networks to 
characterize a city:  
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i) economic and industrial subsystem, ii) social structure, iii) technological sub-
system, iv) environment, v) internationalisation. (see section 1.5 and Conti, 93).  

As a third recommendation therefore we call for the use of the paradigmatic 
characterization of cities into city models to apply the potentialities both of the 
'concept city' and of the 'elementary new building blocks' to show the practical pos-
sibility of intervention in different types of cities.    

 
      
RDT to respond to the globalisation challenge and to integrate the city into 

the web of external infrastructures 
 
In the Western World the response to the globalisation challenge is often seen as a 

move towards tertiarization and to high technology industrial products. The de-localization 
of more conventional industrial activities is accepted as a trend difficult to contrast. 
Development of complex services to production is considered a prerequisite also to shift 
production activities to higher technology products.  

 
Public policy to help the shifting tends to concentrates on initiatives having a high 

visibility, such as the construction of high rising 'intelligent' buildings to host new services 
activities, the launching of specialized districts (such as research parks, business 
innovation centres, technological districts), the adoption of special facilities (such as 
teleport) to assure interconnection with the world communication system, and so on.  

These special facilities, in the intention of the policy-makers, should set into motion 
the entrepreneurial local capabilities. However, in former industrialized cities the decline 
tends to be accompanied by an entrepreneurial crisis (entrepreneurship often developed 
along the opportunity represented by the supply needs of large firms now in crisis). It is 
therefore hoped that the new facilities will attract external investors. In this way the city is 
entering into competition with other cities. Financial or other forms of incentives are often 
the major 'externalities' to win competition. Other externalities that might increase the 
attractiveness of a city - such as the availability of highly qualified manpower - require time 
to develop and they go together with the success in shifting the production activity.  

 
The above action-plan has met with success in certain cases, partly depending on 

the position of the city in the web of external infrastructures. However, not only it does not 
amplify the effect of existing local factors and externalities, but moreover it continue the 
trend of specialization of the urban space subdividing the city into specialized districts 
(modernistic city scenario).  

One gets the impression that the action-plan is based on a somewhat pessimistic 
vision of the internal capabilities of a declining city to change the course of events without 
interventions from the exterior. Technology is called in to 'adapt' the city to serve the needs 
of the external users by realizing sophisticated facilities and assuring connection to the 
wide open world.  

 
Specifically, the chosen priority of actions is to 'hook' the city to the external webs of 

infrastructures to facilitate the communication with the world.  
These interventions can change the "metric" of the external space, by making the 

city very close to geographically faraway places. However, the distances within the city 
itself and its local environment might not decrease. It might still take hours to move from 
periphery to the centre because of traffic jam.  
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Intra-city networks in medium sized city to exploit city diversity 
assets:  the case of Eindhoven and Nancy 

 
"When in the early 80s the city of Eindhoven .. was confronted with a reces-

sion in the local economy because two major companies diminished their labor 
force... the city fathers became aware of the danger connected with being a 
mainly one company city.... The Eindhoven city council decided in 1981 to give priority 
to an employment policy geared towards the creation of conditions favorable to 
new, innovative firms. ...  

"Three related actions were undertaken: the establishment of a regional 
economic development corporation....; the founding of the World Trade Center 
Electronics...; an (internal) restructuring of municipal organization....  

"In 1986 Eindhoven presented its first Orientation Memorandum, a strategic 
report containing a strengths-and-weaknesses analysis and an explicit desire to 
follow a pro-active course of action... [The] Memorandum formulate the goal to 
stimulate the development of Eindhoven as a centre for technology, education 
and (business) services.... In the various municipal reports... bit by bit the notion od 
Eindhoven Technology City is emerging and taking shape;" (pg. 14) 

 
"With a population of 99.000 people, Nancy is a relatively small city in the 

European context.... [The] economic problems are regional and have to do with the 
decline of coal mining activities, and of the steel and textile industries of the 
Lorraine region... Due to its more balanced industrial structure the Nancy 
agglomeration did not experience such a severe crisis [as the region]...  

"[Among the factors that] since the late 1970s triggered off a gradual 
change in the Nancy urban development policy... [is] the competition with Metz... 
regional capital of Lorraine... 

"Since the late seventies the political leaders of Nancy are convinced that 
the chances for a better economic future lay in stimulating the city's function as 
a scientific and research centre... Within the context of stimulating cooperation, 
the urban district commissioned in 1977 the establishment of the technopole Nancy-
Brabois-Innovation... Apart from the organizational aspects connected with the 
management of such technopole and the attempt to create opportunities for 
entrepreneurs/ industrialists and scientist/ researchers to meet, one must 
mention the creation of Promotech in 1980... [an] initiative of university people to 
stimulate the development of more innovative projects... Another major or-
ganizational structure is ADENA: Agency for the Economic Development of Nancy... 
Two other initiatives have to be mentioned which are also set up to bring about 
coherence and integration:... the city and the agglomeration plan... In the city plan 
the concept of the city as a system, instead of the city as an institution, implies a 
shift from sectoral towards urban defined policies. ..The major objective of the 
agglomeration plan... is to guarantee the agglomeration's place in the European 
(urban) network." (pg.32-33) 

Vonk (91)Vonk (91)  

 

 
The pertinent question to respond to the globalisation challenges, is whether the 

outbound approach to adapt to external changes is the only one. We propose that an 
inbound approach might be tried that assumes more optimistically that the city has 
internal capabilities to react to the challenge taking advantage of its 'diversity' and 
looking for internal leverage effects. (see sect. 1.3 and the plea for an 'intentional' city). 

  
The basic question now is how the city can benefit for its internal needs from the 

new communication technology and from the emergence of global system of services. The 
first remark is that the new communication technologies not only can reduce the distance 
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between faraway places but also between close ones. To give an example, fax 
transmission is not only used for long distance, but often to send letters and notes 
between offices at different floors in the same building. 

 
The city is already a network inserted in a regional network of cities with some kind 

of hierarchy between quarters within the city and between cities within the region.  
The globalisation challenge is having impact on the local and regional networks. 

Some city quarters might be more directly affected than others by the decline of city 
production activities. At the same time, the hierarchical status of a city with respect to the 
others in the regional network might be challenged. Smaller and peripheral cities might find 
different ways to react to the challenge, e.g. by shifting their relationship to another 
regional basin of attraction.  

Seen from a local and regional point of view the globalisation challenge might 
therefore be an occasion to modify the centre-periphery scheme both at the city level 
and within the cities. 

 
The alternative which is here proposed - to respond to the globalisation challenge - 

is to invest to substitute the balanced network logic for that of centre-periphery. To 
this effect, one has to change the 'local space metric' to reduce the 'distance' between the 
nodes of intra-city and regional inter-city existing networks. The nodes of the networks 
should become 'loci' of equal opportunities in terms of connection to the webs of internal 
and external networks and access to the networks services.  

 
By balanced network logic it is meant that the different nodes can participate to 

the network activity and creativity in a non-hierarchical way, so to increase the 
opportunities to exploit existing potentiality of each node.  

 
To make an example, a problem that often characterize the critical situation in an 

industrial city under decline is the loss of the organizing power that major industrial 
enterprises had in the past on the tissue of smaller industrial and service firms. Who can 
substitute for such organizer role? One possibility is that the 'network logic' might facilitate 
the emergence of a 'meta-organizer' as a service to the small firms in the network.  

The case of Prato (a textile city) has shown the workability of the concept. 13 
 

The importance of networking for city balanced development 

 
"[The] old fashioned 'trickle-down' view of spatial development with its 

centralistic, dependency-forming overtones and perception of peripheries as 
'problem areas', is in retreat .. In its place is an emergent set of developmental 
practices which are commonly described as 'networking' or 'the network paradigm'.. 
The key elements of networking are .. reciprocity ...trust ...learning ...partnership .. 
decentralism...[Within EU Regional policy, it] has now been realized that much more 
intra-regional networking must be activated... [One important EU initiatives is 
RETAS - Regional Technology Strategy]... 

"[It is interesting to make an attempt to] provide a pre-evaluation of the 
'Networking Paradigm' in action, since it is obviously going to be a major means of 

                                         
    13 The local production reality is made of small independent enterprises that have, along with the, time specialized in 
different parts of the textile business. Some operators have specialized in providing services of marketing, of buying 
material and equipments, on assisting on transferring new technology. The case is cited by many as a kind of 'meta-cor-
poration'. 
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policy-delivery... 
[An interesting case of networking between industry is in BadenBaden--WurtteWurttembmb --

ergerg  (BW)], one of the most research-intensive Länder in Germany... This German Land 
is one of the most prosperous and economically powerful regions in Europe. 
Against an EC index of GDP per capita of 100, Baden-Wurttemberg rated 120 from 1986 
-1988. .. is a strong manufacturing region with 47% of its employment in industry and 
only 48% in services, compared to an EC average of 33% and 59% respectively (1987 
figures)... Until the beginning of 1990s BW was seen as the model of the networked 
economy. In addition to long-standing and fruitful supply-chain relationships 
within the industry the region also boasted [many industrial R&D laboratories, 11 
Max Planck Institutes, 13 Fraunhofer, etc.].. In addition, BW firms enjoy the 'dual 
system' of training.. one third college-taught, two-thirds workshop focused... 

This vocational training system is managed by the Chambers of commerce...  
"In terms of industrial support, there is the Ministry of Economic Affairs and 

Technology responsible [for many local agencies of industrial promotion]... 
Outside the Land government but interacting closely with it are the 

...Chambers of Industry and Commerce, the Employers Associations, the Business 
Associations and the Trade Unions, all with regional branches. These diverse 
organizations interact constantly, information flows, problems are identified, 
solutions are produced, innovation are spawned...  

"As an example of the operation of the networking approach to problem-ap-
preciation and response [one can cite the case of] lean production [to react to the 
increased japanese competition]... [After a period of discussion and evaluation 
that led to a policy proposal] it was decided to try out the new policy first in the 
automotive component industry then in the machine-tool...  

"[To] summaries, networking in the innovative-rich BW economy ... contributes 
massively to the economic strength of the region, in general terms... and even 
when the conditions of production become less propitious, the networking 
mentality enables 'families' of suppliers to respond positively in anticipation of 
excessive pressure from network animators such as the major automotive or 
electronics customers...   

 
"[Another interesting case is that of]  Valencia region Valencia region ..widely perceived 

within Spain as being the most successful in terms of pursuing a strategic develop-
mental programme in support of its indigenous SMEs... [A] crucial role [is] played by 
the regional government and its regional development agency IMPIVA in, first, 
networking Valencia with best practice regions such as Baden-Wurttemberg... and 
countries such as Denmark, to learn conditions for successful SME networking and 
innovation... [and, secondly,] the key role played by Technological Institutes 
providing 'real services' such as technological advice, marketing services, and so 
on, as well as leadership and co-ordination in upgrading and stimulating 
innovation on a sectoral basis. ... [with] a great deal of encouragement for the 
formation of cooperation networks by Network Brokers, a method adopted from 
Danish practice. By 1991, 43 networks existed and by the end of 1992 150 were 
projected... promoted by IMPIVA, who recruited Network Brokers from the 
profession (consultants, lawyers, engineers, etc.). The networks operate in 
spheres such as: distribution, sales and promotion, exports, joint purchasing, new 
products and services, and advanced technology. ...   

Cooke,  (93)Cooke,  (93)    

 
The challenge is to maintain the existing tissue of industrial capability finding new 

costumers by offering an 'integrated' output of the otherwise dispersed production 
capabilities (thanks to the intervention of the 'meta-organizer').  

Tentative to develop a 'meta-organizer' capability can be noted (e.g. by the activity 
of Commercial Chambers to let the production capability being known abroad, by the 
participation to commercial exhibitions as a 'local group', etc.).  
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However, a much more direct intervention is needed such as that of 'designing' new 
products that can be built by using the available local production as components of the 
final products. The 'product design' activity might be responsible to aggregate the today 
single supplied parts (each one produced by local firms) into a complex subsystem for a 
product. 14   

Another case refers to the potentiality of a knowledge-based development of cities 
(see section 1.3 and Knight, 92). This potentiality might be difficult to be exploited, 
because the existing local centres of knowledge production do not 'talk' one to the others. 
They behave as independent bodies, often more connected to external faraway 
homologue than to local ones (it is not rare that this  be the case of homologue 
departments of two different local universities). The ability to recognize the usefulness to 
perform together some functions (such as R&D 'marketing') might change the situation, 
allowing the 'logic of network' to develop.   

The network logic points to the need to improve the infrastructures (hard and soft) of 
the networks. It also lets emerge specific problems whose solution leads to the 
development of new services that enrich and valorize the portfolio of existing 
production capapabilites. As a result, it also increases the 'external' attractiveness of the 
city.    

In terms of the intra-city network this will mean first of all to recognize the existing 
and potential 'carrefour' nodal points and to invest for completing the potentiality of the 
carrefour to access the complex infrastructures facilities and services. 15 

 

Networking to produce and exploit social capital: Cologne, city of art 
 
"Cologne.. has always been a city of commerce and has a cosmopolitan 

ethnic structure....  Although the economic base of the city is commerce, 
handicraft and manufacturing, its functional specialization among the German 
cities pertains to the arts.. The art as an industry.. started in 1839 when the mayor 
Wallraf, a merchant and renowned collector of arts, convinced other 
distinguished citizens to found an art association... The linkage between rich 
merchants, the arts and the city continued overall the following decades and 
exist still today....In particular, the three decades after the World War II brought 
Cologne a broad and rich array of culture institutions, the last being a 
chocolate museum (1993)... The years from 1950 to 1970 were a decisive period for 
Cologne with respect to its image... "Three processes account for this dynamic: the 
expansion of the arts, of modern music and an administrative backbone promoting 
them... The director of the Office of Culture.. was the core of a network of arts 
and musics...[supporting many initiatives and exhibitions]... Among the results of 
these activities was an extending network which, in turn, attracted more artists, 
more galleries and collectors.... At present Cologne has 160 galleries...  

"A major focus of modern music was the 'Studio fûr Elektronische Musik' at 
the Westdeutscher Rundfunk.... Kagel and Stockhausen, both living in Cologne, are 
still influential, contributing to 'the city as a workshop'... One of the achievement 
of these continuous activities is to have enlarged the audience for modern 
electronic music... 

                                         
    14 One should note a trend to aggregate the supply into subsystems in the strategy of complex products' end producers 
(e.g. in the automobile sector). One simple example is that of a car seat. The supply can be broken-down into the steel 
structure, the springs, the textile or consider, instead, the complete seat. Only in the last case the buyer might ask the 
supplier to take the responsibility for the functional response of the seat.  
    15 To give example, this might mean to realize premises (intelligent buildings) open to a mix of users where interactive 
multimedia telecommunication (such as video conference) is available to be used for different purpose, including the access to 
'open university' type of learning services.  
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"These descriptive data can be organized in a sociological framework. It is 
evident, that a set of persons and corporate actors were able to create a 
network of common interest in the arts and music.... The network between 
composers, artists, art galleries, collectors/buyers of art and the Cologne Art 
Association has created a social capital... from which not only those persons 
being part of the network benefit, but as well many others, including the city, 
who is a free-rider of this public good by using it as an image factor....  

"As most large German cities Cologne has lost population in the first part 
of the 1980s. In the second part of the decade, again.. gained population by the 
immigration.. The economic conditions worsened due to the structural factor of 
overall economic recession in Germany and the transformation of a goods 
producing to a service and information processing.. base. The city has to adopt a 
strategy to avoid economic stagnation. Basic ideas... [can be characterized as 'a 
strategy of internal diversification: the city explores its specific advantages 
and economic niches and tries to expand and market these'].. To this end, the new 
director of the Office of Culture [decided] 'to open the monostructure'.. Aside from 
arts, now film and (rock) music were promoted...Among the new activities were the 
'Deutscher Kamerapreis'.. a film festival.. and the project of a Cologne Film Center. 
The Office as well promotes rock bands, of which 1.000 are estimated to exist in 
Cologne...  

Considerable efforts were made to increase the number of jobs in the media 
sector.. To improve the related facilities, the 'Media Park' was created... First ideas 
for the project date back to 1986. The city wished to signal to prospective 
investors that Cologne had become a major German media center.... the city 
acquired an area of 200.000 sqm close to the main stations... The symbol of the 
Media Park, a 27 story office tower is... supposed to be completed by the end of 
1995.... 

"... three tentative conclusions can be drawn from the Cologne example. As-
suming the 'culture context' to be a vital element in the city's image and economy. 
First, it is a network, consisting of persons producing a social capital... Second, by 
depending on some central individuals in the network, the social capital will be 
lost (or diminished) if these individuals withdraw from the network.... A third 
conclusion pertain to the present debate over public-private partnership. The 
lesson to be learned.. is that private investment in public goods as well as public-
private partnership are no new incidents, but have throughout the history of the 
city been a vital element in their growth." 

Friedichs (94)Friedichs (94)  

 

 
The carrefour nodes will play the role of the basin of attraction of the neighbouring 

space. For this latter to become an equal opportunity space for different productive 
activities, the actual time for a person to move from one node to the others should be 
reduced (by improving the transport means and infrastructures) to a small fraction (say 10 
minutes) of the total daily time budget allocated for moving.  

For the inter-city regional networks, to develop a more balanced equal oppor-
tunity spatial networks the existing hub type liaisons between the region's capital and 
the other cities have to be corrected by reinforcing the direct links between the minor 
cities of the region.  

To exploit the 'network potentialities' the 'time distance' between the cities have 
to be reduced (say to half an hour) to make possible to consider moving from one city to 
the another in the network within the daily time budget.        

The RDT agenda - to develop evidence on the feasibility of investments to 
realize a local network space organization and to see the emergence of related 
network cooperation among economic and social actors - overlap, as it should be 
expected, the ones described above and related to the 'agora' scenario for urban planning. 
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A first area of research is to understand, for paradigmatic actual city cases and 
their regional basin, how the existing system can be represented and its behaviour 
simulated in term of a web of interacting networks. This tasks will require system 
simulation coupled with data collection from the field.  

A second area of research will be concerned with the 'elementary units' of the 
intra-city network (the carrefour nodal points and the links between and to the external 
'world network') and of the inter-city ones (especially the links).  

Specifically the investigation should aim:  
i) to develop concept for advanced carrefour nodal point as a complex system of facilities 

interacting with the networks;  
ii) to develop concept of special carrefour junction between local and external network 

(such as the interaction between inter-city and intra-city transport, between surface and 
air transport),  

iii) to evaluate the use of existing technologies to link the nodes (such as TLC highways, 
surface public transport for intracity transport, fast train intercity connection);  

iv) to develop innovative example of advanced services for the network users (such as 
development of new product that can profit of the existing production capabilities, or 
coordinated 'marketing' of knowledge production).       

 
 

Intra-city network: the case of Braunschweig and Aachen 
 
"Braunschweig location very close to the East Germany border.. is very 

much related to at least part of the economic problems.. faced during post-war 
period...[with] the loss of some 60.000 jobs.. The Braunschweig economy was 
particularly vulnerable because it was dominated by agrarian manufacturing 
and precision engineering...  Another characteristic of the local economy is 
the...presence of a substantial number of research organizations..  

"In telling the Braunschweig story one can point at two major active 
participants: local government and the Chamber of Industry and Commerce, while 
the University and the State of Lower Saxony play a supportive role... As early as 
1974 the appointment of an economic advisor.. was the start of a series of actions 
to restructure the local economy... [An] urban Economic Stimulation Plan.. 
approved in 1977... included an analysis which shows a strong resemblance with 
what is called the strategic planning approach: it points at strengths and 
weaknesses of the city, but also at opportunities... One of these strong points was 
the ... large number of research institutes. .. Although thus science and 
technology was already recognized as an important attraction factor... it was 
not before the third update of the Plan in 1985 that the science and technology 
notion was elaborated... During the 1977-85 period the emphasis was on image 
improvement... [In] the third update of 1985... there are some new elements in the 
policy: the founding a center for innovative starters... the concentration of 
efforts, now focusing in microelectronics... The Technology Park started in 1986... 
an initiative by the Chamber... The recognition of microelectronics as a new 
impetus for the Braunschweig economy resulted in a number of new computer 
firms, and the establishment of the Institute for Applied Microelectronics...  

"Following the former food production tradition another initiative was 
taken to start 'CARE for food': Concentrated Activities in Research and 
Engineering... with respect to food (production and consumption) mainly for Third 
World countries... Another set of actors is found in the most recent initiative: the 
establishment of the so-called Pro Log Center, a production logistics center to 
anticipate changes now underway with respect to the organizations and 
transport of good production." (pg. 36-38) 
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"In a region of some 1.5 million people, the city of Aachen (234.000 in-
habitants) is the major focal point. With the opening of the European market the 
region's position will change from a border.. to a somewhat central location in 
the economic heartland of Europe... In.. the early 1950s [Aachen] had about 40.000 
people employed in the textile, of which only 5.000 are left... Apart from its 
manufacturing, Aachen as an economic center has more to offer. This is first of all 
its educational and research function... Secondly, the city is the major service 
center for shopping and entertainment, and finally it is a tourist center... 
Nevertheless the unemployment figure is higher than elsewhere in the region... 
Given the strength of the Aachen economy, it is not strange that initiatives taken 
to mitigate the negative effects of the ongoing structural changes were not set 
up by the city but.. by the Chamber of Industry and Commerce... [It] was not before 
1978 that the Chamber responded in an active way, joining the federal programme 
for technology transfer. This transfer activity .. formed the basis for a most 
remarkable contract drawn up in 1981 between the Chamber and the University..  
[The] University committed itself to take care of transferring more innovations 
and technological findings to the regional economy, particularly to small 
medium-sized firms....In 1983 the previous initiatives were expanded through the 
establishment of REGIT: Rhine Society for Advancement of innovative Busi-
ness...Member of the Society were a large number of parties... The idea to start a 
Technology Center offered a new opportunity to keep the various parties 
together. In the same year this resulted in the foundation of AGIT Aachen 
Gesellschaft fur Innovation und Technologie transfer.. In the course of time AGIT 
expanded its field of work, not so much dealing with the Center, as well with the 
regional promotion, acquisition of firms and the systematic transfer of knowledg-
e. Recently the initiative was taken to set up a city marketing plan.." (pg. 40-42)  

Vonk (91)Vonk (91)  

 
              
RDT to approach city problems emerging from system saturation  
 
The challenges coming from the saturation of city systems is well perceived as well 

as the urgency to take-actions, as it is indicated by the emergence of the concept of the 
sustainable city and the amount of initiatives taken under this label. 

It is also well recognized that to respond to the challenge and to move towards the 
realization of a sustainable city one needs an integrated approach while our decision-
making capability is sectoral organized.  

 
Passing from the perception of the challenge to the planning of specific actions is 

here particularly difficult because an integration approach call in the entire complexity of 
the 'global' city system. The intrinsic contradiction between calling for a global ('holistic') 
response and the fact that a plan for action has somewhat to be 'reduced' to manageable 
conditions gets here to its peak. In practice, integration of today sectoralized decision-
making is difficult to obtain. 

 
It is therefore here even more important than for the two previous groups of 

problems to focus attention on the process of passing from the challenge perception to 
that of problem specifications. RDT can therefore be expected to make essential 
contributions. 

 
The perusal of the challenges that are on the discussion table on the issues for a 

sustainable city, the confrontation with potential solutions (that the RDT activity will have 
contributed to collect and to develop) should permit, first of all, to contribute to underline 
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the ambiguity of the challenges, and how dangers an opportunities might be mixed toge-
ther. 16 

 
Comparing challenges and solutions is an important ingredient not only to better 

specify the challenges, but to rank them into a priority scale according to some parameters 
(e.g. capability to realistically apply the solutions, possibility to find the resources needed, 
etc.).     

 
To show potential results to be expected from this type of study, let us deal with the 

"meta-challenge" (challenge of the challenges): how to improve our ability to respond 
"rationally" (maximizing the probability of success and the "global quality" - joint 
optimization of values/ objectives/ results - of the intervention) to any one of the 
challenges.   

 
The first point to be considered is that the challenge is coming from a very complex 

system (therefore a precondition to successful intervention is that the problem solving 
process be adequate to the complexity of the system).   

The second obvious point is that the more one knows on system behaviour the 
more one will be able to make "rational" choices. This statement carries even more 
weight if we consider necessary to seek for leverage effects from the system. To do this, 
we not only have to understand the system as it is now and how it behaved in the past, but 
how it will move in the future and to which extent it will feel our intervention or not.  

 
An important help to successful actions might come from the fact itself that the city 

system is close to saturation. A conjecture for complex system being in such condition, is 
that it keeps exploring the 'space of potential alternative routes' for its development (to 
react to the internal and external changes). One could therefore try and take advantage of 
the high 'mobility' of the system looking for multiplicative effects. To this end, however, one 
need (even more here than in the case when the intended actions are on a stable system 
far from saturation) to collect and interpret the signals from the system.  

 
 

Models for complex systems 
 
A model is a 'reduced' description of the real system with the assumption 

that there is some kind of 'analogy' relationship between the model and the real 
system. Models can be developed to perform different purpose: as a knowledge 
research guide to indicate major new area to be investigated (by putting 
together in a consistent way the incomplete available information on the 
systems); as a tool for decision-makers to forecast how the system will respond 
to given action (what-if model); to translate system signals into comprehensible 
messages; to detect that system has reacted to external events.  

 
The more complex is a system the less a reliable model can be developed. In 

                                         
    16 As an example, the increased spatial density in urban environment is at the origin of many of the issues. However, 
the high density (see sect. 1.6 and Brickwell, 92) itself makes possible to follow certain solution alternatives (e.g. traffic 
collapse comes from high density in transport demand; this, however, is also a precondition for effective collective transport 
investments).  
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ancient time, when the general before the battle asked the augur to interpret 
the sign of the destiny by looking at the intestines of a sacrificial beast, he was 
in his way using a model of reality. Modern, sophisticated computer based model 
might be not more reliable that the augur response. This notwithstanding the 
search for model development is worth while.     

 
For the case of the urban system a first important approach on city 

modelling is to define a series of urban indicators as a coded standard way to 
collect signals and information from the system. The indicators might regard the 
urban structures (e.g. its geometrical description) or the state of system 
variables (e.g. the traffic flow at a road crossing). To get meaningful indicators, 
the direct data collected on the system (by hard or soft sensors) might have to 
be processed with elaborate schemes (city models). Indicators can be used for 
taxonomy purposes. The more important use however will be to be able to detect 
the urban system reaction to specific actions. 

 
A system close to saturation emits signals that indicate such a condition. It 

will be important - but particularly difficult - to develop 'sensors' and 
'transducers' able to collect the signals and transform them into significative 
information for intervention to assure that the system will not enter into a 
saturation collapse. 

    

 

 
The first item on the research agenda will therefore be to improve our under-

standing of city behaviour as a complex system.  
To this effect, one should support specific theoretical and experimental in-

vestigations on actual city cases, support networks between cities, encourage 
experimentation in different conditions (paradigmatic of urban taxonomy) and the sharing 
of the resulting knowledge.   

 
In general one should call attention of science policy to put the research on "urban 

science" among the priority issues. 
 
To an increased interest in fundamental research, more applied intervention are 

to be added to help the decision-makers to respond to the urban challenges. Recipes are 
well known and should be implemented.  

 
The advancement in complex system simulation can be applied to develop 

specific "simulation models" of given cities to be used by the concerned actors to 
simulate effects of conceived intervention.  

The simulation model however have to be made interactive with the actual city 
system, by continues feeding the model with data collected on the system itself. 17 Special 
sensors might have to be installed to monitor continuously the system (such as in testing 
air quality). If the system is close to saturation, the sensors should be able to indicate how 
close to actual saturation conditions. 18 

                                         
    17 In fact, the actual system send out signals continuously. The problem is to collect them and, more importantly, to be 
able to translate them to become meaningful for the decision-maker. Data can be relieved from the system by many 
different approach (e.g., simply by putting questions to the system users, such as the well known OD (origin - destination) 
questions to get information of the patterns of transport demand). 
    18 A simple case - to underline the importance of sensors and their sensibility to saturation conditions - is that of a 
motorway. The average speed in a motorways decreases with the increase of the car flow (number of cars per second crossing 
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So instrumented, the city system will send useful information to the simulation 
model which can then be used not only at the moment when the choice to intervene on the 
system will be taken, but, even more importantly, later on when to understand the effects 
of the intervention (if it is producing results or not, if any leverage effects from the system 
is emerging or not).  

 
The second item in the research agenda is to develop a portfolio of specific 

ideas and potential solutions to approach the challenges of a saturated city system.  
Because of the inertia of any large and complex system for the proposed solution to 

be effective one should try to look for leverage effects coming from the system 
endogenous dynamical trends.   

 
 

Multiplier effects from the city system: the case of security 

 
As an example of how to  look for  to  look for leverage effect from systemleverage effect from system , let us 

consider the case of people security. Improving the person security is an important 
challenge, increasing with the city dimension, functional specialization of city 
space, segregation, etc.  

RDT can help by providing monitoring equipment both fixed or mobile, 
portable personal alarm call, positioning of the request for help, etc. To be 
effective, though, the monitoring system has to be complemented by an efficient 
quick response and intervention. This will require a diffuse police patrol system.  

So conceived, the solution to the problem consider the city system itself as 
inert, exogenous to the solution. The solution is therefore expensive, require 
mobilization of a lot of human and physical resources completely dedicated to 
this scope. The individual seeking for security is considered as completely 
isolated in an hostile environment. In effect this is often the situation in certain 
quarters, such as office quarters, during night hours.  

In other case the situation is different, inhabitants are around that might 
intervene to help. In such a case the urban system is cooperating to respond to the 
challenge. Could we not look - for an increase of such a leverage effect - for 
synergy in using available resources? To answer this question, long terms 
initiatives might be necessary to complement shorter terms ones, such as: chan-
ging the urbanistic city concept from mono-functional space specialization to 
multi-functional ones, increasing the mix of space use and dwellers.  

However, also short terms initiatives can help.As an example, the 
investment in technology to increase security might be designed also to produce a 
multiplier effect by putting into motion other initiatives (such as keeping 
boutiques opened in night hours) because the increased space security increases 
the solidarity of other inhabitants (intervening to help, feeling more confident on 
police patrolling).  

 

 
The initial challenge has to be better defined if one tries to follow the recipe of 

seeking for leverage system effects. RDT investments will still contribute significantly to 

                                                                                                                                       
a given point). A sensor can easily be devised to count the car flow. However, if one observes the car motion in a motorway 
one knows that in certain condition the simple addition of one car can change abruptly from a smooth motion to a stop-
and-go one. The detector - to be of practical use to avoid this condition to be reached (by closing the access to the motorway) 
- has to be so designed to be able to sent an alarm signal well in advance of the actual reaching of the saturation condition. 
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the specification of the problem to be solved, as part, however, of a broader intervention 
that have to consider a mix of short and longer terms initiatives that involves not only the 
"sectoral" response (in the case of security, to increase the police ability to intervene), but 
citizen solidarity, urbanistic concept revision, incentives for personal services, etc.        
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2.6 Conclusions from Part II: An agenda for RDT 
 
The methodological approach followed in Part II has made possible to translate the 

holistic perception of urban malaise into scenarios that spell out the features of the city of 
the future. However, when comparing 'dreams' with 'reality' we find that many building 
blocks are lacking. This point to actions to be taken to complete the portfolio of solutions. 

 
Summarizing, it is here proposed an RDT agenda aimed to support the develo-

pment of a portfolio of ideas on potential solutions to help translating the perceived 
challenges into specific problem definition to initiate actions on actual city system (pilot 
projects). 

To the three urban malaises, three scenario have been contrasted. The three 
scenario lead to three general objectives for a call for ideas to fill the portfolio of 
solutions. For each objectives few specific actions are indicated for a total of eight 
actions.  

A summary of the proposed RDT Agenda is here attempted. 
 
Objective A)  
 
To provide a portfolio of ideas and potential solutions that will permit to act on urban 

planning to move from the today modernistic city plan (with separated mono-functional 
zones, high individual alienation and social segregation) towards an agora city plan 
(human centred organization in a multi-functional urban space).  

 
A.1 - Develop new global urbanistic concepts: a portfolio of alternative designs of 

'concept city' to show possibility of actions to respond to city problems.  
 
To call urban designers to develop their own interpretation of the agora city 

scenario by designing a 'new city' which make use of new technologies.  
To compare alterative concept designs to extract suggestions for more mundane 

initiatives to modify existing urban environment.  
 

A.2 - Develop concepts that illustrate how new 'elementary building blocks' for the 
city can be developed as a base to intervene for the transition from the today city 
to an 'agora' city. 

 
To call for ideas to conceive city system's 'building blocks' complex enough to 

assure integration of the qualities that characterize the agora city scenario. All the 
ingredients to assure the quality of life in the city (mobility, environment, security, human 
relations, work, amenities, social activities) should be represented in each 'building block'. 
Or, at least, the building block has to show its ability to behave as an interactive node in 
the web of networks of city activities. A reference block might be a building, a quarter, a 
cross road between quarters, an entire mono-function network (e.g. the health care 
network).  
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A.3 - Apply the potentialities both of the 'concept cites' and of the new 'elementary 
new building blocks' to show the possibility of intervention on actual cities 
chosen as paradigmatic cases. 

 
To call for conceptual design development that, by starting from an actual city plan, 

shows how it can be moved in the direction of a chosen reference 'new city' plan by the 
introduction of new 'elementary building blocks'. The specific city to be investigated will be 
chosen with reference to a city taxonomy, coming from the analysis of today city dynamic 
patterns, such as:  

 
a) cities having an international leadership, 
b) cities in industrial and technological transition,  
c) cities into negative industrial transition.  
 
Objective B)  
 
To provide a portfolio of ideas and potential solutions to develop a balanced 

relationship between the exogenous impact of globalisation (global virtuous circle of 
'economic' wealth generation) and the endogenous drive to capitalize on the diversity 
assets and local resources (local virtuous circle of 'quality' wealth generation). 

 
B.1 - Develop a conceptual frame that will permit to look at the city and its regional 

basin as a web of local interactive networks.  
 
To call for system analysis of paradigmatic city cases to show the potentiality to 

modify the existing local networks layout to obtain a more homogenous equal opportunity 
urban and regional space with respect to the today prevailing central-periphery scheme. 
The analysis will show how and for which conditions (changing the 'local space metric' to 
reduce the 'distance' between the nodes of intra-city and regional inter-city existing 
networks; equipping the nodes of the networks with infrastructure and facilities to become 
'loci' of equal access opportunities to connect to the webs of internal and external networks 
services) a local 'network logic' can emerge, with cooperation between local actors to 
better exploit local assets and to better interact with the global networks and the 
globalisation process.  

 
B.2 - Develop concepts for the 'elementary units' of the intra-city network (the 

carrefour nodal points and the links between them and to the external 'world 
network') and of the inter-city ones (especially the links).  

 
Specifically, the call for ideas should aim: 
i) to develop concepts for advanced carrefour nodal points as a complex system of 

facilities interacting with the networks;  
ii) to develop concept of special carrefour junction between local and external 

network; 
iii) to evaluate the use of existing technologies to link the nodes;  
iv) to develop innovative example of advanced services for the network user. 
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B.3 - Show the emergence - in a network logic - of 'meta-organizers' to produce new 
services for local actors (e.g., small firms) in the network. 

 
To call for studies and investigations, for paradigmatic city cases, showing how 

cooperative activity can develop to aggregate the simple components produced separately 
by local firms (as suppliers to larger firms) into complex subsystems (to be cooperatively 
supplied to firms responsible for the end product).  

To call for investigations to show how cooperation between knowledge producers 
can increase the opportunity for a knowledge-based city development. 

To elaborate on the proposed cases to show how the emergence of a network logic 
of cooperation carries new problems whose solution leads to the development of new 
services so enriching and valorising the portfolio of existing production capabilities 
and knowledge base, while increasing the 'external' attractiveness of the city.    

 
Objective C)  
 
To provide a portfolio of ideas and potential solutions to better identify options to 

act on the today city systems by taking advantage of leverage effects of endogen-
ous system forces to move the system far from saturation towards a sustainable city.   

 
C.1 - Improve our understanding of city behaviour as a complex system.  
 
To call attention of science policy to put the research on "urban science" among 

the priority issues. 
To develop specific "simulation models" of given cities to be used by the 

concerned actors to simulate effects of conceived interventions. Simulation models have to 
be made interactive with the actual city system, by continues feeding the model with data 
collected (with the help of existing and new hard and soft sensors) on the system itself.  

 
C.2 - Develop a portfolio of ideas and potential solutions to approach the 

challenges of a saturated city system looking for leverage effects coming from the 
system endogenous dynamical trends.   

 
To call for proposals for theoretical and empirical investigations to develop terms of 

reference for problems to be solved to respond to integrated city system challenges. The 
investigation should show how the initial perceived challenges is changing because of the 
non linearity effects of systems reaction and how the problems specifications could take 
advantage of the intrinsic system forces and inertial dynamic patterns (taking advantage of 
system's mobility, when close to saturation, to explore the 'space' of opportunities to react 
to internal and external changes). A mix of short and longer terms initiatives for action 
taking has to be suggested that involves not only the "sectoral" (or multi-sectoral) respo-
nses but citizen solidarity, urbanistic concept revision, incentives for personal services, etc.       
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Part 3. THE CASE FOR INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGY 

 
 The "New technologies", a blend of computer science and telecommunications, are 

accelerating the transfer of information to a fantastic extent. They have 
practically abolished space and time. What does this hold in store for our cities? (pg. 
15). 

 
 In the post-industrial society information and knowledge are not only the principal 

raw material but usually the principal product too. In particular, the successful 
operation of business, cities, government and so on increasingly depends on ability to 
pick out from the ever increasing mass of available data only the information that is 
really of value, and to channel it into productive uses. (pg. 27). 

 
 ... at the same time as we are developing the technologies with which to bring people 

closer together, a gap seems to be opening up which technology can do nothing about. 
It is certainly within each individual that the ground needs breaking, by means of 
what we call cultural activity, and the technologies ought to contribute here, 
especially the vast facilities for intercommunications, and television in particular. 
(pg. 20).  

 
     OECD (92), Cities and new Technologies. 
 

In Part 2 an attempt to devise a general approach to city challenges has been 
presented. We have assumed that technology can play an important role, provided it takes 
part in all the phases of the complex problem-solving process. The need to enlarge the 
portfolio of solutions was used to propose an RDT Agenda. 

We will now use the scheme developed in Part 2 - and the suggested types of 
action programmes -  to consider the case of the ICT (Information and Communication 
Technology). This more focused analysis will show how the portfolio of potential solutions 
can lead to specific action-taking in a coherent way with the global objectives spelled out in 
the scenarios. 

An extensive review of the impact of ICT on cities is reported in a recent OECD 
study (see OECD, 92). The effort made here is to use the available information on ICT and 
the city for an exercise to show how the scheme presented in Part 2 can in practice be 
implemented, even with the constrain of referring to only one technology.  

 
Talking about technology role for the city, we have expressed concern on the 

possibility that technology could have contributed to the development of the present un-
desirable cities situations. ICT, notwithstanding its recent appearance in the technological 
scene, is not free from this concern.  

In fact, its development can push towards more specialization and functionalisation 
of urban space (by the aggregation of activities centred around teleports, by the space 
structuralization of ICT 'highways', etc.), towards an increased separation between the 
haves and the haves-not.  

But it should not necessary be so. In section 1.6 we have underlined important 
features of ICT that should made it a candidate to contribute to the development of a 'city 
technology'.  

For this to happen we are required to develop visions on the alternative futures 
made possible by the use of technology. For this, we will refer to the three scenarios 
indicated in Part 2. 
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Requirements for ICT urban development 
 
"Without people... who are capable of designing the described developments, 

producing them and following them it will not be possible to realize good and up-
to-date telecom facilities. 

"Education and trainingEducation and training  is of great importance in this as are companies 
where profession of ICT can be carried  out. A well educated working population, 
familiar with the working with computers and software programmes, is seen as 
one of the most important factors in locational choice. This poses an enormous 
task in cities with large groups of (young) low-educated unemployed, very often in 
ethnic background.... 

 
StandardizationStandardization is especially important for companies that communicate 

with others in many different ways and who discover that this gives connection 
problems. Especially for companies who cannot dictate to others in which way 
communication is to take place, this can increasingly damage the conduct of 
business. ... 

 
SecuritySecurity  is important when files of a strategic or personal nature are in-

volved. With the continuing progress in automation this is becoming more 
important. The sending of so-called back-ups of files to other places ... is becoming 
more and more easy with the introduction of large capacity networks. 

 
ReliabilityReliability  in telecom traffic is expressed in the wish of companies to be in a 

network where re-routing of the information flows is possible in case of 
calamities. These possibilities can be offered more easily in areas where there is a 
high density of flow than in more peripheral areas. 

 
The need for capitalneed for capital is great in order to realize good telecom facilities. 

This concern the necessity of capital for investments in new infrastructure 
facilities. .. Where there is a great deal of telecom traffic or where a great deal 
is expected, a great deal can be invested. Local authorities will increasingly have 
to take this into account when developing industrial or office areas. .. (pg. 6/10-11)  

Bongenaar & le Clerq,  (92)Bongenaar & le Clerq,  (92)   
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3.1 ICT 'building blocks' for new city scenarios: the portfolio of   
 ideas 

 
 ICT impact on space networking. A communication 'aura' on the individual. Intelligent 

buildings. ICT impact on process control. 
 
A lot has been said about the potential of the new ICT and its effects on the human 

way of life. Existing applications are however still very far from fully exploiting the ICT 
potentiality.  

 
'Building blocks' on which the applications to the future of the city could be develo-

ped can, however, already be identified:  
 

* Telecommunication infrastructures such as:  broadband broadcasts / two ways TLC 
links / digital TLC highways / teleports / urban cable networks / mobile terminals for TLC; 

* TLC services such as: VAN (value added network) services (videotext, etc.) / computer 
networks services / electronic mail / health care applications / distant learning / 
multimedia TLC / utilities networks management aids;  

* intelligent buildings and homes: electronic home (domotique) / shared ICT facility 
centres / community teleservice centres / media resources centres;   

* city system process control: traffic control / air quality monitoring / communication and 
interaction with urban service users / utilities networks management. 

 
Effects of applying some of the building blocks are already visible.  
 
The first type of impact is that of 'networking' the space, by somewhat de-

materializing the physical space, and, even more important, inducing  a 'logic of network' in 
the interpersonal relationship (from one-to-one connections to: more-to-one/ one-to-more/ 
more-to-more).  

The second type of impact is to multiply the intrinsic communication ability of the 
individual. As technology have succeeded in amplifying the muscular forces and the 
sensorial perception, so the new TLC is providing a kind of communication 'aura' around 
the person (the effect is particularly clear with the mobile telephone, the ability to 
communicate world-wide that accompany the person wherever he moves).  

The third type of impact is that of improving the ability to govern the complex sub-
systems that compose a complex city. 

 
ICT impact on space networking 
 
For the networking effect:  
 

- telecommunication infrastructures, by the intensification of connectedness within and 
between cities, is operating a kind of space convergence: the logic of networks 
penetrates the city; new entrepreneurial strategies for urban economic development are 
emerging; 

- TLC interactive services, by the information, transaction, messaging services, they are 
becoming alternative to existing services - e.g., to postal services (electronic mail) - or 
make possible entirely new services (e.g. computer conferencing). Greater impacts will 
come from the success of current experiments (such as, e.g., speech recognition to 
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translate into text, voice mail). Open University type of services impact the way we 
organize the learning activity; 

- 2-way TV, are already being experimented in local communities for democratic poll and 
for social services (e.g., for elderly: social services information, peer socializing, inter-
generational contacts, citizen / government interaction).  

 
A communication 'aura' on the individual 
 
For the communication aura effect, let us underline the change induced by ICT on 

the home (the so called domotique).  
 
Domotique (see Rubinstein, 93 and Moran, 93) is a vague definition that implies the 

extended use of the IT and TLC to improve the use of the home as a shelter and as an 
extension of the socializing interest of the inhabitants. Domotique sees the home as a 
complex system of internal networks interacting with external ones. 19  

 
Domotique can provide a better living inside the house with:  
i)  automated smart home (better home services management),  
ii)  increased security,  
iii) optional filtering of communication access,  
iv) better living for the elderly and the handicapped 20,  
v)  better liaisons with the external world (such as conference call, videophone),  
vi) emergency intervention (Personal Alert System for elderly and handicapped),  
vii) mobile alarm,  
viii) health home assistance (home hospital: prevention, monitoring, diagnosis, 
therapy, rehabilitation,  
ix) home tele-banking and tele-shopping,  
x) home tele-learning, 
xi) better information access for people with sensory impairments (improved 
communication ability). 
 
Only few of the listed potential applications are currently existing in practice, such 

as: functional enhancements of telephone (abbreviate dialling/ follow-on, follow-me calls/ 
three-party calls), personal alert system with central monitoring unit, new telephone 
services (chat lines/ voice-based entertainment services),  video-telephony 21,  two 
partners videoconference. 

 
The 'information and communication aura' is enhanced also in specially instru-

mented intelligent buildings.  
 

                                         
     19 One should remark, however, that the concept of the house as a series of interconnected networks is not new: there 
has been a steady progressing towards internal networks of services (energy, material, communications) inserted in external 
ones (central heating, water, gas, electricity, wastes, mail, telephone, etc). 
     20  For many of the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) applications are already here: low vision (magnification and 
redirection of images, alternative input-output e.g. speech recognition), low hearing (visual displays, telephone volume 
control), manipulation (voice activated telephone), mobility (environmental control units, sensory guided wheelchairs) (see 
Cullen & Moran, 92). 
     21 In Finland a  switched videotelephon service is being marketed. The EC Commission RACE Programme is 
supporting experiments for people with special needs. 
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Intelligent buildings 

 
One application is for commercial building where special infrastructures 

(such as  LAN - local area network - two ways interconnections, dynamic computer 
load-sharing) make possible world wide TLC (telecommunications) interconnection 
and the access to special services (such as digitized voice, electronic mail, remote 
printing and publishing, etc.). Intelligent buildings can affect the way enterprises 
organize (e.g. making efficient to substitute multiple small units office organiza-
tion for the concentration of people into huge buildings), make convenient the 
housing of a mix of activities in the same building (office, commerce, housing).  

 
Other applications refers to specialized buildings as centre for civic 

activities and encounters where is possible to find ICT means to communicate 
world-wide. One idea that has found local interest even in medium size cities is 
that of MultiMulti media Civic Centersmedia Civic Centers , something that to an extent has similarity with 
a theater and a TV studio, but which will permit - with the aid of multi-mediality 
and special software programmes - to create special cultural events (in 
collaboration with other cities connected in real time). One is still far to grasp 
the novelty and creative potentialities of these applications (e.g., theater shows 
where the actions is inserted in 'virtual' architectures) on the basis of the few 
experimental cases. 

 

 
  
ICT impact on process control 
 
For the improvement in process control of city sub-systems most of the focus 

has been on the transportation sub-system, such as the control of traffic (intelligent traffic 
lights, communication to car drivers on the state of traffic, recognition of vehicle position for 
commercial vehicle fleets or for collective transport vehicles). Much more will come soon.  

 
Just the collection of data by properly 'instrumenting' the city systems - even before 

being able to feed back the data into the system process control - will have dramatic effect 
on city management (see the decision to stop private car circulation when air pollution 
reach alarm threshold).   
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3.2 From the portfolio of solutions to better define problems: ICT con-
tribution to an agora city scenario  

 
 ICT and the 'shelter' function. ICT and the 'work' function. ICT and the 'leisure' function. 

The three dimensions of ICT intervention for an 'agora' city. 

 
To an efficient urban planning, society needs to agree on the priority values and 

objectives and to spell them out in a desired 'future scenario' for the city.  
In Part 2 we have proposed the "agora" scenario as a condensed description of 

values and objectives. 
 
ICT should be called in as a tool to make the scenario feasible and, even before, to 

better spell out the scenario. But is ICT a tool available for whatever scenario? 
The answer is positive as can be argued by the two extreme and somewhat 

caricatural scenarios that we can devise with the help of ICT: 
 

* the super-functionalised and space-specialized city: the sectoralization of the 
modernistic city plan that have divided the city space into 'efficient' monofunctional 
zones (where to work, where to shop, where to live) - with the citizens hurrying as aliens 
to move from one zone to the others - can still be increased by the intervention of the 
new ICT. Intelligent skyscrapers represent the added new specialized zone for services 
to the global economy thanks to 'teleports' connections. 

* the virtual-space home-centred city: thanks to the new ICT a super-functional home is 
the place where the individual can stay to perform all the functions (telework, 
teleshopping, telebank, teleschool, teleplaying) with no need to move others than for 
leisure.       

 
ICT should therefore be available also to support a more desirable in-between city 

scenario. 
 
The space organization of an agora city should favour the natural needs for 

socialization of the human being, favouring solidarity and social cohesion. 
 
To revisit the urban plan to find the potentiality to benefit from ICT we can focus on 

four main functions: shelter,  work, leisure. 
 
ICT and the 'shelter' function 
  
Starting from shelter, we note that the home has passed, at least in rich society, 

from performing the simple function of shelter, to that of centre of socialization (a place to 
meet friends), and a symbol of status. ICT will add the role of information amplifier.  

 
The  electronic home or 'domotique' by extending and completing the com-

munication networks could represent a true revolution - the 'intelligent' home - by inducing 
the emergence of a different way to live the home.  

 
The risk is that instead of becoming an enhancer of the social life of the family, the 

'intelligent home' by increasing the dependence from technology, will push towards a de-
responsibilized, standardized, de-humanized way of living.  
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Conceiving the intelligent home to serve the individual, means to serve the aspira-

tion towards:  
 

i) protection against the excess of the technical progress and related over-rationalization 
(be able to control the technological excess),  

ii) integrity of the individual and preservation of life (security, privacy, assistance),  
iii) freedom from ingrate tasks (to pass from 'useful' time to 'leisure' time),  

iv) communication and information (to be connected with the entire world, to know all 
about everything).  

 

The impact of the Electronic Home on city planning 

 
" .. changes in the use of the home have implications for use of other levels 

of the system, i.e. the neighbourhood and wider environment. .. Three issues [are of 
relevance]: 

 
Technology and environmental choices: Choices made in the planning, design, 

manufacturing and use of technology have implications for the kinds of 
technologies developed, what purposes they will serve, who will use them and 
where they will be used. The social and environmental outcomes of different 
choices have important implications for land use planning, transportation use, 
patterns of social interaction and environmental experience. Options related to 
communal provision and use of technologies are important in this context. 

 
Attractiveness of out of home environment: The choice between use of the 

home as a location for technology related and other activities and use of 
locations outside the home is influenced inter alia by the attractiveness of out-
of-home environments. Quality of land use planning, availability of desired 
facilities and amenities, the resource potential of the public sphere, safety and 
quality of public environments; all impact on people's choice of location for 
activities... 

 
Transportation: Transportation plays a vital role in establishing and main-

taining connections between the Electronic Home and the environment beyond. 
Developments in technology can improve comfort, safety and efficiency of 
transport usage and decrease environmental pollution. Mobile communications 
can facilitate 'keeping in touch' while on the move. Given the social isolationist 
potential of many of the technological developments characteristics of the 
Electronic Home, developments in the transportation area are very important to 
social connectivity." (pg. 66) 

Moran (93)Moran (93)   
 

 
The urban planner can make use of the new home by taking advantage of the 

multifunctional new roles of the home 'system' and integrating it in the other functions that 
the citizens perform in the city. 
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ICT and the 'work' function 
 
Concerning work, the urban planner cannot but consider the potentiality of tele-

work. From the two extreme scenario listed above - from a super-functionalised city to a 
home centred city - urban planner might focus on an intermediate one where the work 
organization will amplify the occasion of socialization (far from the two extremes of being 
an alien in the multitude of a big office or an isolated individualist at home). 

 
The concept of telework (see OECD, 92, pg. 77-108) span from the decentralization 

of big offices into autonomous satellite units ('fragmentation' of firm organization), 'di-
spersion' of work into small units (each one referring to a decentralized subunit), to 
'diffusion' of home-working. This latter concept has limited application for big organizations 
and refers mainly to unskilled information processing tasks. It has instead important 
implication for self-employers (such as free-lancers, consultants, translators, insurance 
agents, etc.) or for supplementary work (such as the work at home of university 
researchers).  

 
The fragmentation of large company work organization into satellite offices will have 

impact in the building concepts which might loose their single-function characteristic by 
hosting a mix of activities and functions.  

 
To facilitate the decentralization of work of self-employed, satellite work centres can 

be conceived and realized with public support (public shared facility centres) with work 
places equipped for telework. Self-employers and skilled workers might find in such 
centres complementary expensive facilities to that available at home (multimedia network 
connection and processing).  

Experiments are being done in different countries. 22 Community Teleservice Centres 
are provided in remote location to reduce the handicap of geographic isolation 
(experiments in Nordic countries - see OECD, 92, pg. 97). 

 
ICT and the 'leisure' function 
 
Concerning leisure activities, we will simply refer to one possibility among the many 

(e.g., multimedia presentation of vacation resorts) that can take advantage of ICT.   
 
The idea is the following: ICT could 'multiply' the possibility to follow special cultural 

events such as theatres show, by realizing a network of small public halls equipped with 
large screen HDTV where the theatre play can be seen in real time.  

In principle  with cable TV service the play can be seen at home. However, the 
HDTV specially equipped hall will permit the social effects of getting together and cheaper 
costs.    

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                         
     22 As an example, at the Hawaii Telework Demonstration Project 16 workplaces are provided partly for public 
employees and party for private ones. (see OECD, 92, pg. 96) 
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The three dimensions of ICT intervention for an 'agora' city 
 
In general the concept of an agora city should aim at recuperate the value of  

'neighbourhood' which has often been destroyed by the present city social fragmentation 
and subdivision of the urban spaces into monofunctional zones.  

There are three dimension in the concept of neighbourhood: a social dimension 
(feeling at home between friends), a practical dimension (to find the services we need, to 
work, to go to school), a political dimension (to share common interest, to be part of 
voluntary activities, etc.). 

 
For the social dimension ICT should help in restoring the local network of contacts 

and security. Network ICT services such as Minitel in France (more than 5.5 million 
terminals) can permit the realization of friendship virtual network. Experimentation of social 
application ('modern public space' /virtual space) have been on in France. But the social 
dimension require direct physical contacts.  

One such function in the past was performed by small shops and boutiques. The 
economy of scale have killed many of them. An economy of scope can substitute for the 
economy of scale (e.g. postal office performing other services such as booking theatre 
tickets). Boutiques can be equipped for 'virtual shopping' showing by the intervention of 
multimedia facilities the merchandize available in large store departments and collecting 
the client order.  

The same services can in principle be available at home (home teleshopping). 
However, apart from the fixed cost of investments and of the extra service of home 
supplying, there is the socialization effects that the actual boutique will add. 

 
As for the practical dimension of neighbourhood, local community - as a counter-

balance to too much 'domotique' (services home supplied) which might increase the 
feeling of isolation -  can help by setting up 'integrated service canters' where citizen might 
find a variety of services.  

Experiment designed by different names ('service shops', citizen offices, 
neighbouring offices) are underway in different localities where experts on different area 
(fiscal, finance, social security) can respond to demands on the best way to get a service 
(whom should I contact, what has to be done, how to get repairs done at home) and to 
perform the service themselves on behalf of the citizen (e.g. apply for pension). 

 
Concerning the political dimension of neighbourhood, an important trend is for the 

municipality to decentralize offices, to set up civic tele-service spaces where people can 
access city information.  

Local TV can also play an important role: to solicit voluntary social initiatives, to 
point to local problem, etc. Two ways TLC links will be instrumental in developing new 
methods for direct democracy (democratic polls).  

With reference to the old Greek cities one can dream of a 'virtual agora' where 
people can express and compare their opinion on matter of public concern. 
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3.3 From the portfolio of solutions to better define problems: ICT con-
tribution to an harmonic global/local city 

 
 ICT and the networkization of urban space: the case of education. ICT and city 

connection to external networks. 
 
With respect to the city of the past the new 'agora' city should be able to find an 

equilibrium between a human centred local space and the 'multi-layered networked virtual' 
space in a balanced 'local-global' (glocal) vision of human activities.  

 
The urban space has always been characterized by networks of different kind.  
 
A basic demand for social justice is that of equality of access to networks. The 

availability of networks (transport, utilities, communications) is a prerequisite of social 
integration.  

Since the running and using of networks has a cost, a basic needs to access to the 
networks service has been assured in advanced society by the so called 'life-line' (free 
access for emergency call, etc.).  

The availability of information and knowledge networks will pose even more than 
with other networks the problem of equality of access and of 'life-line' (socially shared cost 
of accessing and using some of the network services).   

 
ICT and the networkization of urban space: the case of education 
 
To see the effect of networkization of urban space let us consider the case of ed-

ucation. The impact on the city scenario comes from the transition of ICT from the proc-
essing of information (information society) to the process of knowledge (cognitive society).  

The fact that a large fraction of work will consist of processing information (in ad-
vanced countries such as USA already today 60% of working population) will impact the 
way of life in the city.  

 
The knowledge processing revolution (knowledge in all its forms - data, images, 

sounds - can be computerized, processed and transmitted) will change even more the 
work organization and others activities: e.g. the availability of expert systems (with 
computer aids, new knowledge can be inferred from existing knowledge base) will 
increase the autonomy of the individual and the reach of do-it-yourself activities. The 
information bases deposited in libraries and museum can be valorised both on the spot 
and by tele-services (virtual library). 

 
The availability of multimedia network will let emerge a 'network knowledge': 

knowledge shared in different media can be processed on spot, stored in different parts of 
the network, transmitted and teleprocessed.  

 
Today the educational tasks is taylorised, based on received truth organized into 

well separated disciplines. Teaching is collective in a school class.  
The potential change induced by the knowledge processing is revolutionary. The 

basic skills to be learned is to acquire, process and apply technology.  
The role of the teacher will be to guide the school boys in this task. Out of the 

school class, learning will continue at home (connected to educational TV, videotext 
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services, CD ROM, etc.), in civic 'media resources centres' specially equipped to be con-
nected to the knowledge network, and at the working place.  

 
By 'media resource centres', are intended both the old libraries transformed (via 

computerization, multimedia knowledge storage, and network connection with other 
centres) and the museums (art and science) which will also have completed the transition 
toward multimedia processing of the 'exhibited' knowledge (audiovisual aids, user friendly 
computer terminals, etc.).  

 
The potentiality of knowledge network will also impact the many existing educational 

and cultural private clubs which will become also centre of multimedia knowledge 
processing to better perform their voluntary tasks.   

 
 ICT and city connection to external networks 
 
Teleports will connect cities to the entire world.  
There is a real risk, however, as we have discussed in sect. 2.3, that city becomes a 

weak fragmented set compared to the external networks that cross it. 
 
The signal is made evident by the increasing intercity competition to attract global 

actors to install facility in the city. To this competitive strategy TLC infrastructures and 
services are certainly of primary importance. Successful city are seen as hubs in the 
globalizing 'information economy'. 

 
However the intensification of connectedness within and between cities might  

produce a different outcome.  
In a cabled city equipped with processing facilities and with providers of special 

value services, a 'logic of networks' might emerge, leading to new entrepreneurial strateg-
ies for urban economic development (reacting to the today trend of fragmentation of urban 
economies 'slaved' by global economy dominance).  

Telematic network will create new liaisons for new partnerships in business or 
private. 23 

 
ICT will therefore provide basic tools to realize the 'glocal' city scenario. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                         
     23 The necessity to promote urban use of TLC potentialities is well recognized and experimentation are underway. 
France has promoted several initiatives: Urban 2000, a national think tank to provide support  and guidance to urban 
telematics initiatives (cabling, teleports, videotext); 'Observatoire de TLC dans la Ville', which promote studies, debates, 
local telematics experiments; ZTA (Zone de Telecommunications Avancè) to  promote, with governmental support, special 
areas inside a teleport city equipped to take most advantage of TLC. (see OECD, 92, pg.51-76) 
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The importance of good telecom facilities for cities 
 
"For three reasons it is important to pay attention in policy making to 

developments in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) on lo-
cal/regional level: 

 
- ICT is a factor in the competition for multinational companies between the large 

European urban areas; 
- to create the conditions for regional business to meet the changing information 

and telecommunication requirements and to profit from the opportunities they 
offer; 

- to offer the population the possibility of sharing in the new facilities and 
services. 

 
....The three points cannot be considered separately. 
ICT developments can only be fully exploited in a region where the popula-

tion is familiar with the information and telecommunication technology, as a 
consumer and in their work. This leads to a regional market and a labor potential 
that is familiar with ICT products and the way they are used. In addition this can 
lead to an attractive locational climate for international companies. There, they 
know, will be sufficient employees and suppliers to their advanced information 
and telecommunication systems." (pg.6/1-2) 

Bongenaar & le Clerq (92)Bongenaar & le Clerq (92)   
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3.4 From the portfolio of solutions to better define problems: ICT con-
tribution for a sustainable city 

 
 ICT and the saturation of utility networks. ICT and the security problem. ICT and city 

supply logistic. 

 
Another important new aspect with respect to the past is related to saturation and 

un-sustainability of the city system. (see sect. 2.3). 
 
Lacking the possibility to increase the capacity of the system the scenario has to 

include a new 'wisdom of complexity' to regain governance of the system by better 
understanding its intrinsic dynamics so that human action can find a multiplicative effect in 
the endogenous system forces to assure an intergenerational identity of the local diversity 
in an autonomous and self-supported (sustainable) city system.  ICT could be 
instrumental to meet such an objective. 

 
Saturation of urban system often appears as saturation on the capability of city 

networks. The case of the transport networks is the more evident.  
 
ICT and the saturation of utility networks 
 
Saturation might be real or connected to an inefficient uses of the network 

capabilities.  
 
Take the case of water supply network. In certain cities the dispersion of water due 

to leakages, mismanagement of reservoirs, failure of preventive maintenance are 
responsible of the mismatch between demand and supply.  

 
Information collection and processing can help here very much in optimizing 

network management. Telephone has already played an important role on this matter.  
 
ICT will make possible to even conceive a 'network of networks' in the sense that an 

information networks will permit to collect data from the different networks and take 
advantage of common processing and inter-networks exchange of data for a better global 
management.  

Information network will permit to realize an hierarchical management system where 
decision will be taken at the proper level. 24   

 
In general one can say that the application of ICT with the aid of new sensors to 

collect data from the system, planning schedules, modelling techniques, flexible control 
and operation strategies will permit to operate the actual networks as close as possible to 
the 'virtual' network (a network that match ideally demand and supply with no time delay).25  

 

                                         
     24 E.g., in the case of traffic light control this strategy permits to the local light to react to local traffic within 
constraints decided by a central traffic control strategy. An early experiments to prove the application of this control 
strategy was successfully performed in Torino, in the early '80s. 
     25  Examples of common information network for utilities networks are underway in France (ASTARTE system), 
in Germany (TEMEX system) and  other countries. (see OECD, 92). 
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ICT and the security problem 
 
Another field where ICT networking will have important effect in responding to 'city 

system' problem is that of security.  
 
Social fragmentation has reduced the feeling of security that in the past were 

assured by the 'proximity' of relatives, friends, known people.  
 
ICT can provide means to fill the hole in security by automatic signalling, advanced 

sensors, 'intelligent' data processing, use of wired city potentialities. To give an example, 
image data processing - such as showing best (fastest) route to find a place - can help 
patrol intervention on demand for urgent help.  

 
ICT and city supply logistic 
 
Another problem where ICT can help is in optimising the logistic of supply the city 

material needs, as it has already contributed to modify the industrial production strategy 
(just in time supply of parts and components, use the dealers storage as an integrated 
network to faster meet the client demand). 26 

 

                                         
     26 See, eg., the ODETTE system used by car manufacturers.  
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3.5 Conclusions from Part III 
 
The examination of a given technology, as we have cursorily done in this Part III al-

lows, on one side to better and more deeply depict the scenarios for the city future, and on 
the other to better specify the needs for an 'adapt' technology. 

 
For the case of the Agora scenario we have been able to better describe some  

"social" implications of the technology (how to make easier personal contacts),    some 
"practical" ones (e.g., the effect of providing 'city centres'), and some "political" implications 
(e.g., how to favour the exercise of democratic rights by civic teleservices).  

For the "glocal" scenario the concept of networkization assume clear evidence 
as the new technology permits to tackle in a new way some basic issues such as 

education.  
For the "sustainable" scenario the concept of saturation becomes clear through the 

specific case of the networked services.  
 
The "design process" exercise - to better specify the "demand" by the examination 

of the "offer" of potential ICT solutions - results in the end in the specification of the 
requirements for new technology "building blocks". In fact, the existing "offer" might be 
"packaged" into too elementary or generic units (e.g. personal computers) to be of help in 
conceiving how it will impact the future of the city. Or, the technology "building blocks" can 
represent packages of technology already developed but strictly matching objectives 
different from our owns (e.g. the teleports solution might not respond to some basic criteria 
of equity and accessibility to the network included in the glocal scenario).  

 
The existing ICT "building blocks" - such as those indicated in sect. 3.1 - need to be 

revisited. We have therefore pointed to some new possible idea (see the case of the 
"media resource centres") that can be realized without any basic innovations on the ICT 
but simply "assembling" together with a different objective in mind existing technological 
"components".  

At the end, the ability for a planner  to "design the city" depends on the availability of 
the "building blocks" that match the needs derived by the scenario description, which, 
though complex, can be used as elementary "brick" (they do not have to be broken into 
parts, since they already are coherent with the global needs) to assemble the city global 
plan.  

 
As a result of this more detailed exercise of comparing needs and offer for a special 

technology family such as ICT, an R&D Agenda could be defined that aims at the 
development of 'adapted ICT building blocks' to contribute the portfolio of solutions to 
respond to urban challenges.  

One should recognize that in the current EU R&D Programme some programmes 
cover the scope to increase the portfolio of city 'building blocks'. This it is, e.g. the case of 
the DRIVE Programme concerned with urban transportation issues. 

Other R&D initiatives are, however, needed to assure a broader coverage of the 
urban issues. To show how specific 'terms of reference' for ICT city building blocks can be 
arrived at, in the Appendix a description is given for an idea that refer to the "glocal" city 
scenario. In sect. 3.3 we briefly referred to the impact of ICT on the networkization of the  
urban space considering the case of education. The project described in the Appendix 
considers the importance to learn how to make use of the computerized information 
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technology. Since this latter is penetrating society at high rates, its knowledge is of 
decisive influence for the individual as well as for the society. To maintain social stability 
and prevent dis-balances by lack of skills, it is necessary to include all members of our 
societies in this technological knowledge. Specific actions have to be taken to respond to 
the challenge. The proposed project intends to show that actions are indeed possible. 
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POST-FACTION 
 
A European writer living since several years in Japan said to a friend visiting for the 

first time the country and making comments on the local way of life: "If you stay here one 
week you can go back home and write a book on Japan. If you stay one month you can 
only write an article for a newspaper. If you stay more than one year, you will not be able 
to write anything". The morale of the anecdote is clear and applicable to a complex city: 
the more one tries to understand its multivarious aspects, the more new issues and 
interrelations emerge that make difficult to make inference, connect causes and effects, 
establish priority of issues. A humoured reader could say that this 'thick' report confirm the 
anecdote: it is the result of a short visit to urban complexity. 

    
A less humoured reader might instead find a difference in the three Parts on which 

this work is divided. He might consider the last Part, dealing with a specific and detailed 
suggestion for actions, as presumptuous as the visitor that after one week think to have 
got at the core of the Japan reality to be in the position to suggest what the Japanese 
should do to improve their way of life. He might perceive Part II more as the result of a one 
month visit: ideas are clear but one has the impression that much more - a much longer 
stay - is needed to really be able to get conclusion, to suggest specific actions.  Instead, 
concerning Part I, the reader might get the impression that it looks like the result of more 
than one year visit: one appreciate how complex is the situation but is not able to suggest 
any specific actions because so many comes to his mind and they are so inescapably 
intertwined.  

 
The anecdote might, however, have to be completed to get a proper morale for our 

case. Suppose that the European gentlemen living in Japan for more than one ear is there 
engaged by a contract with an editor to write a book on Japan. What should he do? Break 
the editor contract, realizing the impossibility to keep the promise? The other possibility for 
him is to get out of the "holistic trap" of complexity on which he is fully immersed and 
recuperate some of spirit that he had after the first month of stay and, even more, the spirit 
of the first week. Being enriched, however, by the consciousness of the real complexity of 
the matter. 

Each of us, no matter if simple citizen or city mayor is so immersed since ever in the 
urban complexity, that will find difficult even to dream about specific ideas to do something 
to solve city problems. It is true that during the election campaign to become mayor of a 
large and complex city we might have heard a young candidate to promise that, if he or 
she gets elected, knows what to do and will do it. The reality of urban complexity, after 
being elected, will soon appear and his or her enthusiasm fade away quickly. The urban 
complexity is such, however, that an 'expert' senior mayor might not feel better. The effort 
made here is to show that after the full immersion in complexity, a methodological 
approach can help us to recuperate the enthusiasm of the beginning of the trip and be able 
to organize a response to meet the urban challenges. 
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APPENDIX 
 

A project proposal: "CALL / Computers and Local Learning - Computer 
Literacy, Cyberworlds and social action 27  

 
(Contribution by H.E van Bolhuis and V. Colom) 28 

 
The scope of the project is to realize a network of multi-media processing facilities 

distributed in several quarters of the interested city, connected through a center to the 
external ICT networks. The facilities should be at the disposal of users interested in 
developing their skills to make use of multimedia knowledge processing.  

CALL will concentrate not only on computer literacy and creative / productive skills, 
but on the notion of networks and Cyberspace. Here, social politics may find an 
unexpected and completely new way out of actual social problems in urban areas. The 
multimedia and networks technology can enhance new skills, new ways of employment, 
more individual action in economical and artistic questions and a renewal of social ties 
within the urban quarter's community. 

  
The general idea is to bring these technologies into disadvantaged urban quarters 

where they may serve as a future base for new developments of infrastructures, creative 
work and social activities.  

 
By offering a chance to quarters with high unemployment rates to approach these 

technologies, CALL will contribute to develop knowledge and skills in computer technology 
use and help creative and professional development as well. Participants and users will 
get in contact with the most advanced technology available, develop skills required for 
jobs, enhance their own creative and professional capacities with state-of-the art 
technology. 

 
The ultimate aim then is to start a self supporting and self stirring process that after 

a time of public support and financing, can become, at least partially, autonomous. One 
condition for the success of such an action is the decentralized, autonomous execution by 
units based on city's quarters. These units are the carrier of the project. On its ability of 
adaptation to the local situation depends the success or non-success of the proposed 
project. CALL intends to be an incentive to start successful regional and local actions on 
the base of new workforce with skills that correspond with the needs of the most advanced 
industries, arts and other activities. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                         
 2 72 7  CALL is a computer-network command to establish a network connection to other computers, networks and 
cyberspace. The City Action CALL is thus equipped with a symbolic name. 
2 82 8  Visiting scientists to the FAST Perspective team of the EU Commission. 
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CALL Project Targets  
 

The CALL projects responds to a set of challenges produced by the deterioration of 
urban quarters due to unemployment and social isolation. In dealing with these challenges, 
the CALL city-action works along the lines of established socio-political representation. 

 
The targeted quarters are those having the following characteristics: 

• high unemployment rates, 
• deterioration of living conditions (housing, streets, water supply etc.): slums 

or slum-approaching conditions, 
• few skilled job chances;  
• bad school conditions. 

 
Quarters of such a consistence are found in low-industrialized cities of mainly rural 

oriented areas (e.g., southern Mediterranean belt) or in cities who where highly 
industrialized in primary sector industries (steal/coal) and now under decline. 

  
The main aims of CALL can be described with the following terms:  
 
- computer literacy for the participating people, 
- network ability, Cyberspace orientation and navigation faculties, 
- knowledge 'navigation' and mental upgrading abilities, 
- the enhancement of creative and artistic work from music to multimedia 

presentations, 
- general knowledge building in all knowledge and skills people are interested in, 
- new professional skills for job search or job creation, 
- stimulating and guiding role of the CALL centres for new employment forms, 
- stimulation of the establishment of new social links between the targeted 

quarters and the regular society, thus re-integrating quarters in wider social 
structures using computers as a link element (their fascination, their social group 
building), 

- trying to build a quarter centred social network based on the CALL centres.  
 
The CALL action will find its limits with the growing skill of its users. So, when a user 

has reached a skill level which allows her or him to build up an own little company, buy an 
own computer or find a job, she or he leaves the circle of the CALL participants. 
Nevertheless, this person can always rely for special purposes on the technology of the 
CALL centre or - given new unemployment or a failure in its entrepreneurial undertaking - 
return to the CALL centre to learn further. The decision when a participant should leave 
the CALL perimeter is up to the responsible in the corresponding CALL center.  

 

CALL: the target population 

 
The CALL project aims at all inhabitants of the involved city-

quarters. The targeted groups correspond to socially disadvanta-
ged people, especially younger generations: 

 
- unemployed, 
- young low skill workers till 30 menaced by unemployment / 
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interim workers, 
- youth gangs and other quarter internal self-organizations,  
- young people under 18, not in school, not in regular 

economical process, 
- young female population / alone mothers / prostitutes.  
 
To all these groups, CALL offers a chance to develop new 

skills and so build a new individual career.  
 
It is still an hypothesis that mostly young people, scholars 

and youth without scholar career will be the excelling user group. 
The success of the CALL initiative will, however, be greater if also 
the older generation, the mothers and fathers, the adult un-
employed and the elderly could be interested. The use of the 
equipment by both sexes should be enhanced. 29 

 

 
 

The structure of CALL  
 

The project starts with building up of a network of Urban Quarter Units (QNU) and 
equip them with high-efficient and modern computer and multimedia facilities. The quarter 
units will be connected to a powerful, mainframe based Central Processing Station 
(CPS) serving special applications (like high-capacity printing, presentations, small produc-
tions). Furthermore, it will serve as a central data-base connected to the external world as 
a non-profit Internet-gateway.  

Each QNU will be equipped with high-standard PC-facilities allowing all sorts of 
computer and multimedia applications (like advertising and luditive designs), audiovisual or 
processual artworks (like musical applications), program writing and a world-wide 
networking via the CPS-gateway, thus getting a global knowledge at immediate disposal.  

The QNUs will be linked with each other via the CPS, so that they form a Local Area 
Network (LAN). Therefore, the users of the QNUs can communicate with each PC in the 
QNUs and the LAN. Furthermore, they have a global network access. 

 
The suggested technology to be used for CALL is described in the Box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                         
2 92 9  One has to remember that the character of CALL is one of social experimentation. The offer, therefore, could not cover 
everybody who is interested. However, if the interested people are mothers around fifty who grasp the idea for looking for a 
new job or communicating these skills to their children, they are welcome. The same is valid for a grandfather of eighty-five. 
To the same extent, the winning over of unofficial, "grey" social authorities in these quarters (youth gang leaders) and the 
deriving action is up to the CALL centres in the quarters. Main linking condition in the CALL action is the general 
principle of free accessibility and free use of its centres by the urban population. 
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CALL proposal: The technology to use  
 

What technology does fit best for the purposes of the city action CALL?  
The CPS has to be equipped in its CPS-related functions with a good main-

frame computer, high storing capacities and appropriate software. The needed 
network software can be downloaded at no cost from any BBS in the related city. 

 
The CPS will need for its LAN-functions (in terms of hardware): 
 

- several exchangeable hard disks together with a storing capacity 
of several Gigabytes. All the personal software of the CALL users 
and the network messaging can be backuped there. Additionally, the 
LAN software of the QNUs is stored there as well, 

- a 12 bit CPU, 
- several telephone lines and modems for the LAN-utilities as well as 

fax facilities and software, 
- upgradable processors and CPUs, beginning from 486, better 560 / 586. 

The Pentium and Power PC developments should be taken in account. 
To take non-upgradable chips will be - facing the eruptive 
technological process - a severe fault, 

- a permanent Internet connection, which means basically a con-
tinually running harddisk with modem equipment. 

 
These are the basic conditions for creating a LAN.  As the Internet address 

can be a direct one, there is no need for a commercial server.  
If, apart from this, other functions are required in a later phase of the 

CALL project, than the corresponding hard- and soft-ware can be bought.  
 
A special feature of the CPS could be the holding in stock of cameras and 

other specialized equipment to allow advanced urban QNU users to use this 
equipment for special purposes - like gathering video material for multimedia 
applications on their computers. The CPS could cooperate with other communal 
institutions to save money on such activities. 

 
The Quarter Network Units should consist in a series of LAN-connected PCs. 

The storing capacities of the hard-disks should reach around 500 Megabytes. 
Parallel to the CPS hardware, all parts of the PCs should be exchangeable and 
upgradeable as well. This will ensure a long-term efficiency of the CALL 
initiative. The Random access memory (RAM) should be of ideally 8 Megabyte, at 
least 4 Megabyte with upgrading option. 

Every PC should be a multimedia machine, which means that it is equipped 
with a soundcard and the related sound speakers. Furthermore, it has to have a 
CD-ROM-drive.  

The number of PCs can vary. One can begin in a first testing phase with no 
more than five machines per QNU to test the reaction in the targeted quarter. If 
this reaction is positive, the number has to be extended, say, to twenty. More than 
twenty machines will destroy the envisaged intimate atmosphere. Then it is better 
to establish another neighboured QNU.  

 
The used software should basically fulfil two major tasks. Accustom 

users to the use of DOS-levels and related questions, introduce them to 
programming languages and to the use of WINDOWS-related software (desktop 
publishing). 

 
The opportunity to link up one's individual approach with world-wide standards 

established by the Cyberspace-communities will be a central point of future-building in 
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these disadvantaged quarters. The invested energy is not only fruitful from a local point of 
view, but will be developed under a neat global setting and thus be valuable no matter 
what possible global developments might come. 

The learning facilities of the QNUs will differ widely from classical school facilities. 
They will be based on multimedia programs in which a sound-image-text based software 
routine will interactively teach the computer user the knowledge she or he needs. This is 
good solution for developing computer literacy30. In the quarter centres, one will find also 
possibilities to learn English.31 
 

Who will manage CALL? 
 
One condition for the success of CALL in the quarter's structure is the 

general accessibility to the equipment32. No one should be excluded by terms of 
money or fees or even - in certain limits, naturally - behaviour33. So, the presence of 
potentially everyone in the quarter is one element of success on this behalf. 

The QNUs themselves will be managed by one or two persons in a decentral-
ized, self-supporting way, by giving to the "specialists in the frontline" the decis-
ion-tools to develop "their" QNU to a successful "unit" (including a small own QNU-
budget which might be enriched by cooperation of the unit with local entrepren-
eurs). The Project emphasizes a decentralized approach, as conditions vary in 
cities sometimes from street to street. Since the human factor is an essential 
factor in the CALL action, it might be that an enthusiastic computer "freak" with 
social responsibility is preferable, as QNU manager, to skilled, specialized but 
computer-cool social worker.  

The central element of success relies on two major qualities: 
communication capacities of the QNU-managers and high computer skills. This 
differentiates CALL from other programs where purely social-communicative 
moments play major roles. It has to be stated that such pure social 
professionalism is even trample on the aims of CALL. 

 

The acquired knowledge will encourage people to try out more computer facilities 
and applications, thus enhancing an organic, interactive, hypertextual growth into the world 
of electronics.  

 

                                         
30 It will work with for example little films, Monthy Python sketches, programming exercises, network-messages. 
3 13 1  It should be stressed that for a successful introduction of computerized networks, the knowledge of English is a 
precondition comparable to the knowledge of Latin even in the remotest corner of the Roman Empire. English has since 
the growing of the Cyberspace become completely independent from its anglophone "home-bases". It is affectionately 
nicknamed the "CNNese" of the Net. Its importance for computer literacy, programming capacities and computer based 
communication is central.  
32 Naturally, as the value of the equipment is for the envisaged quarters astronomical, it should be thought over enhancing 
a social action of vigilant nature. Thus, the people and users of the quarter themselves would be responsible for the 
guarding and night guarding of the equipment - an example of social participation which could be aligned with other 
attempts to enhance people's re-appropriation of their own cities. 
 33 It has to be taken into account that a joking, easy, playful (or, in american word, 'soft mastery') approach will 
suit the appropriation of the hypertextual world of PCs far more than the strict, direct, serious, linear approach of the 
Gutenberg-world. As Sherry Turkle in "The Second Self (1983) points out, the learning and concentration effects on 
PCs, especially when used in combination with programming and creative action, are astonishing. 
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Furthermore, with the growth of the semi-professional use the QNUs will grow and 
their structure should include the possibility to be extended. In an ultimate step, a second 
QNU per quarter can be built.  
  

The development of CALL activities 
 
In these QNUs with their free access, all the following levels of computer activity 

should be possible: 
 

- Beginner's and non-professional everyday activities like first programming, 
type-machine use of the PCs, little graphics, etc. This should be available 
also to persons which may be considered as "visitors" (but they acquire a 
basic understanding of computers and their worlds and transmit that into 
broader social circles: so, they act as multiplicators). 

-  
- Creative activities of all art and design rubrics, including those with "com-

mercial" purposes. These activities will serve the needs of the amateur as 
well as the semi-professional artist and allow a development into professional 
artist and/or designer, etc. When people improve their skills they might be 
able to sell products - for example, artistic graphics to tourists - or, grasping 
the Cyberspace chance, they could sell product designs on the networks.  

 
- Artistic action will - using the potential of multimedia computers - include all 

electronized or "electronizable" art and design forms: music (ranging from 
electronic/synthesizer to rock, pop and classical composition), drawing and 
painting (paintings, design, comic strips), processual art forms, audio-visual 
products (as art or game). These oeuvres could be "networked" and 
eventually sold in Cyberspace. 

 
- Computer programming. These activities can range from simple graphic 

programmes and little games to professional and semi-professional software 
development, and open other business training possibilities. The upgrading 
of the internally used QNU software in this framework could be an important 
training ground for the users which allows them to obtain professional skills. 

 
- Computer networking, messaging, electronic and paper newspapers. Using 

the Cyberspace option offered by the CPS, users of the QNUs could link up 
to the rich world of communication networks. They can participate in global 
discussions, get knowledge which is otherwise unreachable, learn and 
develop their abilities and enrich their personal and local culture. From these 
applications the path could lead directly to the world of publications, 
enhancing and fostering the production or participation in the production of 
newspapers and electronic publications, eventually electronic books. This  
would open a way into the future electronic publishing as the present 
spreading of electronic bookshops on the networks prove. 

 
This process will build up continually computer competence. The QNU-equipped 

quarter will change little by little: for some people, there might be new jobs; others will 
develop their own professional career.  
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One aim of the CPS/QNU-units will be to create jobs. It has to be seen in an 
experimental social action whether this will work or not. However, it can be stated that 
cooperation with local enterprises34 will be of major importance for the structural effects of 
CALL initiatives. 
 

Network effects of cooperation with CALL 
 
A central condition for a successful introduction of CALL will be the col-

laboration with the local computer clubs and Bulletin Board Systems (BBSs). 
There one will find a highly developed and democratic potential of computer-
skilled amateurs and professionals, which will be more than helpful to build up a 
LAN and develop its technical options. This cooperation may help CALL with 
network problems, with viruses, with software problems, with lacking skills.  

This teamwork applies as well to specialized knowledge in the editing, 
designing and other skills. Specialists from different sectors and schools should 
help users in fulfilling specific tasks. Their task may be reduced when the level 
of competence of the CALL participants is high enough to use the networks for 
their proposes and manage them.  

 

No formal training is foreseen by specialized school coursers. School, in general  
have to learn to live with the computer society themselves. To reach its aim, CALL should 
be run by enthusiastic, computer oriented and social responsible people of both sexes (to 
prevent the white male dominance). 
 

The CPS, in its central function, is based on a highly automated mainframe 
computer with upgraded storing capacities for QNU-backups and personal mail-  and 
workboxes of the QNU-users.  

If one limits the CPS only to these communicative connection functions, then there 
is no need for human supervisors apart from regular controls, backup actions and hard-
disk cleaning which can be done by the QNUs. In this case, virus-shielding of the CPS and 
the periodical virus scans of the system as well as the upgrading of the doorway software 
can be done by the QNU personnel. This picture changes if the central quality of the CPS 
is exploited. 

 
The psychological challenge 

 
This is the most difficult part of the project. The psychological challenge means mainly two 
things:  

 
- first, to convince the people living in the targeted quarters to try the offer and develop an 

own creative or professional action, acquire skills, know the Cyberspace and develop 
self-confidence.  

- secondly, it requires a moral effort from the offering side: the readiness to deal with all 
the difficulties, accept the limitations vis à vis the Cyberspace and multimedia 
technology and accept social realities. 

  

                                         
34 Which on the longer run might expand, take computer skilled personnel from the QNU or articulate a need for 
adapted software built on flexible local supply. 
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The steps to CALL 
 
If we suppose a minimum scenario, than a city can start with a one CALL 

center which is a CPS and its first QNU at the same time; probably in one building. In 
this case, the CPS will be built up as a large QNU with a mainframe-equipment and 
the correspondent QNU equipment. In a later stage, new external QNUs can take 
over the role of quarter centres for targeted quarters.  

The CPS could then transform to a central assembling unit with high-tech 
equipment for printing and editing of, e.g., newspapers, books, graphics  etc., or for 
automated little (artistic) productions (figures in and on wood, glass or stone). 
Above this, a high-tech equipment with big screens can make possible happenings 
and multimedia performances - for example, the networked artistic multimedia 
presentation of several QNUs or network-related information presentations. 

In this scenario, the CPS will have to be equipped with qualified personnel. A 
staff of computer-literate people (in the best case recruited scholars from the 
urban quarters) will team up with experienced staffs of musea, arts and social 
workers, thus forming a knowledge supply for the related QNU. 

 

  

The CALL challenge has several dimensions.  
 
First, CALL has to overcome the normal social resistance from the targeted urban 
quarters, where the social structures may significantly vary in comparison to the 
"mainstream" of our societies. Working, intellectual efforts and other characteristics related 
to the middle class activities, may not have a high standing within these quarters. Thus, 
CALL has to work on three arguments to convince refusing inhabitants: 
 

- CALL has to show that the CPSs / QNUs are a chance to enter a positive  
  career. The learning chance is a gateway to a better future. 

 
- CALL has to stress that working with computers has a specific fascination.  
  Here, the  playful approach helps to surmount fears of the "devil  
  computer" a lot. 

 
- CALL has to give people a chance to participate in learning processes, to  
  develop their own ideas and visions. Any "teacher-like" approach ("we  
  know it and you don't") is not only a pretension (because teacher's,  
  employees, politicians simply do not know), but destroy any chance to  
  produce a self-supporting process. Furthermore, it violates the  
  fundamental democratic and communicative potential of the computer. 

 
Secondly, CALL has to overcome other major problems: The network world people are 
encouraged to enter, have psychological different structure as compared to the 
"Gutenberg Galaxy" of the established society. This problem may not be as sharp as in 
middle class families (as textual literacy is not the major element of psychological 
orientation). Several analysis35 show that the hypertextual structure of computer 

                                         
35As several analysis have proved, there is a strong cultural action in Fan-clubs and other "poaching" sub-cultures. This 
has to be seen in addition to the proved psychological qualities of the computer.  Cfr.. Sherry Turkle 1983, and Henry 
Jenkins, Textual  Poachers (1992). 
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knowledge is not that difficult to grasp for non-literate people in the textual sense. This 
fact, in combination with the fascination of the interactive technology, may facilitate the 
work of CALL - if the executors can stay away from trying to translate textual literacy into 
computer literacy. Even assuming that CALL does not clash with strong textual literacy 
based reservations, it will have to deal with untrained minds - at best accustomed to the 
absolute passive consumer mode of mass-media. 
 
Thirdly, CALL has perhaps to deal with unexpected scepticism. As the targeted quarters 
are socially weak and show high unemployment rates, there will be a sort of basic 
desperation - "we, anyway, have lost, no matter what they say". This has brought parts of 
the youth to adapt a rebellious attitude towards the mainstream society. That means that 
CALL has to deal with for example youth gangs. In this case not the individual youngsters 
or his/hers parents are to be won over for the project, but the leaders of these groups.36 
CALL should therefore build on the inner structures of the targeted quarters. A city action 
of this quality can only reach its aims in close cooperation with the "street". Therefore, 
CALL needs people who not only know thoroughly the situation but have the confidence of 
the important persons in the quarter. 

 
To state the consequence clearly: CALL means not only a psychological challenge for the 
people who are supposed to learn and have a chance by the acquired computer 
knowledge. As well, the same mental effort has to be done by the other side: politicians, 
who have to be sincere with their limitations and have to accept situations and partners 
they would like to deny; teachers and social workers who have to admit that their 
knowledge about the computer world is limited; enthusiastic computer mavericks who have 
to cooperate with people they only know from television - if at all. 
Accepting these facts, it is possible to develop CALL in a way to reach a deep going effect 
in the targeted quarters. The keywords are: modernization, cooperation, creativity, 
originality, no formalities but effectiveness, new thinking, future orientation, enthusiasm.  

                                         
36 To illustrate this it should be mentioned here the example of the "Vandals", a big, more than hundred persons, 
gang of young Berlin Turks which was long feared for its criminal activities. Having encountered a lot of bad experiences 
and after having reflected these, the gang and its leaders decided to prevent their younger brothers and sisters to go to the 
same way and assumed a civil responsibility - building up little enterprises, looking for jobs for the younger ones, keeping 
the own quarter free from hard drugs, etc. Unfortunately, the Berlin Senat did not understand the unique chance to win a 
whole quarter of the city and is not providing money and buildings for these groups. Thus, the experiment had no chance to 
spread.  
 Similar experiences are reported from Den Haag, This proves that cooperation between social precarious groups 
and the established society is possible and should be used to get ahead. 
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